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Abstract

As the capacity of the cache hierarchy keeps scaling to match the increasing number of cores
and growing working set size, the design of the cache hierarchy has remained relatively static,
which has become an obstacle in adapting to new hardware devices and software paradigms.
Specifically, we identify two major issues with today’s cache hierarchy design. First, multiversion-
ing support is lacking, which prevents efficient implementations of newer hardware paradigms,
such as Hardware Transactional Memory (HTM), and blocks efficient usage of Byte-Addressable
Non-Volatile Memory (NVM). Second, the hierarchy only provides a rigid load-store interface
without the capability of leveraging runtime application-level information. As a result, the hi-
erarchy is unable to react to runtime dynamic software behavior and misses opportunities for
optimization based on such information.

In this dissertation, we demonstrate that by taking advantage of multiple instances of related
objects, we can address both limitations of the existing hierarchy and improve the performance and
usability of the system. To validate this statement, we detail four case studies.In the first two case
studies, we present OverlayTM and NVOverlay. Both designs implement a multiversioned cache
hierarchy based on Page Overlays. They support a special “Overlay-on-Write” operation that
resembles conventional Copy-on-Write, but creates new cache blocks, which we call “versions”,
directly in the private cache. OverlayTM is a Hardware Transactional Memory design that enables
efficient multi-thread synchronization by allowing concurrent writers to the same address to
create their private versions without interfering with each other. Furthermore, concurrent readers
and writers will also execute conflict-free by directing readers to the version that constitutes a
consistent read snapshot image among several possible versions in the hierarchy. The resulting
design greatly reduces transaction abort rates and execution cycles compared with a single-version
HTM, showing a 30%–90% reduction on both.

NVOverlay further demonstrates the benefits of multiversioning by extending the multiver-
sioning domain to persistent data on Byte-Addressable Non-Volatile Memory (NVM). NVOverlay
implements a memory snapshotting design that captures incremental memory modifications within
a time interval. NVOverlay generates incremental memory snapshot data with Overlay-on-Write
and gradually writes back snapshot data to the NVM for persistence. Snapshot data is managed
on the NVM with a series of mapping tables and can be accessed conveniently for failure recovery
or other purposes. Our evaluation shows that NVOverlay minimizes the latency overhead of
snapshotting by overlapping most of the operations with execution, considerably reducing NVM
write traffic with the multiversioning design compared to logging.

In the third and the fourth case studies, we present MBC and Memento. Both designs leverage
application-level information on instances of related objects to optimize performance. MBC
performs inter-block cache compression on the last-level cache (LLC). MBC leverages the insight
that blocks of similar contents often exhibit a “stepped” (spatially strided) pattern on a page and
compresses these blocks together for a higher compression ratio. To identify the per-page stepped
pattern, MBC enables application software to pass a “step size” attribute via virtual memory
system calls. The attribute propagates in the cache hierarchy, which the cache controller eventually
leverages to group blocks based on the attribute for compression. Compared with similar works
on inter-block cache compression, MBC greatly simplifies compression hardware while achieving
comparable or even better compression ratio.
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Memento optimizes object memory allocation in Serverless Computing by offloading high-
level allocation primitives to be executed on the hardware. Memento leverages the semantics
of user space and OS kernel memory management functions and implements those that can be
executed in parallel with the application on hardware, thus overlapping the latency of memory
management with execution. On average, Memento reduces main memory traffic by 22% and
speed-up function execution by 14%.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Hardware cache is effective in addressing the widening gap between the speed of the processor
and the latency of the main memory, a phenomenon known as the memory wall [169, 259]. To
better leverage the trade-off between cache capacity and access latency, architectures typically
have several levels of cache, naturally forming a cache hierarchy, with the smaller and the faster
cache placed closer to the processor, and the larger and slower cache closer to the main memory.

Despite great capacity scaling over the last few decades [18, 66, 95, 185, 240], the cache
hierarchy has barely seen any change in how it organizes cached data and interacts with application
software. More specifically, the current cache hierarchy only exposes a flat address space reflecting
the physical address space backed by the underlying main memory and software can only accesses
the cache hierarchy via a load/store interface.

While assuring backward compatibility with legacy components in the system, such a simple
and overly conservative cache hierarchy design can become an obstacle in adapting to new
hardware devices and software paradigms. This statement is especially true given today’s rapid
advancement of both hardware and software technology. Even on existing systems, the cache
hierarchy may force programmers to adopt suboptimal solutions due to ignorance of application-
level data organization and runtime information.

In this dissertation, we focus on two properties of the current cache hierarchy design that
prevents the software from utilizing it efficiently. First, the current hierarchy only exposes a flat
address space abstraction. As a result, applications that benefit from multiversioning must resort
to software implementations, which incur significant overhead on version lookup and metadata
management. Second, the load/store interface of the hierarchy neglects runtime application-level
information, while the software mechanism for passing such information to the hierarchy is
non-existent. Consequently, the cache hierarchy is unable to react to runtime software behavior
dynamically and can miss precious opportunities for optimization.

1.1 Supporting Multiversioning in the Cache Hierarchy

Multiversioning is a common software paradigm that is not supported by the current cache
hierarchy, and software pays the price for using it. For example, in transactional memory (which
also extends to the transaction engine of Database Management Systems), concurrent transactions
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Ver. 105 Ver. 103 Ver. 102 NULLObject A

Ver. 104 Ver. 101 NULLObject B

Version List

Figure 1.1: Software Managed Versions Example – This figure depicts two objects, A and B, and the
software managed versions maintained in linked lists. Each version in the list is tagged with the version
number. Also, versions are linked together in decreasing order.

that write to the object generate multiple copies of the same memory object to avoid write conflicts.
Each object copy is denoted as a “version”. Without hardware support, these versions must be
explicitly managed by software. Fig. 1.1 presents an example of software-managed versions. Each
version is tagged with a software-assigned version number representing its identity. Different
versions of the same object are chained together in a linked list.

Software-managed versions incur performance overhead. First, when a memory object is
to be accessed, the software must perform a version lookup to determine the correct version.
Second, versions and their metadata must be explicitly created, stored, and recycled by software.
Unfortunately, the cache hierarchy does not support directly performing version lookup and
metadata maintenance on hardware due to the flat address space it exposes.

The lack of multiversioning support also hinders the adoption of new hardware. With the in-
troduction of Byte-Addressable Non-Volatile Memory (NVM), taking periodic memory snapshots
becomes a feasible approach for crash recovery. Memory snapshots are naturally multiversioned,
as multiple copies of memory states on the same address are saved, one for each snapshot. Again,
due to the flat address space exposed by the cache hierarchy, the generation and storage of multi-
versioned snapshot data cannot be performed directly on hardware. Instead, programmers have to
implement software libraries as an extra layer of indirection, resulting in suboptimal performance.

Prior works propose various hardware multiversioning designs to support transactional memory
(e.g., [23, 97, 156, 177, 209]) and NVM-based memory snapshotting (e.g., [189, 190]), but
they fail to provide a satisfactory solution. First, these proposals primarily focus on single
problem solving with highly specialized hardware. The resulting design lacks generality and
cannot be reused easily for other multiversioning-related tasks. Second, none of these designs
implements multiversioning in the entire cache hierarchy. As a result, they still suffer version-
related performance overhead, such as logging or extra indirection.

1.2 Leveraging Runtime Application-Level Information
The current cache hierarchy is also hampered by its inability to leverage runtime application-
level information. Such information can be classified into two categories. The first category
contains software’s runtime behavior, which the hierarchy can leverage to adjust its operation
policy dynamically. The second category communicates high-level software primitives to the
hardware, such that the cache hierarchy can execute these primitives more efficiently using
dedicated functional units.

One particular scenario that can benefit from the first category is identifying redundant
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blocks on the address space for inter-block cache compression. Without runtime information on
redundant blocks, as is the case with the current hierarchy, hardware needs to perform extensive
searches over a potentially large range of blocks, the overhead of which is intolerable. Prior
works [19, 83, 84, 242, 245] attempt to address this issue with extra per-block metadata maintained
in hardware structures. These solutions, however, incur substantial hardware overhead and have
limited scalability due to the fixed-size structures. In reality, redundancy information is often
quite obvious and easily obtainable in software. Unfortunately, today’s cache hierarchy does not
support software passing redundancy information to the hardware, hence missing the opportunity
to leverage applications’ runtime data patterns to assist compression.

The cache hierarchy can also be extended to leverage the second category to fit better into
an emerging software paradigm called Serverless Computing. In Serverless Computing, heap
memory allocation constitutes a non-negligible performance bottleneck. However, most of the
allocations are short-lived and of small sizes—a common case that can be easily offloaded to
the hardware and removed from the execution critical path. The previous work [126] partially
achieves this goal by offloading certain low-level primitive operations to the cache. The resulting
speedup is somewhat limited because the cache hierarchy does not understand the “big picture”
behind these low-level primitives. It is thus helpful to enable the cache hierarchy to leverage
high-level software primitives in this case, such that heap memory allocation can be handled
entirely and efficiently by the hardware.

1.3 Thesis Statement and Insights
The goal of this dissertation is to address the above two limitations of the existing cache hierarchy
and hence improve the efficiency of the hierarchy for a wide range of hardware and software
paradigms. We strive to accomplish this goal with general-purpose and simple hardware additions
that enable the hierarchy to take advantage of multiple instances of related objects. Our work
evolves around the following statement:

Thesis Statement
By enabling the cache hierarchy to take advantage of multiple instances of

related objects, the efficiency of the cache hierarchy can be drastically improved
for a variety of important software operations.

To validate the thesis statement, this dissertation details four case studies that exercise the
principle in the statement.

To demonstrate the benefit of creating multiple instances of objects for transactional synchro-
nization, we propose a Hardware Transactional Memory (HTM) design OverlayTM that utilizes
a fully multiversioned cache hierarchy. OverlayTM implements version lookup and management
in hardware, with no software overhead incurred. Since all levels of the cache hierarchy are
multiversioned, OverlayTM naturally supports large-than-cache transactions without any added
complexity.

We also show that creating multiple instances of blocks on the same physical address can
benefit the adoption of new hardware. To this end, we propose an NVM-based memory snap-
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shotting framework NVOverlay that captures memory snapshots atomically in a multiversioned
hierarchy. NVOverlay represents memory states on the same address that belong to different
snapshots as different versions, and it flushes these versions into the NVM for persistence. Both
version generation and flushing are carried out by the hierarchy autonomously, which overlaps the
latency of persistence with normal execution, hence having little to no cycle overhead. NVOverlay
also consumes less bandwidth because each version is only persisted once, rather than twice as
in logging. The latter is made possible using a technique called shadow mapping, which can be
implemented with minimal hardware additions on top of the multiversioned hierarchy.

OverlayTM and NVOverlay are built upon a virtual memory framework, Page Overlays [226].
Not surprisingly, their designs share much in common, especially on the components that provide
multiversioning capability. Page Overlays is covered in Section 2.1 as background material.

To demonstrate the benefits of identifying multiple instances of related objects for compression,
we propose an inter-block cache compression design, Multi-Block Cache Compression (MBC),
that allows application programs to specify the pattern of redundant blocks within a page. In
MBC, the redundant block pattern on a single page is represented using a “step size” attribute
as these blocks often exhibit a “stepped” (spatially strided) pattern. The patterns result from
arrays-of-structs or heap allocators placing same-type objects next to each other on the same
page. The “step size” attribute is specified by the application at memory allocation time, stored
in the page table, and propagated to the TLB and LLC along with the handling of memory
requests.On receiving the request carrying the “step size” attribute, the LLC hardware performs
compression across redundant blocks, as indicated by the attribute. By leveraging software-
provided runtime redundancy information, MBC eliminates the extra hardware structure storing
redundancy metadata, simplifying hardware greatly while achieving similar or better results.

The last case study demonstrates how maintaining instances of objects on a hardware allocator
could optimize memory allocation in Serverless Computing. To serve this purpose, we propose
Memento as a holistic approach to heap memory allocation. Memento offloads both user space
heap object allocation and kernel space page management on the allocation path to specialized
hardware components. As a result, the latency of object allocation is reduced to only a couple
of cycles, and most of the memory allocation work can be moved to the background. Instead
of executing low-level primitives that only constitute a fraction of the allocation path, Memento
replaces malloc, free, mmap, and munmap, in their entirety, with high-level allocation primi-
tives whenever applicable. Being able to see the “big picture” of memory allocation by leveraging
high-level primitives helps Memento to achieve higher speedup.

1.4 Contributions

This dissertation makes the following key contributions:

OverlayTM
• We propose Multiversioned Page Overlays (MPO), a multiversioned cache design based on

Page Overlays. The MPO tracks versions in the cache hierarchy using a unique hardware
structure, i.e., the Version Directory, and implements a Version Access Protocol to support
version reads when multiple versions are present.
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• Besides multiversioning, OverlayTM also implements a protocol for detecting serialization
conflicts between concurrent transactions. OverlayTM guarantees atomic and serializable
transaction execution. The protocol includes a commit-time validation protocol and a
hardware Commit Queue.

• We quantitatively evaluate OverlayTM against other hardware single-version and multi-
version HTM designs on STAMP benchmark and report speedup and abort rate reduction.

NVOverlay
• We propose Coherent Snapshot Tracking (CST), a multiversioned cache design based on

Page Overlays. The CST captures fine-grained incremental memory modifications by
creating versions in the cache hierarchy. The CST also coordinates version write-backs to
the NVM in a distributed and scalable manner.

• We also propose Multi-snapshot NVM Mapping (MNM) to manage multiple memory
snapshots on the NVM using a series of mapping tables. The mapping tables are merged
into a master table which maps the most recent consistent snapshot.

• We quantitatively evaluate NVOverlay against other software and NVM-based memory
snapshotting designs on STAMP benchmark and report cycle overhead and bandwidth
consumption.

MBC
• We propose MBC, an inter-block cache compression design that leverages software specified

per-page “step size” attribute to compress across stepped (spatially strided) redundant
blocks.

• To provide a high compression ratio and a matching effective cache size, we also propose a
customized dictionary compression algorithm and a novel cache tag organization.

• We quantitatively evaluate MBC against other inter-block cache compression designs on
data workload and SPEC benchmark and report speedup and effective cache size.

Memento
• We propose Memento, a holistic approach for offloading heap memory allocation to hard-

ware. Memento focuses on Serverless Computing, where most objects are small and
short-lived.

• To execute memory management on hardware, we propose a Hardware Object Table (HOT)
that handles user space object allocation replacing the software object allocation library.
We also propose a Hardware Page Manager that performs page-level allocation and handles
page walks, which replaces OS kernel components for page management.

• We quantitatively evaluate Memento on Python and C++ serverless workloads and report
speedup and memory consumption.

1.5 Outline
The remainder of the dissertation is structured as follows. Chapter 2 presents the background
material and the motivation of the dissertation. Chapter 3 presents the design of OverlayTM, the
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multiversioned Hardware Transaction Memory. Chapter 4 presents the design of NVOverlay,
an NVM-based memory snapshotting framework on Byte-Addressable Non-Volatile Memory.
Chapter 5 presents the design of Multi-Block Compression, an inter-block compressed cache
leveraging software-assigned “step size” attribute to identify redundant blocks on the same page.
Chapter 6 presents the design of Memento, a holistic approach to memory management of small
and short-lived objects for Serverless Computing. At last, Chapter 7 concludes this dissertation
and discusses future research directions.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Page Overlays

2.1.1 Design Overview
Page Overlays [226], initially proposed by Seshadri et al., is a novel virtual memory framework
that enables a more efficient form of Copy-on-Write (CoW) in the cache hierarchy. CoW is an
existing virtual memory technique utilized by OS kernels to perform page copies lazily. When
a virtual page is to be copied (e.g., during a fork), instead of eagerly copying the underlying
physical page, the OS kernel simply creates a new virtual page mapping pointing to the physical
page, and sets the permissions of both the new and existing virtual pages to read-only. If neither of
the two pages receives any future write, then the OS saves processor cycle and memory bandwidth
by not performing the copy. However, when a write operation is about to modify the underlying
physical page, the actual copy of data must be conducted, hence the name “Copy-on-Write”.
The CoW process involves three steps. First, a new physical page frame is allocated as the
copy destination. Second, the content of the page is duplicated to the destination. Lastly, the
virtual-to-physical mapping of the page receiving the write is updated to point to the destination
page, on which the write operation is eventually performed.

Page Overlays was originally motivated by the unnecessarily high overhead of page-level
CoW, which always copies an entire 4KB page (or 2MB huge page) regardless of the size of
the write. Page Overlays leverages the observation that each write operation only affects a small
fraction of data on a page, and hence proposes “Overlay-on-Write”, a mechanism that enables both
data copying and address mapping to occur at 64-byte cache block granularity. Overlay-on-Write
minimizes the latency and bandwidth overhead incurred by data copying because the number of
64-byte blocks that need to be duplicated is typically only one or two, which is a tiny amount
compared with a full 4KB page copy that duplicates all 64 cache blocks.

With Overlay-on-Write, the latter half of conventional CoW is changed as follows. First, when
a write is about to land, the OS issues a special overlay write instruction for every 64-byte block
affected by the write. Second, the cache controller executes every overlay write by performing an
in-cache duplication of the cache block located by regular cache lookup, creating a new overlay
block directly in the hierarchy, and applies the write to the new block. To avoid address aliasing,
the cache controller derives a new address from the write operation’s target address and assigns it
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to the newly created block. We discuss address assignment in more detail in Section 2.1.2. Lastly,
the address mapping is updated by hardware, which is performed in 64-byte block granularity.
After the update, future memory accesses on the affected address will be redirected to the newly
allocated block, while accesses to the rest of the page would still land on the existing page. We
cover fine-grained address mapping in Section 2.1.3.

Page Overlays does not reserve backing storage when new cache blocks are created with
Overlay-on-Write. As a result, when the block is written back to the main memory for the first
time, the backing storage must be allocated on the write-back path. This step is unique to Page
Overlays, and is non-existent in the current system because the current system implicitly direct-
maps blocks on the physical address space to storage locations of the main memory. However,
blocks created by Overlay-on-Write may have identical physical address tag values, and therefore,
cannot be direct-mapped using their physical addresses alone. Page Overlays resolves this problem
by introducing an extra level of indirection on the memory controller and allocating backing
storage for newly created blocks lazily on the first write-back. We discuss this unique address
indirection and backing storage allocation mechanism in Section 2.1.4.

2.1.2 Assigning Addresses to Overlay Blocks
As discussed earlier, when a block is duplicated in a cache during Overlay-on-Write, a new
address must be assigned to make the new block addressable. Page Overlays hardware, in fact,
just copies the physical address tag of the old block and assigns it to the new block. To avoid
address aliasing, Page Overlays proposes adding an extra 16-bit “Overlay ID (OID)” field in
addition to the address tag for all blocks in the hierarchy. When an Overlay-on-Write is executed,
the OID tag of the newly created block is given the Process ID (PID) of the process that performs
the Overlay-on-Write operation.

The Overlay ID serves as a disambiguation field for blocks on the same address created by
Overlay-on-Write from different processes. When a process intends to read an overlay block
created by itself earlier, it must issue an overlay read instruction, which carries the reading
process’s PID as well as the virtual address of the block to be read. The block’s virtual address is
translated by the TLB to the physical address as usual, after which both the physical address and
the PID are used to perform cache lookup. 1 An overlay read cache lookup hits a block if and only
if (i) the address tag matches the requested address, and (ii) the OID tag matches the PID in the
read request.

2.1.3 Fine-Grained Address Mapping In Block Granularity
Another challenge that Page Overlays addresses is to update the fine-grained address mapping
in block granularity when a new block is created via Overlay-on-Write. This step is essential

1In the original Page Overlays paper, cache blocks created by Overlay-on-Write use the virtual address of the
block to be written. Correspondingly, the virtual addresses in overlay read and write instructions are directly used for
cache lookup, and not translated by the TLB. In this dissertation, we override this design decision and force overlay
memory operations to always go through the TLB. This change will invalidate some Page Overlays use cases, such as
sparse matrix, but it avoids the nasty synonym problem known for virtual address caches [88]. A more comprehensive
design may also add a switch that allows users to choose between the two modes.
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to ensuring that future reads and writes from the same process will correctly land on the newly
created block, rather than on the page underneath. For overlay reads, this challenge is already
solved because overlay reads just use the current PID and the requested virtual address to generate
the final address for cache lookup.

However, for overlay writes, the write semantics depend on whether an overlay block already
exists on the address to be written. If a block exists, then overlay write will be executed as
regular write on the overlay block. Otherwise, the overlay write is executed as an Overlay-on-
Write described above, which creates a new overlay cache block. The distinction of overlay
write semantics is analogous to how conventional CoW handles writes. Before the first write
is performed on one of the virtual pages, read operations on either page will land on the same
physical address. However, after the first write, both virtual pages will obtain their specific
physical page, and all future reads and writes will land on the corresponding physical page.

While conventional CoW relies on the OS kernel to track the CoW status of each page, Page
Overlays, on the contrary, tracks per-block overlay status on hardware. To remember whether an
overlay block already exists for the currently executing process, Page Overlays proposes adding
an “OBitVector” field to all TLB entries. The OBitVector consists of one-bit flags for every cache
block on the page to indicate whether an overlay block exists. The size of OBitVector equals the
number of 64-byte blocks on the page, adding a negligible one bit overhead to every 64 bytes
(0.2% total storage).

Since the OBitVector tracks overlay write status for every page in every process, it is also
backed by the main memory on a per-process basis. When a TLB entry is replaced, the OBitVector
of the replaced entry will be written back to the backing location. Moreover, the OBitVector of the
newly inserted TLB entry will be loaded from the backing location. The original Page Overlays
proposal does not specify precisely how OBitVector is maintained in the main memory, but in
practice, it can be either stored in vacant bits in the existing page table or a separate per-process
structure.

When a process is spawned, the OBitVector fields for all pages are, by default, all-zeros,
indicating that no overlay block exists yet for the new process. When an overlay write is
performed on an address for the first time in a process, the corresponding bit in the OBitVector is
set in the TLB entry, and the entry is marked dirty. The overlay write, in this case, is executed as
Overlay-on-Write. Future overlay writes in the same process will see the “1” bit in the OBitVector,
and will thus be executed as regular writes to the overlay block. The tag lookup process in the
latter case is identical to the one for overlay reads, which takes both the physical address and the
PID of the requesting process as inputs.

2.1.4 Allocating Main Memory Backing Storage for Overlay Blocks
The main memory storage location of an overlay block is allocated lazily when the block is written
back from the cache hierarchy for the first time. This design decision is deliberately made such
that backing storage allocation is not on the memory write critical path. Instead, in Page Overlays,
storage allocation for overlay blocks is performed on the eviction path, which is usually not
time-critical and can be conducted in the background to overlap with execution.

Due to the possibility of multiple overlay blocks with the same physical address tag but on
different OIDs, the challenge of Page Overlays storage allocation is that overlay blocks can no
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longer be direct-mapped to the main memory using the physical address alone. Page Overlays
addresses this challenge by adding per-OID Overlay Memory Tables (OMTs), the structure of
which resembles that of regular page tables, and translating the addresses of overlay blocks to
their physical storage locations on the memory controller by walking the OMT. This process
takes place in the following steps. First, the OID of the block is checked. If OID equals zero,
indicating a non-overlay block, the write-back is handled as usual, and the block is written back
to the physical address in the main memory (i.e., direct-mapped). However, if OID is non-zero,
necessitating an overlay address translation, then the OMT is located using the OID. Second,
the memory controller walks the OMT until reaching the leaf entry (it also extends the OMT if
any middle-level node is not present). If the leaf entry is valid, then the write-back operation
concludes by writing the block into the address stored in the leaf entry.

Otherwise, if the leaf entry for the address is not valid yet, and the request that triggered the
OMT walk is a dirty data write-back from the hierarchy, then Page Overlays performs backing
storage allocation. To fulfill this task, the memory controller will first allocate a page from a free
page pool and then create a leaf entry in the OMT pointing to the newly allocated page. Storage
allocation for overlay blocks written back for the first time completes at this stage, after which the
block data is written into the newly allocated page. Future main memory accesses to the overlay
block will go through the same address translation process and correctly land on the memory page
allocated in this step.

The page pool from which the memory controller requests new pages is managed by a
hardware page allocator called the Overlay Memory Store (OMS). The OMS interfaces with
the OS kernel to replenish pages when the number of free pages drops below a predetermined
threshold. It also returns surplus pages to the OS after they are freed or when demanded by the
OS to avoid depleting physical pages in the kernel.

Adding address translation to the memory controller increases overlay memory access latency,
which is also, unfortunately, on the main memory read critical path. To overcome this latency
issue, the authors proposed adding a TLB-like structure on the memory controller called the
OMT Cache for caching OMT entries that are frequently accessed. Address translation can thus
be performed by fast associative searches on the OMT Cache most of the time rather than by
costly OMT walks. In addition, the OMT Cache can be populated by prefetching OMT entries
on data TLB misses. Prior works suggest that there is a strong relation between TLB misses and
subsequent cache misses that lead to main memory accesses (happens on > 98% of cases) [32].
This prefetching technique can, therefore, eliminate most OMT walks from the critical path,
minimizing the adverse effect of OMT walks on memory access latency.2

Page Overlays also optimizes for sparse overlays, where a page only contains a few overlay
blocks. Sparse overlays cause storage underutilization, which should be minimized as much as
possible. To improve the storage efficiency of sparse overlays, Page Overlays manages physical
pages in five different size classes (256B, 512B, 1KB, 2KB, and 4KB). The size class of the page
used to back an overlay block is determined based on the fullness of the page. Moreover, the
size class will also change dynamically as the fullness of the page changes. The original Page
Overlays paper also proposes compact storage formats for every size class, which we do not cover

2TLB-triggered prefetching of OMT Cache is not discussed by the original paper. We added this for completeness.
In later discussions, we assume that the OMT does not affect memory access latency in any noticeable manner.
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Figure 2.1: Page Overlays Workflow – This figure depicts the overall Page Overlays design.

in this dissertation, as this feature of Page Overlays is orthogonal to our discussion. Interested
readers may refer to [226] for more information on compact storage formats of overlay pages.

2.1.5 Putting It All Together

Fig. 2.1 depicts the overall Page Overlays workflow. The processor initiates an overlay memory
access when executing an overlay memory instruction. In the first access step, the MMU generates
the overlay address for cache access using both the virtual-to-physical mapping and the OBitVector
in the TLB entry ( 1©). Then the memory request is sent to the cache hierarchy for address lookup,
which compares both the OID and the address tag of cache blocks in the hierarchy ( 2©). If the
access misses the hierarchy, the request is further forwarded to the memory controller (now
shown in the picture), which has a built-in OMT that performs address translation ( 3©). If the
memory request refers to non-overlay memory (i.e., with OID being zero), then the address is
direct-mapped into the main memory ( 4©). Otherwise, if the request refers to overlay memory,
then an additional address translation is performed by the OMT, which maps the overlay address
to an address in the OMS ( 5©). The OMS maintains a collection of pages on the hardware for
backing overlay cache blocks written back from the cache hierarchy. The OMS may also acquire
or release physical pages from/into the kernel-managed page pool when necessary ( 6©).

2.1.6 Page Overlays in This Dissertation

Page Overlays also enables many other use cases, despite being proposed initially as a low-
overhead alternative to Copy-on-Write. The broad applicability of Page Overlays originates
from its ability to create and manage overlay blocks on hardware (the original paper enumerates
several scenarios that can benefit from Page Overlays. Interested readers are encouraged to find the
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complete list in [226]). In particular, Page Overlays enables the cache hierarchy to (i) create blocks
in-cache and address them with an extra OID, and (ii) store overlay blocks that are potentially
on the same address but with different OIDs in distinct locations for future access. These two
properties, combined, constitute Page Overlays’ “hardware-supported multiversioning” capability,
which also forms the basis for the two hardware designs, i.e., OverlayTM and NVOverlay, that we
will present in the first half of this dissertation. In the rest of this section, we provide a high-level
preview of the two hardware designs and show how they can benefit from hardware-supported
multiversioning.

Creating blocks in-cache and accessing them by OIDs. Page Overlays’ “Overlay-on-Write”
semantics create a new overlay block by duplicating an existing block in the L1 cache and
assigning it the same physical address as the source block and a different OID. This process is
lightweight and localized to the L1 cache in which the overlay write is executed. Besides, when
multiple overlay blocks on the same address are present in the cache, these blocks can be accessed
separately by overlay reads using the address and the respective OIDs.

Being able to create blocks in-cache and access them by OIDs proves to be valuable for
designing Hardware Transactional Memory (HTM). Imagine the scenario where several concurrent
transactions all write to the same address. A straightforward implementation is to let each
writer create an overlay block with different OIDs. The Page Overlays design ensures that
these transactions can only see their private modifications using the respective OIDs, without
accidentally stumping upon the working set of others—a property called atomicity. By contrast,
on a regular hierarchy, enforcing multi-writer atomicity is challenging because most coherence
protocols follow a “single-writer” rule. As a result, concurrent writes to the same block will
expose the block to all writer transactions, therefore breaking atomicity.

Overlay-on-Write also proves to be critical for capturing incremental memory snapshots. At a
high level, when a memory snapshot is taken, the cache hierarchy can atomically “freeze” the
content of memory by treating all future memory writes as overlay writes. This operation has two
implications. On the one hand, existing cache blocks in the hierarchy become immutable, and they
represent the in-cache part of the memory state before the snapshot operation. On the other hand,
future memory writes will be executed with “Overlay-on-Write” semantics and create new overlay
blocks instead of overwriting existing ones in-place, hence protecting the memory state before
the snapshot from being altered by memory writes after the snapshot. This process is analogous
to conventional memory snapshotting techniques based on page-level Copy-on-Write, but it is
much more lightweight, requires no software coordination, and can be conducted extremely fast.
Consequently, with Page Overlays, memory snapshots can be taken on hardware at a much higher
frequency than existing software techniques while incurring less overhead. The resulting hardware
design thus offers many more opportunities of applying memory snapshotting to solve real-world
problems than existing techniques.

Storing overlay blocks that are potentially on the same address but with different OIDs
in distinct locations for future access. Instead of direct-mapping overlay blocks to the main
memory using physical addresses alone as in the current system, Page Overlays stores these
overlay blocks in the OMS, and indexes them with OMTs, which are per-OID page address
mapping tables translating overlay blocks’ physical addresses to their storage locations in the
OMS. This property simplifies both HTM and memory snapshotting hardware designs. For HTM,
when an overlay cache block storing speculative working data of a transaction is evicted from
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the hierarchy, the block can be naturally stored in an OMS page that is private to the transaction.
The resulting HTM design supports unbounded transaction whose working set size exceeds the
capacity of the cache hierarchy, without adding significantly more hardware other than Page
Overlays itself. By contrast, implementing unbounded transactions on systems without Page
Overlays is notoriously difficult, which is evidenced by the limited number of HTM proposals
that support this feature (e.g., [16, 211]).

Hardware-managed OMS and OMT also prove to be helpful when designing hardware for
memory snapshotting, as the design can simply rely on the OMS as an existing storage manager
and treat OMTs as indexes for accessing previously saved snapshot data. The resulting hardware
design only brings incremental changes to existing Page Overlays hardware because most of the
functionality required for managing snapshot data is already present in Page Overlays.

2.2 Hardware-Supported Multiversioning in HTM and NVM-
Based Memory Snapshotting

This section covers background material and related work for the first half of the dissertation:
hardware-supported multiversioning. We focus on the two case studies discussed in Section 1.1,
namely Hardware Transactional Memory (HTM) and NVM-based Memory Snapshotting. For
each topic, we discuss the main challenges of system design and familiarize readers with the
design space by reviewing related work.

2.2.1 Hardware Transactional Memory

Transactions are code sequences that obey two principles: atomicity and serializability [99]. 3 By
observing atomicity, memory operations in a transaction are either executed as an indivisible unit,
or not executed at all. In the former case, the transaction commits, and no other transaction can
access the intermediate states of the execution. Otherwise, the transaction aborts, and none of
its memory operations takes effect, as if the execution had never occurred. Serializability further
defines the logical ordering of transactions. For Hardware Transaction Memory, serializability
requires that the memory states observed by individual transactions should be identical to those in
a globally agreed, serialized execution. This condition is essential for ensuring that transactional
execution can replicate the behavior of a serialized execution, which must be enforced all the time
for correctness.

Typical usages of transactions include implementing lock-free data structures, executing
database queries, enforcing sequential consistency, and Thread-Level Speculation. In lock-free
data structures, transactions reduce the overhead of multi-thread synchronization while preserving
the consistency of the data structure. Databases also implement what is called “Concurrency
Control Protocol” to protect queries from concurrent updates, such that the given isolation level
is met. The concurrency control protocol bears certain similarities with transactional memory,

3In the context of DBMS, transactions have a slightly different definition as obeying the “ACID” (atomicity,
consistency, isolation, and durability) principles [235]. In this dissertation, unless otherwise noted, we stick to the
definition by Herlihy et al. [99].
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but it is more data-centric, hence allowing non-serializable data transformation as long as it is
legal under the isolation level. On multicore systems that implement weaker memory consistency
models, Sequential Consistency (SC) can be enforced by executing everything as transactions
and committing them continuously [42, 97]. Since transactions are globally ordered, all memory
operations in a transaction are also globally ordered with memory operations in other transactions,
which happens to match the semantics of SC. Thread-Level Speculation [41, 50, 75, 96, 237, 238]
breaks down the serial execution of a program into many smaller pieces and dispatches them to
multiple cores for parallel execution. Each smaller piece is executed as a transaction. The logical
ordering of these transactions is pre-determined to match the program order.

Hardware Transactional Memory (HTM) enables transaction execution on hardware. Two
major challenges of designing HTMs are version management and conflict handling [34]. Both
challenges can be addressed with some form of hardware-supported multiversioning.

Version management. When a transactional write modifies a block, the block becomes part
of the transaction’s intermediate state. We denote such a block as a “version”. According to
the atomicity principle, transactions should never observe other transactions’ intermediate states.
Therefore, versions should be kept private to the transaction until the transaction commits or
aborts.

The problem inevitably arises when multiple transactions concurrently modify a block. On
the one hand, each transactional write will generate a version, and every transaction should be
capable of accessing its private version without interfering with others. On the other hand, today’s
cache hierarchy most likely only supports one version per address due to the “single-writer” rule
of the coherence protocol [197, 239]. HTM designers hence need to devise unique mechanisms in
the hierarchy in order to handle the multi-writer scenario.

The earliest HTM proposal by Herlihy et al. [99] addresses this challenge by limiting the
number of concurrent writers per block to one, and enforces the rule by aborting concurrent writers
until the number of writers becomes one. This earliest idea is later adopted into commercial HTM
products [109, 270] due to its simplicity and non-intrusiveness to the coherence protocol. 4 While
preserving the single-writer rule, this design does not allow any write concurrency on the same
address. As a result, it demonstrates very limited performance benefit under high concurrency [34].
Other HTM designs that follow this approach include [16, 113, 177, 180, 211, 269].

Later HTM proposals get rid of the single-writer limitation by using the per-core private
hierarchy (i.e., L1 and L2 cache) or dedicated hardware structure (i.e., the L0 cache in [209]) as a
buffer for storing versions generated by transactions [23, 41, 42, 43, 97, 199, 207, 208, 209, 243].
These versions are, by design, “invisible” to the coherence protocol because the protocol will
not register the corresponding cores that perform the transactional writes as writers. While this
technique increases write concurrency, it may still violate atomicity when a version is evicted from
the private hierarchy to the shared LLC. In this case, the version will be exposed to concurrent
transactions, causing the creating transaction of the evicted version to abort for correctness.

Alternatively, HTM designs may also enable the multi-writer scenario by modifying the coher-
ence protocol to track versions generated by different transactions [75, 212]. The modifications to
the coherence protocol are typically quite radical, which makes this approach unrealistic due to its
high design and verification cost. For example, DATM [212] has eleven stable states (and even

4Unfortunately, Intel has decided to disable the HTM support on a broad range of future processors [107].
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more transient states), and HMTX [75] has seven states plus two per-block ID fields. Both designs
have a substantially larger coherence state machine compared to the standard MESI protocol,
where only four stable states are present.

SI-TM [156] differs from all the above approaches by assigning shadow addresses to versions.
SI-TM reserves shadow memory in the physical address space for storing transactions’ private
data. Every transactional write will cause a new shadow location to be allocated for the write
address. Concurrent transactional writes will be performed on different shadow addresses instead
of interfering with each other via coherence. To manage versions on the same address, SI-TM
proposes adding a Multiversion Manager (MVM) between the private hierarchy and the LLC. The
MVM translates between the shadow address and a version’s canonical address (the address that
processors use to issue memory requests). The private hierarchy can thus still access versions
using their canonical addresses. When a version is evicted from the private hierarchy, the MVM
translates the canonical address to the shadow address. The LLC can thus just treat the evicted
version as a regular block.

To summarize: HTM’s version management scheme addresses the core challenge of handling
concurrent writes. The cache hierarchy’s coherence protocol is the most significant factor in
designing the version management scheme. HTM designs may either follow the same “single-
writer” rule as the coherence protocol does or buffer versions in private structures hiding them from
the coherence protocol, or assign shadow addresses to versions and hence “trick” the coherence
protocol into treating them as individual cache blocks. All these different schemes trade-off
between write concurrency, protocol complexity, and hardware overhead.

Conflict handling. Transactions conflict with each other via interleaved reads and writes on
the same physical address. 5 Conflicts form data dependencies between transactions and define
transactions’ serialization order. HTM designs deal with conflicts with a conflict handling protocol
that aims to produce serializable executions. The conflict handling protocol is responsible for
(i) detecting the formation of cyclic dependencies between transactions, and (ii) resolving the
conflict by either aborting or stalling a transaction. These two responsibilities are also sometimes
separately introduced as “conflict detection” and “conflict resolution”, respectively.

Transactions can conflict in three patterns. First, if two running transactions read and write
the same address, respectively, and one of them commits, then it forms a “Read-Write (RW)”
conflict, and the reader is logically ordered before the writer. Second, if both transactions write
the same address, and one of them commits, then it forms a “Write-Write (WW)” conflict,
with the committed transaction ordered before the other. Lastly, if a running transaction reads
from the private version of another, then no matter which one commits, it forms a “Write-Read
(WR)” conflict, with the writer ordered before the reader. The last case, however, is mainly
a theoretical possibility since reading from another transaction’s private version would violate
atomicity. Transactional reads do not conflict with each other in any case, and they can proceed in
arbitrary order.

HTM’s conflict handling protocol can be piggybacked on the cache coherence protocol. In
this case, the coherence protocol also tracks the read set and write set of transactions using
existing sharer information in the last level of the cache hierarchy. On single-version HTM

5Conflict handling in larger or smaller granularity than a block is also possible. The same rules described in this
section also apply in those scenarios.
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designs, conflicts are detected when a read or write set block receives a downgrade or invalidation
coherence message. The conflict is then resolved eagerly on the spot by aborting or stalling one
of the two conflicting transactions. By contrast, on multi-version HTM designs, conflicts can be
detected lazily. For example, in TCC [43, 97], transactional writes are only performed by issuing
coherence writes at the end of the transaction and acquiring exclusive ownership for every block
in its write set. This commit-time validation procedure invalidates any conflicting readers and
writers, preventing both RW and WW conflicts.

HTM designs may also adopt both eager and lazy conflict handling. EazyHTM [243] registers
transactional write normally and relies on coherence messages to detect conflict eagerly, just like
in a single-version design. However, conflict resolution is postponed to a later stage because
conflicts can often resolve themselves if no cyclic dependency forms eventually. ForgiveTM [199]
follows a similar approach, but it only postpones conflict resolution for a dynamically trained
subset of blocks.

Dependency tracking HTMs detect conflicts using the coherence protocol, but instead of
resolving conflicts eagerly, in these designs, a dependency graph is built collaboratively by all
participating cores [75, 209, 212]. Conflicts are then resolved by attempting to commit transactions
following the dependency graph. These designs, however, may allow non-serializable execution
due to improper handling of RAW conflicts [63, 212].

Conflict detection can be decoupled from the coherence protocol by using signatures [41, 42,
207, 208, 234, 269] or version numbers [23, 156]. For example, Bulk [41, 42, 207, 208] performs
lazy commit-time validation as TCC, but instead of acquiring exclusive ownership for all write
set addresses, Bulk summarizes the write set into a signature and broadcasts the signature to
all conflicting transactions. SONTM [23] version-tags the entire address space and serializes
transactions by deriving the commit version numbers of a transaction from the version number
of its read and write set blocks. SI-TM [156] timestamps individual transactions and version
data generated by transactions. It detects conflicts by commit-time validation that verifies the
transaction’s write set against timestamp ordering.

Overall, HTM conflict handling enforces serialized execution by detecting and resolving
conflicts. Conflict handling can occur eagerly right on the spot when conflicts happen or lazily by
postponing it to a later time, or adopt a hybrid of the two. Many HTM designs piggyback conflict
handling on the existing coherence protocol for design simplicity. Nevertheless, conflict handling
can also be decoupled from the coherence protocol by using hardware signatures or version
numbers. The latter approach introduces more design challenges, such as the implementation of
the signature, the maintenance of version numbers, and parameter tuning.

2.2.2 NVM-Based Memory Snapshotting

Memory snapshotting captures the content of the address space at a certain time point and saves it
for later usage. The snapshot, once taken, can be used for low-latency failure recovery, persistent
and durable data structures [67], fine-grained system backup and replication [274], or record-
and-play debugging [167, 174, 250]. This dissertation primarily focuses on full-system memory
snapshotting that records changes over the entire physical address space for failure recovery. Other
variants of snapshotting can be implemented on top of this general model with only marginal
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changes. 6

All memory snapshotting designs require some form of multiversioning. When a snapshot
is created, the system should potentially maintain at least two versions for every address: one
old version storing the memory state at the snapshot point, and one new version representing the
memory state after the snapshot. If multiple snapshots are taken, multiple old versions will be
present, and the snapshotting design is supposed to be able to retrieve the memory state of a given
address in any of the snapshots.

The most straightforward approach to taking memory snapshots is first to stop processor
execution and then dump the memory content, plus the processor register file, into persistent
storage as a monolithic snapshot image. This monolithic snapshot can be loaded back to the
memory and processor register file later, which restores the state of the system back to the
snapshot point. However, in the typical case scenario where most of the memory content remains
unmodified between snapshots, this straightforward approach will incur unnecessary data copying
and tremendous storage overhead because the same data representing unmodified parts of memory
will be replicated multiple times across the snapshot images. To overcome the problem with
monolithic snapshot images, early works on memory snapshotting [11, 80, 175, 205] have
proposed taking incremental snapshots over a time interval called an epoch. In incremental
memory snapshotting, memory content that is unmodified during an epoch will not be captured
as snapshot data belonging to the epoch. Instead, the snapshot only contains memory writes
performed within the epoch, hence the term “incremental”.

The main design challenge of epoch-based incremental memory snapshotting is efficiently
capturing memory modifications during an epoch. Prior works on this subject proposed three
different approaches to overcome the design challenge: undo logging, redo logging, and shadow
mapping. The first two rely on saving version data in a persistent log such that both old and new
versions exist in the system at any time during execution. More specifically, with undo logging,
the old version of a memory location to be modified is saved in an undo log entry, which is then
flushed into persistent storage. The undo log entry will be replayed during failure recovery, which
reverts the content of the memory location to the old version stored in the entry. With redo logging,
all memory writes during the epoch are redirected to persistent redo log entries as new versions,
while the memory content remains unmodified, representing the old version. The redo log is
replayed on failure recovery and the completion of the current epoch. The replay process reapplies
memory writes contained in the redo log entries to their corresponding memory locations, which
brings the system to the most up-to-date state. As we will see shortly, both logging approaches
require some form of write ordering to be enforced between log writes and dirty data writes for
correct failure recovery.

Shadow mapping, on the other hand, redirects write operations on the same memory address
to different storage locations, whenever the writes are performed within different epochs. The
memory snapshot of an epoch E is hence collectively formed by all memory writes captured in
epoch E itself, plus all epochs earlier than E. The redirection of write is performed by a mapping
table translating the canonical address of the write to the actual location where the written data
will be stored. To avoid the mapping table from being corrupted by failures, the table itself must

6For complete recovery, certain I/O and external events (e.g., network data from recv syscall) may also need to
be recorded at the system level. See, e.g., [167, 236, 250] for more details on this matter.
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also be continuously snapshotted and saved to persistent storage at the end of every epoch. This
last property makes shadow mapping a design that recursively relies on itself because shadow
mapping essentially turns a more significant problem (snapshotting the entire address space) into
a more minor but similar problem (snapshotting the mapping table).

With the introduction of Byte-Addressable Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) 7, hardware design-
ers face a new set of trade-offs that have motivated reconsidering the design space for memory
snapshotting. More specifically, given the unique programming model and the performance
characteristics of NVM, we identify that an ideal NVM-based memory snapshotting design should
possess the following three properties. First, the design should minimize stalls and keep the
processor as busy as possible. In particular, special software primitives such as persist barriers are
unacceptable because they frequently stall processor execution. Second, the design should also
minimize write amplification, an inevitable phenomenon where the amount of data written into
the NVM is more than the size of snapshot data. Lastly, the design should scale to large systems
and working sets. Hardware proposals that rely on centralized control or size-limited hardware
resources may find themselves struggling to keep pace with future hardware development. We
elaborate on these three properties in the rest of this section.

Minimizing processor stall. Processor stall is a result of executing persist barriers, a
software primitive for making write data persistent. In the current cache hierarchy, dirty data
generated by writes will remain volatile in the hierarchy for a potentially long time and will only
become persisted when it is evicted back to the NVM. In order to eagerly persist the modification
made by a write, software needs to explicitly flush the address to which the write applies and then
issue a store fence to wait for the acknowledgment from the NVM device indicating that the store
has been persisted. This combination, i.e., a cache flush (e.g., clflush or clflushopt on
x86 [109]) followed by a store fence (e.g., sfence on x86 [109]), is given the name “persist
barrier”, and as with all software constructs that contain memory fences, the persist barrier will
stall the processor and cause performance degradation [123, 137, 138, 230].

Despite the adverse performance impact, persist barrier is crucial for enforcing write ordering
that is essential for correctness in specific designs. For example, in undo logging, the persistence
of the undo log entry (i.e., the old version) must precede the persistence of the corresponding dirty
block (i.e., the new version). This write ordering can be implemented in software by generating
the log entry first, executing a persist barrier, and then performing the write. Failure to observe the
write ordering will potentially corrupt the snapshot image and prevent system recovery in case of
failures. For example, if the system crashes after dirty data on address X is persisted, but before
the log entry is, then failure recovery would be unable to revert the memory state of address X to
the pre-crash state in the most recent snapshot. In this case, the snapshot memory state is included
in the log entry as the old version, which is permanently lost.

Due to the lack of more efficient primitives to enforce write ordering on current commercial
hardware, the less efficient persist barrier is prevalent in software-implemented NVM applications.
Examples include transactional libraries [40, 44, 55, 82, 86, 90, 98, 102, 103, 111, 118, 136,
140, 159, 160, 165, 170, 176, 193, 231, 256, 263], ad-hoc data structures [22, 51, 60, 105,
146, 147, 158, 184, 194, 225, 249, 251, 267, 278], memory allocators [31, 59, 179, 224], and

7In this dissertation, we focus on NVM devices in DIMM form factors, such as Intel Optane persistent memory.
Unfortunately, Intel has decided to gradually wind out its Optane storage line as of the time of writing [56].
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storage services [21, 48, 69, 124, 135, 186, 260, 261]. Among these software implementations,
Romulus [55], a transactional framework that can be adopted for snapshotting, is a typical example
that demonstrates how persist barriers affect performance. In Romulus, the next transaction can
only start after the working set of the prior one becomes persistent. This process requires issuing
cache flushes and persist barriers for the entire working set of the prior transaction, the execution
of which is on the critical path. As a result, Romulus suffers significant slowdowns compared
with normal execution without persist barriers, exhibiting the general inefficiency of software
implementations.

On the other hand, persist barrier overhead can be fully or partially eliminated from the
critical path by coordinating persistence on hardware. Prior designs have attempted this approach
by adding extra persistence coordination capability to the load/store unit [87, 233], the hyper-
threading scheduler [248], the coherence directory [137], the cache controller [33, 58, 65, 116,
122, 189, 254, 275], and the memory controller [7, 37, 92, 117, 121]. Prior works have also
investigated software-hardware collaboration supports for decoupling persistence from execution,
and proposed to delegate persistence to background hardware threads [255]. These approaches
generally suffer less persistence-related overhead than software libraries due to newly added
hardware components overlapping persistence with execution.

Reducing write amplification. Write amplification is detrimental in two aspects. First, exces-
sive writes will consume memory bandwidth and contend resources, such as memory controller
cycles, with concurrently executing processes. For memory snapshotting, this means that the
overall system performance will be negatively impacted on memory-intensive applications, which
makes the design only suitable for non-memory-heavy scenarios. Second, existing commercial
NVM devices can only sustain a limited number of writes before it entirely wears out and becomes
unusable [77]. Writing more data than necessary will shorten the lifespan of NVM devices,
resulting in more frequent device wear-outs.

There are three sources of write amplification in memory snapshotting designs. The first is
extra metadata that accompanies snapshot data, such as log entry header fields (for logging) and
mapping table entries (for shadow mapping). This part of write amplification can be reduced
with careful engineering but never eliminated. The second source of write amplification is
mismatched granularity between memory writes and snapshotting. For example, page-level
snapshotting incurs high write amplification if the page is only modified sparsely [80]. By
contrast, fine-grained block-level or even word-level snapshotting reduces write amplification
greatly by only writing the essential data. The last is protocol overhead. For example, hardware
logging [7, 33, 37, 65, 92, 116, 121, 122, 137, 189, 233, 254, 275] doubles the amount of data
written into the NVM, because snapshot data is written twice—first as log entries generated during
execution, and then as in-cache data flushed back at epoch boundaries (for undo logging) or as
data stored in log entries during the replay (for redo logging). Unfortunately, write amplification
is a natural consequence of the logging protocol, which is crucial for guaranteeing correct failure
recovery. As a result, all hardware logging designs suffer at least 2× write amplification.

On the contrary, in hardware shadow mapping designs [190, 214, 257], snapshot data is only
written once, which incurs considerably less write amplification than logging. However, these
designs still suffer write amplification by having to update mapping table entries. To further reduce
memory writes to the mapping table, these designs all implement some form of the mapping
table in hardware on existing hardware components, such as the TLB [190] or the memory
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controller [214, 257]. The hardware mapping table can be updated without modifying persistent
data, thus reducing the number of NVM writes during execution.

Scaling to both large systems and large working sets. Prior memory snapshotting designs
have suffered from several scalability challenges. First, because modern multicore processors
feature non-inclusive, distributed LLC slices [27, 114, 131, 182, 252], designs with a centralized
LLC tag walker [189] or control logic [275] simply will not fit. Second, most previous designs
assumed a globally synchronized epoch [189, 214, 257]; achieving this consensus is challenging
to scale due to increasing communication costs. Finally, previous designs tend to generate traffic
bursts, especially when snapshots frequently occur, due to coordinated, simultaneous write-backs
from all components. As systems scale, these bursts of traffic become increasingly likely to hurt
performance by saturating the bandwidth of memory buses and NVM devices.

Memory snapshotting designs should also scale to working sets larger than today’s system
capacity. The reason is twofold. First, the snapshot is taken over the entire address space. As the
number of cores increases, the amount of data generated can be overwhelmingly more significant
than that with current multicore systems. Second, NVM devices are expected to be denser in
data capacity than DRAM. Future systems using NVM as main memory will have larger in-
memory working sets than today’s DRAM-based systems. Consequently, designs that rely on
size-limited and often already heavily contended hardware structures (e.g., the TLB [190]) would
find themselves incapable of adapting to increasingly larger working sets in future systems.

2.3 Leveraging Runtime Application-Level Information in Cache
Compression and Object Allocation

This section discusses background material and reviews related work for the second half of the
thesis. We cover inter-block cache compression and object allocation for serverless computing,
and we focus on how these two scenarios can benefit from leveraging runtime application-level
information.

2.3.1 Inter-Block Cache Compression

There has been a proliferation of research on single-block last-level cache compression (or merely
“single-block compression”) [12, 13, 70, 81, 83, 93, 101, 110, 144, 188, 201, 220, 221, 222, 242,
266] and how they can improve performance, conserve memory bandwidth, and reduce energy
consumption. In single-block compression, a block is compressed by the hardware before it is
inserted into the cache and decompressed to restore its original content when being read out. The
compression algorithm only searches for redundancy within the single block without referring to
other blocks, hence the phrase “single-block” in its name.

One key limiting factor for single-block compression is its inability to leverage inter-block
data redundancy. Prior works have indicated that inter-block data redundancy is a common data
phenomenon due to same-type objects, real-world recurring patterns, and multi-dimensional data
structures (e.g., graph adjacency arrays) [84, 196, 245]. In these scenarios, different blocks in
the physical memory may have similar content, which we call analogous blocks. However, the
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compression algorithm for single-block compression designs can only search for redundancy
within a block. As a result, these designs miss the opportunity for a higher compression ratio by
leveraging data redundancy across analogous blocks.

To overcome the limitation of single-block compression, more recent cache compression
researches propose inter-block compression [19, 83, 84, 196, 242, 245, 272] to leverage inter-
block redundancy more effectively. In inter-block compression designs, a block is compressed
using another analogous block as the reference. To correctly restore uncompressed value, the same
analogous block must also be used when the block is decompressed. This approach is particularly
advantageous over single-block compression when data redundancy within a block is lacking. In
this case, single-block compression designs would produce poor compression ratio due to not
being able to find much redundancy within the block, but inter-block designs can still compress
well by finding redundancy in the reference block.

Because analogous blocks are used as the reference for compression, the pivot of all inter-block
compression designs is to search for analogous blocks efficiently. Exhaustively searching for
analogous blocks over the address space or even just within the cache hierarchy is unrealistic due
to the vast overhead of comparing block content. In search of optimizing this process, prior works
have proposed adding an extra hardware base cache alongside the LLC that tracks a small subset
of working set data. The base cache is populated by continuously selecting the most representative
blocks from the working set, and is expected to contain analogous blocks for the current cache
content. The base cache operates in tandem with the LLC to provide analogous blocks during
compression and decompression. Analogous block searches are performed only on the base cache
with substantially reduced work.

The base cache is commonly seen in inter-block compression designs and can take different
forms. For example, Dedup [242] and 2DCC [83] both perform inter-block compression between
blocks with exact same content (also known as “cache deduplication”). The hardware compressor
maintains a hash table that tracks in-cache blocks and their hash values as the base cache. When
a new block is to be inserted, deduplication is performed by first hashing the new block and
then using the hash value to fetch the analogous reference block from the hash table. A final
comparison is made to check that the block content between the new and the reference block
indeed matches. Deduplication succeeds if the check passes.

Thesaurus [84] follows a similar architecture, but instead of only deduplicating between
identical blocks, Thesaurus is also capable of compressing between blocks that are mostly
identical. To this end, Thesaurus adopts a novel fingerprint hashing that maps blocks of similar
content to the same hash value with a high probability—a property called clustering. Compression
is performed by taking the bit-wise delta between the new block and the analogous reference
block fetched using the hash value from the base cache. Thanks to the clustering property of
fingerprint hashing, the bit-wise delta is expected to be minor, thus achieving size reduction.

SC2 [19] trains a hardware dictionary that contains frequent words in the working set, and
performs Huffman encoding [104] using the dictionary. Although SC2’s dictionary is maintained
at word level rather than block level, it essentially functions as a base cache which enables
inter-block compression in the same manner as a block-level base cache.

Zippads [245] enables object-level compression by building upon Hotpads [244], which is
an object-oriented cache hierarchy. Zippads assumes that objects of the same type are likely
analogous due to in-memory data layouts and their semantic relevance. Based on this assumption,
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Zippads delta-compresses between cached objects of the same type ID. For each type ID, Zippads
maintains a base object as the reference for compression in a base cache, which is added to the
baseline cache design [244] to allow fast access to these reference objects.

All the above inter-block compression designs suffer the same issues incurred by the base
cache. First, the base cache is a fixed-size hardware structure and is not easily scalable to large
working sets. This issue is particularly prominent on a multicore system running a diverse set of
workloads. In this scenario, each workload could potentially have its own set of analogous blocks,
which can quickly overwhelm the base cache, causing cache contention. Second, the base cache
is also hard to scale to large systems with partitioned LLCs because each LLC slice will have to
maintain its local base cache for fast access to analogous reference blocks. Finally, the base cache
is a complex piece of hardware, which occupies precious real estate, consumes extra power and
may increase memory bandwidth (if it misses frequently). All these effects can potentially negate
the benefits of cache compression.

On the other hand, DISH [196, 272] abandons the base cache and only performs dictionary
inter-block compression across every four consecutive blocks on the physical address space.
DISH assumes that consecutive blocks on the address space are likely analogous, and when they
are indeed analogous, the dictionary algorithm can exploit inter-block redundancy by extracting
common values that frequently appear in these blocks. Unfortunately, this assumption on block
analogousness does not always hold, and as a result, DISH performs badly when consecutive
blocks do not share many common values.

Leveraging analogous blocks on the same page with software-provided information.
Prior works on inter-block compression have either gone too far by assuming that analogous
blocks can exist anywhere on the address space and therefore need a dedicated base cache for
grouping them, or oversimplified the matter by assuming that analogous blocks must be adjacent.
As a result, these designs either require complicated hardware additions or fail to accomplish
a high compression ratio when the oversimplified assumption does not hold. In reality, the
distribution of analogous blocks is between the two extremes. On the one hand, they are often
not far away from each other and are likely on the same page, as a result of arrays-of-structs, or
memory allocators placing same-type objects next to each other [3, 30, 72, 85]. On the other hand,
analogous blocks may not always be adjacent; instead, they can form a stepped (spatially strided)
pattern. This scenario describes many common cases in data applications, e.g., large objects such
as database table rows or index data structure nodes being allocated from a buffer pool by a buffer
manager. Once the stepped pattern is known, analogous blocks on the page can be easily identified
using a single “step size” attribute that specifies the gap size between two adjacent analogous
blocks. Unfortunately, the “step size” of a page is a runtime property, which must be obtained
dynamically. Besides, different pages can exhibit different patterns, even when the pages are
from the same application. We thus identify the challenges of leveraging runtime stepped pattern
as (i) dynamically passing the pattern to hardware and expressing the “step size” attribute as a
per-page property, and (ii) leveraging the “step size” attribute in hardware to compress data more
effectively.

In Chapter 5 of this dissertation, we present a novel inter-block compression design, Multi-
Block Cache Compression (MBC), which compresses across analogous blocks that form a stepped
pattern on the same page. MBC addresses the first challenge by enabling application software
to pass the runtime “step size” attribute via system call interfaces. The attribute will then be
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stored in the system page table and fetched into the TLB during page walk. To address the second
challenge, MBC skews the cache controller’s index generation function to take the per-page “step
size” attribute (which is included in memory access requests) as input. With the runtime “step size”
attribute, analogous blocks on the same page will be mapped by the index generation function to
the same set, and further grouped into the same cache tag, on which inter-block compression is
performed. Compared with prior works, MBC is flexible enough to adapt to various use cases
while requiring substantially simpler hardware. We attribute this advantage to MBC’s ability to
leverage runtime information from the application.

2.3.2 Object Allocation for Serverless Computing
Serverless computing has become an increasingly popular cloud paradigm with services like
AWS Lambda [14], Azure Functions [171], Google Cloud Functions [89], and IBM Cloud
Functions [106]. Built on top of serverless computing, Functions-as-a-Service (FaaS) enables a
multitude of applications by decomposing them into small code snippets, called functions, that are
invoked by user-specified trigger events [76, 119, 120, 200, 216]. The benefits of this approach
include enabling cloud providers to automatically provision resources while charging users for
only their actual resource consumption at a millisecond granularity [15]. Notably, these functions
are very short-lived, typically finishing in less than a second [229], which poses new challenges in
system design.

Memory management exemplifies the ephemeral nature and challenges of short-lived function
execution. Specifically, existing OS and hardware layers remain largely oblivious to the short-
lived serverless functions. As a result, functions pay the full critical-path costs of memory
allocation and deallocation in both user space and the OS without the opportunity to amortize
these costs over their short lifetimes. For example, consider the overheads of typical memory
management operations. For starters, applications must pay the cost of memory management in
user space where each allocation and free typically requires tens of instructions in popular high-
level languages for serverless environments (e.g., Python). Furthermore, user space allocators
rely on system calls such as mmap to request memory from the OS, requiring thousands of
instructions in addition to polluting hardware resources due to context switches. However, due to
the lazy-by-design nature of modern operating systems, the kernel only reserves a virtual region
without physical memory backing (for the sake of hopefully avoiding wasted memory). Upon the
first access to a virtual page, a page fault is triggered, forcing the kernel to perform a physical
allocation, requiring additional thousands of instructions.

Kanev et al. [125] has highlighted the high percentage of cycles spent on memory management
in data center (Warehouse-Scale Computing, WSC) workloads. Unfortunately, while long-running
workloads can better amortize their memory management costs over their long lifetimes, this is
not the case for short-lived functions. Solutions that work perfectly well for data center workloads
may see only little impact for serverless computing.

Prior works on memory allocators have proposed accelerating memory management with
specialized hardware. For example, early research on hardware buddy allocators [38, 45, 46]
liberates the OS from physical page management. They are, however, primarily designed for small
and embedded systems, and they are a mismatch for today’s cloud server with tens to hundreds of
GBs of physical memory. Li et al. conducted a feasibility study of removing the user space heap
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allocator from the critical path but did not present any concrete design to correspond [154]. On
a related work [153], Li et al. described a hardware memory allocator. However, the proposed
design is overly specific to a particular architecture and no longer functions on modern platforms.

In a more recent proposal, Mallacc [126] identifies that two of the most expensive operations
on tcmalloc’s critical path are size class computation and linked list insertion/deletion. Mallacc
suggests replacing the two expensive operations with the proposed hardware primitives, and then
handled the primitives efficiently by specialized hardware in the cache hierarchy. While the
Mallacc design improves performance end-to-end, it still leaves a large chunk of work on memory
management to be implemented on software. As a result, Mallacc falls short of the ideal speedup
that can potentially be achieved by fully eliminating memory management from the critical path.

Accelerating memory management using high-level primitives. In Chapter 6 of this
dissertation, we present Memento, a holistic approach to memory management that offloads all
works on the critical path to the cache hierarchy. Memento replaces memory management routines,
such as malloc, free, mmap, and munmap, in their entirety, with high-level primitives. By
leveraging application-level memory management primitives, Memento reduces the latency of
memory management operations, i.e., malloc and free, to only a couple of cycles, which is
comparable to single cache access. The majority of the work, including those performed by OS
components, is conducted in the background by the cache hierarchy and overlapped with execution.
Compared with Mallacc, Memento accomplishes an almost ideal speedup by eliminating memory
management from the critical path, demonstrating the benefits of leveraging high-level primitives.
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Chapter 3

OverlayTM: Enabling Faster Serializable
Hardware Transactional Memory

This chapter details OverlayTM, a Hardware Transactional Memory (HTM) design built upon
Page Overlays. OverlayTM poses a low-cost solution to implement fine-grained transactional
synchronization, where code snippets accessing shared memory are manually marked as trans-
actions, and are dispatched to multiple threads for concurrent execution. For example, in an
application where concurrent threads read from and insert into a linked list, the read and insert
operations both need to access the pointers to the next list node in shared memory, and each
operation can be executed as a transaction. In a regular system, concurrent transactions accessing
shared memory must synchronize with each other using software synchronization primitives,
such as spin locks, because otherwise, unsynchronized writes may corrupt shared memory, and
unsynchronized reads may access inconsistent states. The software synchronization primitives,
however, degrade the overall performance of the system because they (i) disallow concurrent
accesses to the same address, especially concurrent reads, hence lowering the overall parallelism,
and (ii) blocks threads from acquiring an already acquired lock by spin-waiting, which wastes
processor cycles.

With OverlayTM, hardware will guarantee the atomicity and serializability of transactions in a
multi-threaded environment. To external observers, this would appear that concurrent transactions
are executed serially in some order as if they were synchronized by a single global lock. The
benefits brought by OverlayTM are twofold. First, transactions can execute with higher degrees
of parallelism and fewer processor cycles wasted on spin-waiting, especially when contention
level is light to moderate, improving overall system performance. Second, the strong serialization
guarantee liberates developers from writing and testing ad-hoc multi-threaded synchronization,
which is notoriously tricky to make right. OverlayTM enables fast prototyping of multi-threaded
algorithms and data structures, resulting in increased productivity.

As Section 2.2.1 points out, the two major challenges of designing HTMs are version manage-
ment and conflict handling. OverlayTM addresses the first challenge with Multiversioned Page
Overlays (MPO), which extends Page Overlays to support transactional memory operations. With
MPO, when a transaction attempts to write an address for the first time, the write will exert the
“Overlay-on-Write” semantics, and create a new overlay cache block in the L1 cache representing
the transaction’s private version on that address. These overlay blocks, unlike the “invisible
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versions” in prior works, are handled as regular blocks by the coherence protocol. Evicted overlay
blocks from the L2 cache will not force the transaction to abort because overlay blocks from
different transactions can co-exist in the hierarchy at the shared level. As a result, OverlayTM can
commit much larger transactions than previous works.

The MPO executes transactional reads by redirecting the read operation to the appropriate
version, even if multiple versions exist on the same address. A transaction can hence always
access a consistent memory snapshot generated by previously committed transactions during its
execution, regardless of concurrent transactional writes committing more versions on its read set.
This snapshot read semantics not only benefits read-heavy transactions but also simplifies conflict
detection because a transaction is guaranteed to access consistent data throughout its lifetime.
When multiple versions are committed on the same address, the MPO keeps track of the owner of
each version in a Version Directory. Transactional reads can access the correct version via the
Version Coherence Protocol, which is just minor addition to regular cache coherence with the
notion of versions.

OverlayTM handles conflicts lazily via commit-time validation. The validation process
checks the read and write sets of the committing transaction against both previously committed
transactions and concurrently executing ones. Compared with previous HTM designs with
commit-time validation, such as TCC [43, 97], the commit process of OverlayTM neither lock the
coherence directory, nor monopolize the bus, hence scaling better to large systems. Compared
with the signature-based validation technique used in Bulk [41, 42, 207, 208], OverlayTM does
not require any broadcasting medium for the bulky signature, which consumes less bus bandwidth.

OverlayTM also supports read-only optimization and early release, which are optimizations
that can reduce transaction abort rates in special cases. Thanks to MPO’s snapshot read semantics,
transactional reads will always land on the versions that constitute a consistent memory snapshot.
Read-only transactions can be excluded from conflict detection and always commit successfully.
Even for transactions that are partially read-only, i.e., part of the read set can be excluded from
conflict detection without harming correctness, the snapshot read semantics still prove to be
valuable by treating this subset of reads differently, as we will see in later sections.

3.1 Design Overview

This section reviews high-level designs of OverlayTM. We start with the software interface exposed
by OverlayTM, and then cover the timestamp ordered transactional model and OverlayTM’s
extension to Page Overlays. Detailed discussions of hardware designs that implement the model
are presented in later sections.

3.1.1 Software Interface

OverlayTM adds three new instructions to the ISA for software to control transaction execution:
XBEGIN. This instruction starts a new transaction. It carries the address of the fall-back path

as its only operand. On starting a new transaction, the processor drains its store buffer and the
pipeline, and then takes a snapshot of the register file. Every read and write instruction afterward
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is executed as transactional read and write, respectively. The fall-back path address is also saved
to a special-purpose register for later use.

XEND. This instruction attempts to commit a transaction (and raises a fault if not executed
in a transaction). The processor first drains the store buffer and the pipeline, and then performs
commit-time validation. If validation succeeds, the transaction commits successfully, and the
processor discards the register snapshot and the fall-back address, after which it continues
executing instructions after XEND. Otherwise, the transaction aborts, and XEND functions as a
branch instruction to the fall-back address. The register snapshot is also restored to the processor
context. Overall, transaction abort behaves as though the execution directly branched from
XBEGIN to the fall-back path. The hardware may also return an abort code to the fall-back path
to facilitate diagnosing the cause of the abort. Programmers may implement retry logic in the
fall-back path to restart the transaction.

XABORT. This instruction unconditionally aborts the current transaction. The same action on
the abort path of XEND is taken.

OverlayTM supports the Speculative Lock Elision (SLE) [8, 9] paradigm to gracefully allow
the cooperation between lock-based synchronization and HTM. In SLE, transactions are first
executed by HTM, and if the transaction fails to commit after several retries, it falls back to
using locks for serialization. SLE maintains the invariant that at any given time, either many
threads are executing transactionally without holding the lock, or only one thread can execute
non-transactionally with the lock being held.

To work with SLE, each shared memory region that needs synchronization has an associated
spin lock. When a new transaction begins, it first transactionally reads the lock variable and
checks its value. If the lock is already acquired, indicating that another transaction is holding the
lock, the current transaction aborts using XABORT, and retries after some back-off. Otherwise,
the transaction proceeds normally. When a transaction aborts and decides to fall back to using the
lock, it simply acquires the spin lock, aborting all concurrent transactions, and then the thread
executes non-transactionally till the end when it releases the lock.

In OverlayTM, the hardware is designed such that if a transaction has read a block (e.g.,
the one containing the lock variable), then non-transactional writes on the block (e.g., other
threads acquiring the lock) will immediately abort the transaction. OverlayTM achieves this by
simply registering the transactional reads in the coherence directory as usual and then monitoring
incoming coherence messages for regular write invalidations. The transaction is aborted if write
permission is requested for a transactionally read block.

3.1.2 Timestamp Ordered Transaction Model

Transactions in OverlayTM are ordered by logical timestamps. Each transaction possesses a
Commit Timestamp (cts) indicating the logical time when the transaction commits. When a
transaction completes execution, it acquires the cts from a global timestamp dispenser and
validates itself using the cts. The global timestamp dispenser serves as a serialization point to
all transactions in the system. When a transaction acquires its cts, the transaction essentially
serializes itself after all transactions that have successfully committed with a smaller cts value,
and before all transactions that have not yet acquired the cts.
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Figure 3.1: Timestamp Ordered Transactions – This figure shows two transactions running.

Transactions also acquire a Begin Timestamp (bts) from the same global timestamp dispenser
when it executes the XBEGIN instruction. The transaction then uses the bts to select the version
of data it accesses throughout the execution. Intuitively, versions committed with a smaller cts
than the bts are accessible to the transaction, and those with a larger cts are invisible. These two
rules constitute the Version Access Rule, which we cover in detail in Section 3.2.2.

In order to enforce timestamp ordering, OverlayTM validates conflicts between transactions
formed by transactional reads and writes, such that these conflicts are consistent with the timestamp
ordering. In particular, in OverlayTM, it is illegal for a running transaction to commit, if
another transaction with a higher cts than its bts already commits newer versions on the running
transaction’s read set. The ordering of memory operations contradicts the timestamp ordering
in this case. On the one hand, the running transaction is ordered after the committed transaction
because the committed transaction acquires its cts earlier. On the other hand, the running
transaction forms RW conflict with the committed transaction, and the running transaction is
logically ordered before the committed transaction due to having a smaller bts. OverlayTM
resolves the conflict by aborting the running transaction to minimize wasted processor cycles.

The above example is also representative of OverlayTM’s conflict detection protocol. From
a high level, OverlayTM maintains a read set for every transaction and validates a transaction
by checking whether its read set has any newer version being committed. If a transaction’s read
set remains intact during execution, then the transaction can successfully commit. Otherwise,
the transaction fails validation and must abort. We cover the full details of conflict detection
in Section 3.3.

Fig. 3.1 depicts an example of two timestamp ordered transactions. OverlayTM transactions
begin their lifecycle by acquiring a bts, and serialize by acquiring a cts, as shown in the top
transaction. Conflicts are detected if one transaction commits on an address while another
concurrent transaction reads the address. This is illustrated between the top and the bottom
transaction that writes and reads address X, respectively. In this example, the bottom transaction
is forced to abort by the commit of a new version on X.
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Figure 3.2: OverlayTM’s Snapshot Read Semantics – This picture illustrates two transactions concur-
rently reading four versions on the address space. Blocks represent versions that exist in the cache hierarchy.
Colored blocks represent the read snapshot that the corresponding reading transaction (marked by the same
color) can access.

3.1.3 Extending Page Overlays to Support Transactions
As discussed in Section 2.1, Page Overlays enables the cache hierarchy to create new cache
blocks using its “Overlay-on-Write” semantics. The newly created block is tagged with the PID
of the process that performs the overlay write. In this chapter, we propose Multiversioned Page
Overlays (MPO) as an extension to the existing Page Overlays design. Compared with the original
Page Overlays, MPO highlights the following changes. First, transactional writes are executed as
overlay writes implicitly if the thread is executing a transaction. These transactional writes, if
performed for the first time on an address within a transaction, uses the bts value from XBEGIN
instruction as the OID field. Versions created by transactional writes remain invisible to other
transactions by not registering them in the Version Directory, a hardware directory similar to the
coherence directory but tracks the owner of versions when multiples of them exist on the same
address. Note that this convention does not contradict the fact that these versions can still be
handled properly by the LLC when they are written back from the private hierarchy—the LLC
still treats them as regular cache blocks, and it is just that the existence of these uncommitted
versions is kept invisible to other transactions.

Second, transactional reads are executed as overlay reads in the private hierarchy if the
OBitVector of the corresponding block is set in the TLB. The OBitVector, in this case, serves as a
read set tracker for the private hierarchy. If the corresponding bit in the OBitVector is not set, the
read is directly sent to the LLC with the bts of the transaction.

When the LLC handles the request, if only a single version exists on the requested address,
then the LLC will return the only version just like a regular read. However, in the case where
multiple versions exist, the transactional read should only be able to access the version that
constitutes the consistent memory snapshot at logical time bts. The LLC hence performs a
version lookup in the Version Directory that tracks all versions on a recently referred set of
addresses, and selects the largest version whose OID ≤ the requesting transaction’s bts. This
version selection process implements the Version Access Rule, which is critical for providing
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the snapshot read semantics. Fig. 3.2 presents an example of snapshot read semantics. In this
example, two transactions, with bts being 102 and 105, respectively, attempt to read four data
items on address A, B, C, and D. Multiple versions (represented by blocks) exist on each of the
four addresses, and the transactional reads carried out by different transactions are selected based
on the transaction’s bts. Both transactions can individually read from their own memory snapshot,
which is indicated by colored blocks.

Finally, when a transaction successfully commits, all its modifications must be registered to
the Version Directory for future access. We propose adding a write-back phase after transaction
commit, which registers all versions created by the transaction to the Version Directory. In the
write-back phase, the MPO hardware iterates over the write set (which is maintained in a write
log as many prior works propose, e.g., [23, 34, 97, 156, 177]), and for each version created by
the transaction, registers the current core as an owner of the version to the Version Directory.
Future transactional reads can therefore access the version via the Version Coherence Protocol if
the Version Access Rule permits. The write-back phase also invalidates copies of other versions
on the same address in all private hierarchies of the system. This step is crucial to prevent the
address aliasing problem in the private hierarchy, which is not well handled in prior work [156]
(we discuss the address aliasing issue in Section 3.7.1).

3.2 Multiversioned Page Overlays
This section focuses on OverlayTM’s transactional multiversioning support, Multiversioned Page
Overlays (MPO). The MPO extends Page Overlays by adding transactional read and write support.
To support transactional writes, the MPO leverages the Overlay-on-Write semantics of Page
Overlays. To support transactional reads, the MPO adds a Version Directory that enables snapshot
read semantics via the Version Access Rule and Version Coherence Protocol. We discuss each of
the hardware components in full detail in this section.

3.2.1 Transactional Memory Operations in the Private Hierarchy
On transactional writes, if the dirty version does not exist in the L1, the transactional write will
first be executed as a transactional read to bring the cache block into the L1 cache. Then an
overlay write is performed on the block. There are two cases for the overlay write. First, if the
block is dirty, and is from an earlier committed version, then a block duplication is made, and
the write is applied to the duplicated block (i.e., Overlay-on-Write). Otherwise, if the block is
a clean copy of a version or if the transaction itself generated the block, the write is performed
directly on the block. In either case, the block’s OID is set to the writing transaction’s bts, and the
write address is inserted into a per-transaction write log (which can be implemented as an on-chip
buffer that overflows to transaction-local memory).

Transactional reads are handled by first checking the OBitVector of the TLB entry in parallel
with address translation. If the corresponding bit is set in the OBitVector, then the transactional
read is executed as a regular read and is guaranteed to hit the private hierarchy. Otherwise, the
read request is sent directly to the LLC together with the transaction’s bts. After receiving the
response from the LLC, the block is inserted into the private hierarchy, without setting the OID
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Figure 3.3: Version Directory Entry – Each Version Directory entry has four version slots, and each
version slot has three fields: the Version Number, Owner ID, and S bit. The Version Directory entry extends
the existing coherence directory entry, such that both entries can be retrieved together on directory lookups.

field. Future transactional reads (not necessarily from the current transaction) can hence hit the
non-overlay block in the private hierarchy. This technique allows different transactions to share
their read snapshots when multiple read snapshots refer to the same block. The corresponding bit
is also set in the OBitVector to indicate that the block is now present in the private hierarchy.

To keep the OBitVector and the actual content of the private hierarchy consistent, when an
entry is evicted from the private TLB, the OBitVector is lost, causing all blocks on that page to be
invalidated or written back from the private hierarchy. This process, however, can be problematic
given that on today’s cache hierarchy, the private TLB usually does not cover as many addresses
as the private cache hierarchy. To prevent the TLB’s coverage from becoming a performance
bottleneck, MPO may also choose not to rely on OBitVector as a read set tracker. In this case,
transactional reads will ignore OBitVector, and always be executed as regular reads in the private
hierarchy. When the transactional read misses the private hierarchy, it will be sent to the LLC
together with the bts, and the rest remains unchanged.

The MPO also extends every block in the private hierarchy with a “TX” bit indicating whether
the block has been accessed transactionally. Note that OverlayTM does need separate bits for
marking transactional reads and writes, since these two cases can be distinguished from each
other by the existing dirty bit. The “TX” bit in the private hierarchy is flash-cleared when a
transaction commits or aborts. Flash-clearing a bit can be implemented in SRAM as a fast bulk
operation [180].

One complexity of potentially allowing multiple versions on the same address to co-exist in the
private hierarchy is to track the exact number of versions per address in the private hierarchy. The
existing coherence directory uses a sharer vector that only allocates one bit per private hierarchy,
which cannot track more than one version. To remain compatible with this scheme, the MPO
enforces the invariant that only a single version on the same address may exist in the private
hierarchy. If a different version is fetched into the private hierarchy, the existing version must be
evicted, if any.

3.2.2 Handling Transactional Reads in the LLC

Version Access Rule. Transactional reads on the LLC must select the appropriate version to
access if multiple versions exist on the requested address. OverlayTM addresses this challenge
by extending every coherence directory entry with extra metadata fields tracking all committed
versions on the address and the owners of these versions. These extended metadata fields are
collectively called the Version Directory. The transactional read operation is hence satisfied by
selecting the largest version that≤ the bts in the read request. This version selection logic is called
the Version Access Rule, and it enables snapshot read semantics by only allowing a transaction to
access the memory snapshot generated by all transactions committed before the logical time bts.
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Version Directory. The extended metadata fields in every coherence directory entry consist
of an array of four version slots, with each slot tracking a committed version. We chose the
maximum number of committed versions per address to be four in order to achieve a balance
between parallelism and metadata overhead. Each version slot stores three fields:

• Version Number: The OID of the version block.
• Owner ID: The current owner of the version block.
• Speculative bit (S bit): Whether the version belongs to an uncommitted transaction. If

set, the version is excluded from the Version Access Rule for all transactions except the one
that creates it.

Fig. 3.3 shows a Version Directory entry and how it extends the regular coherence directory entry.
On a 16-core system, five bits are needed for Owner ID field to represent all 16 cores plus the
LLC as the version owner. The Version Number has the same width as OID, which needs 16 bits.
The total number of additional bits per coherence entry is 85 bits, or 15.1% of total LLC capacity.
The storage overhead can be further reduced, given that version numbers likely do not need the
full 16 bits in the directory if an address is committed on frequently. In this case, only the lower 4
bits are stored for each slot, and all slots share the higher 12 bits of the OID. This trick reduces
metadata overhead to 8.57% of total LLC capacity.

The S bit may seem to contradict the earlier notion that only committed versions are tracked.
However, when a version is prematurely evicted from the private hierarchy before the creating
transaction commits, the version must also be tracked by the Version Directory. In this case, the
version is “pre-committed”, but the visibility is limited to its creator only. The Version Access
Rule must hence exclude versions tracked by the Version Directory if the S bit is set unless the
reading transaction is the creator of the version.

Note that the Version Directory only tracks committed versions. Uncommitted versions created
by transactional writes are not tracked by the Version Directory when they stay in the private
hierarchy, and hence the number of uncommitted versions on the same address can be significantly
larger. To minimize the number of committed versions to track, the MPO also aggressively
garbage collects versions (see Section 3.2.4), such that versions that are no longer needed will be
quickly removed.

Version Coherence Protocol. With the Version Access Rule and Version Directory, transac-
tional reads are handled as follows. First, the LLC controller performs a directory lookup using
the requested physical address. The regular coherence states and the version directory entry are
fetched in this stage. Then the LLC controller selects the version to read according to the Version
Access Rule. In the last step, if the version directory indicates that the a private hierarchy owns
the version, then the version is acquired via regular cache coherence, and a clean exclusive copy
(in E state) is granted to the requestor. If the LLC itself owns the version, then the LLC will
directly respond after fetching block data from its data array without any extra coherence action.
In either case, the regular coherence bit is also set to indicate that the requesting core has acquired
a cached copy of a version. Tracking version readers using regular coherence bits is crucial for
commit-time validation, as we will see in later sections.

The version read process presented above is called the Version Coherence Protocol, and it
simply leverages the existing cache coherence mechanisms to deliver versions from the version
owner to the requestor. Compared with prior proposals that add new coherence states for tracking
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Figure 3.4: Version Coherence Protocol – We assume that the coherence protocol supports cache-to-cache
data transfer. Only directory entry for address A is shown in the Version Directory.

versions [75, 212], OverlayTM requires substantially less changes to the existing protocol, and as
a result, it also takes fewer design and verification efforts.

Example. Fig. 3.4 shows an example of version coherence protocol. In this example,
processor #2 runs a transaction (bts=101), which issues a transactional read to address A. The
transactional read request misses the private hierarchy and is forwarded to the LLC (step 1©). On
receiving the request, The LLC performs a Version Directory lookup using the requested address
A, and figures that there are two committed versions on address A in the system, of version 100
and 102, respectively (bottom part of the figure). The Owner ID field shows that version 100 is
currently in the private hierarchy of processor #1, and version 102 is currently in the LLC. The
LLC then exerts the Version Access Rule and selects version 100 as the read snapshot version.
A coherence request is sent to the owner of version 100, i.e., process #1, to request a read copy
of the version it holds (step 2©). On receiving the coherence request, the hierarchy of processor
#1 replies with version data directly to the requestor via cache-to-cache transfer, fulfilling the
transactional read request.

3.2.3 Version and Version Directory Evictions

Unlike prior HTM designs where versions must be retained in the private hierarchy, OverlayTM
handles evicted versions just like regular cache blocks. When a committed version is evicted from
the private hierarchy, the MPO simply updates the Version Owner field in the corresponding entry
of the Version Directory to point to the LLC. Similarly, when a committed version is evicted from
the LLC to the OMS (recall that Page Overlays remaps overlay blocks on the same address and
with different OIDs to distinct locations), the Version Owner is updated to point to the OMS. In
the latter case, when this version is accessed in the future, the Version Coherence Protocol will
direct the request to the OMS.

When an uncommitted version is evicted, the version is “pre-committed” in the Version
Directory by adding it into a vacant version slot and setting the Owner ID to point to the LLC.
The S bit is also set such that the version is only accessible to the transaction that creates it. When
the pre-committed version is evicted from the LLC to the OMS, the Owner ID is updated to point
to the OMS.

A Version Directory entry is evicted when the corresponding coherence directory entry is
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Figure 3.5: Garbage Collection Example – The garbage collection logic takes a Version Directory entry
and the Active Set as input. Versions that are no longer accessible to existing and future transactions are
deleted.

evicted. An evicted Version Directory entry, however, has more complex implications than version
evictions because an evicted entry will cause all tracked versions to be lost without special care
being taken. OverlayTM can handle Version Directory entry evictions in two ways. In the first
and more straightforward approach, all committed versions except the top one (the one with the
highest Version Number) will be discarded, and all transactions that can potentially access the
discarded versions in accordance with the Version Access Rule, are force aborted. This approach,
however, may abort an excessive number of transactions, and it upper-bounds transaction sizes to
the maximum coverage of the Version Directory. In the second approach, the Version Directory
entry is sent to the OMS, and the OMS backs the entry with physical pages. The entry is fetched
back to the Version Directory when the owners of the versions it tracks change, or when a new
version is to be added during a version commit.

3.2.4 Garbage Collection
MPO regularly performs garbage collection (GC) to remove “dead versions”. A version is
pronounced “dead” if it is inaccessible to any existing and future transactions. Formally speaking,
if two committed versions with OID X and Y exist (X < Y ), but no running transaction has
bts between X and Y (since bts monotonically increases, this condition also holds for future
transactions), then version X is dead and can be removed by sending coherence invalidation. For
addresses where more than two versions exist, this process is repeated several times (which can
be performed in parallel by hardware), on each version. To facilitate GC, the MPO maintains a
set of bts that is currently actively running in an Active Set implemented as an associative search
hardware structure. A bts is added into the Active Set when a new transaction begins and removed
from the set when the transaction commits or aborts. The Active Set contains at least as many
slots as the number of processors in the system, such that it will unlikely cause resource hazard on
insertion (and if resource hazard occurs, one of the existing transactions is aborted to make room
for the new transaction).

Fig. 3.5 illustrates the GC process. The GC logic takes a Version Directory entry that contains
four valid versions with Version Numbers 101, 103, 105, and 109 as input. The Active Set is also
an input, which contains two currently active transactions, with bts 102 and 110, respectively.
After the GC, version 103 and 105 are removed because these two versions are no longer accessible
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to current and future transactions, as per the Version Access Rule. Version 101 and 109, on the
contrary, remain after GC because version 101 can still be potentially accessed by transaction 102.
Meanwhile, version 109 can be accessed by transaction 110 and future transactions.

GC can be triggered on several occasions. One possibility is to add a background LLC tag
walker that periodically scans Version Directory entries and applies GC to each of them. The
other (and potentially better) option is applying GC when a Version Directory is being accessed
or updated. In the latter approach, GC can be piggybacked on whatever operation that caused the
Version Directory access, with no extra traffic incurred on the Version Directory.

3.2.5 Committing Versions
When a transaction commits, it publishes all versions that have been created to the Version
Directory, such that all future readers with a higher bts than its cts can access the memory snapshot
generated by the transaction. The version commit process iterates over the write log, and for each
write address in the log, sends a version commit message to the Version Directory. The version
commit message contains the write address and the committing transaction’s bts.

On receiving the version commit message, the Version Directory checks if the version to be
committed already exists. If negative, then the version is committed by adding a version slot
entry, with its Version Number set to the transaction’s bts, and the Owner ID set to the core
ID the committing transaction is currently running on. Otherwise, the version has already been
pre-committed in the Version Directory due to an earlier eviction. In this case, the S bit in the
version slot is cleared, unblocking future transactions from reading this version.

During version commit, if a Version Directory entry overflows, i.e., there are already four
committed versions tracked by the entry, and none of them could be GC’ed, then the oldest version
is forced to be removed. Consequently, all transactions that can still access that version are also
forced to abort. This last step is achieved by the Version Directory sending abort messages to the
victim transactions. This case, though, is extremely rare in our experiments, as most addresses
only have one or two versions.

OverlayTM’s version commit process only registers versions and their owners to the Version
Directory. Committed version data can still be retained in the private hierarchy without being
written back. This feature distinguishes OverlayTM from similar designs such as SI-TM [156], in
which version data is written back on transaction commit, incurring a considerable bus bandwidth
surge.

3.3 Detecting Conflicts with Commit-Time Validation
In OverlayTM, two transactions conflict if one commits new versions on the other’s read set.
OverlayTM detects conflicts with commit-time validation when a transaction completes execution,
and handles conflicts by forcing the transaction whose read set is committed upon to abort. In this
section, we focus on OverlayTM’s conflict detection mechanism. There are two cases of conflict
detection. In the first case, none of the transaction’s read and write set versions is evicted from
the private hierarchy. This case commonly occurs for most small to medium-sized transactions,
and OverlayTM relies on the regular coherence states to detect version commits on the read set.
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Figure 3.6: Version Commit Causing Transaction Abort – We assume that the block B in processor #1’s
cache has its “TX” bit set. The version commit message forwarded from the Version Directory forces the
transaction running on processor #2 to abort because a newer version is committed by processor #2. The
block in processor #1’s cache is also invalidated by the version commit message.

In the second case, the coherence states could no longer track the transaction’s entire read set
because part of the read set had been evicted from the private hierarchy. OverlayTM handles this
less common case using both coherence states (for read set versions that are still in the private
hierarchy) and a Commit Queue (for evicted read set versions).

3.3.1 Detecting Conflicts in the Private Hierarchy
Recall from Section 3.2.1 that transactional reads and writes missing the private hierarchy will be
performed as transactional reads on the LLC. This transactional read will set the bit in the regular
coherence entry’s sharer vector for the requestor, just like a regular read. The per-block “TX” bit
will also be set when the block is inserted into the private hierarchy.

The sharer vector in the regular coherence directory approximately tracks the read set of
transactions and can be used to detect conflicts. When another transaction performs a version
commit, it iterates over the write log and issues version commit messages to the Version Directory.
Conflict detection between the committing transaction and transactions with the same address
in the read set is performed by forwarding the version commit message to all version readers of
the address. Since version readers are tracked per address using the sharer vector of the regular
coherence directory, this process can be implemented similarly to write-invalidation in regular
coherence.

On receiving the forwarded version commit message, the private hierarchy first checks whether
the address exists (in case of silent eviction [73]) and then checks the “TX” bit of the block. If the
“TX” bit is set, suggesting that the transaction running on the hierarchy has the block in its read
set, then the transaction is forced to abort because a newer version has just been committed on
its read set. The version commit message also invalidates existing versions on the same address.
This step is crucial to prevent the aliasing problem, where a newer version has been committed on
the address, but newly started transactions incorrectly access a stale version cached by the private
hierarchy.

Fig. 3.6 gives an example on version commit and conflict detection. In this example, processor
#2 commits a version on address B with OID 101. The version commit message is sent to the
Version Directory as part of the commit procedure (step 1©). On receiving the message, the
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Version Directory inserts (101, B) → #2 into the Version Directory entry of address B, and
in the meantime, it also forwards the version commit message to the sharer of address B, which is
processor #1 (step 2©). When the forwarded message is being handled, the private hierarchy of
processor #1 finds that a read set version (98, B) exists (we assume that its “TX” bit is set),
and the transaction currently running on processor #1 is forced to abort. In addition, the cached
stale version (98, B) is also invalidated, such that future transactions started on processor #1
will not read the stale version (step 3©).

Also, note that the version commit message may race with transactional reads on the same
address. In this special case, a transaction receives the version commit message first and reads
the address later. Although this case is not detected in the above protocol, it should be easily
recognizable when the transactional read is handled by the Version Directory, as the newer version
must have already been inserted into the Version Directory. The reading transaction is therefore
aborted when a read request encounters a newer committed version on top of the version that it is
supposed to access.

3.3.2 Detecting Conflicts for Evicted Versions
Relying on the sharer vector to detect conflicts has one limitation: if a read set version is evicted
from the private hierarchy, then the private hierarchy loses track of the version and its “TX” bit.
As a result, future version commits may not find the evicted version, hence missing a conflict and
causing potential non-serializable execution.

In order to detect conflicts for evicted versions, OverlayTM keeps an approximate set of
versions by inserting their addresses into a evicted read set bloom filter signature when an eviction
occurs and the “TX” bit is set. The resulting signature summarizes read set versions that have
been evicted at least once, with no possibility of false-negative, but may incur false-positives on
presence tests. Prior works (e.g., [16, 23, 41, 211, 234, 269]) also attempted to perform conflict
detection either partially or fully using signatures. OverlayTM differs from many of them by
only using bloom filters to track rare cases where read set versions are evicted from the private
hierarchy, while the majority case of conflicts is still detected using the sharer vector.

The evicted read set bloom filter is used to validate the transaction on the commit point against
previously committed transactions. In order to logically serialize transaction’s commit for this
purpose, OverlayTM assigns every transaction that requests commit a monotonically increasing
cts from the same global timestamp dispenser as it assigns bts. The committing transaction then
validates its evicted read set bloom filter with the write sets of committed transactions whose cts
is between the committing transactions bts and cts. The validation fails if there is a non-empty
overlap, in which case the committing transaction must abort.

The hardware Commit Queue. To track the write sets of already committed transactions,
OverlayTM adds a hardware Commit Queue at the shared level as shown in Fig. 3.7. The Commit
Queue consists of an array of write set entries, with each entry being a bloom filter tagged by
the cts of the transaction that generates the write set. The Commit Queue takes the bts of the
validating transaction and its evicted read set bloom filter as input. Validation proceeds by (i)
comparing the input bts with the cts tags in the queue, and (ii) performing set intersection test
by bit-wise AND’ing the input bloom filter and write set bloom filters in Commit Queue entries.
The validation succeeds if all write set entries with a cts > input bts yield an empty set for the
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Figure 3.7: Hardware Commit Queue – This structure tracks write sets of previously committed transac-
tions. The evicted read set bloom filter is tested against entries in the Commit Queue for validation.

intersection test.
The Commit Queue is populated during the version commit process. When a transaction

requests to commit, it first acquires a cts from the global timestamp dispenser, which also causes
a write set entry to be allocated from the Commit Queue. If the Commit Queue is full, the oldest
entry is removed, and running transactions with bts smaller than the entry’s cts are also aborted.
During version commit, for every write address being sent to the Version Directory, the address is
also inserted into the bloom filter by the Version Directory on behalf of the committing transaction.
After version commit, the cts of the transaction is written into the write set entry, “sealing” the
entry for future validation.

3.3.3 Read-Only Optimization and Early Release

OverlayTM’s snapshot read semantics enables read-only transactions to always commit success-
fully without forced abort for any reason. Read-heavy workloads benefit from OverlayTM by
marking transactions that do not modify shared memory as read-only, such that OverlayTM can
execute them without validation. Early release is another related technique that excludes certain
transactional read operations from conflict detection [100]. Whether and how early release can
be applied is application-dependent (e.g., in labyrinth from STAMP benchmark, most read
operations can be early released). Early release can be taken advantage of in application code by
wrapping certain read operations with a software macro which is translated by the compiler to a
non-conflicting read operation (e.g., by setting a bit in the read request). The non-conflicting read
operation, when executed within a transaction, excludes the address from being added into the
read set. The transaction thus suffers fewer conflict aborts, due to having a smaller read set.

OverlayTM supports both read-only optimization and early release by adding an extra “RO” bit
to each block in the private hierarchy. Transactional read operations from read-only transactions
or marked as early release reads are executed as normal transactional read, except that (i) when the
version is inserted into the private hierarchy, the “RO” bit is also set, and (ii) the Version Directory
does not abort the transaction even if the read operation sees a newer committed version. Versions
with the “RO” bit set also need special treatment, such as (i) when such a version is evicted from
the private hierarchy, its address is not added to the evicted read bloom filter; and (ii) when a
read-only or early release transaction commits, all blocks with “RO” bit set should be invalidated.
This operation prevents the private hierarchy from serving stale versions to future transactions.
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Figure 3.8: OverlayTM – Newly added components are marked with circled numbers.

3.4 Putting It All Together
Fig. 3.8 depicts OverlayTM’s overall system design. At the LLC level, OverlayTM adds four
extra hardware components:

• Timestamp Dispenser ( 2©): Dispenses begin and commit timestamps to transactions
when they begin and commit, respectively. This component can be implemented as a global
counter that increments by one after each allocation.

• Active Set ( 3©): Maintains the bts of transactions that are still active. This set participates
in version garbage collection as described in Section 3.2.4.

• Version Directory ( 4©): Tracks committed versions in the hierarchy. Pivot of Version
Coherence Protocol, and implements Version Access Rule (Section 3.2.2).

• Commit Queue ( 7©): Maintains bloom filters representing write sets of committed
transactions. Performs conflict detection for the rare case that a transaction’s read set
version is evicted from the private hierarchy (Section 3.3.2).

OverlayTM also adds two extra components in every private hierarchy:
• Write Log ( 5©): A set of block addresses that have been written to by the transaction.

Provides addresses of dirty versions during version commit (Section 3.2.5).
• Evicted Read Set ( 6©): A bloom filter summarizing addresses of evicted versions in the

read set. This set is validated against write sets of committed transactions during validation.
Finally, OverlayTM extends the per-block tag ( 1©) in the private hierarchy with the following
fields:

• OID: The OID field from Page Overlays.
• RO bit: Whether the block is brought into the private hierarchy by a read-only transaction

or an early release read operation (Section 3.3.3).
• TX bit: Whether the block belongs to a transactional read or write set. The dirty bit (not

shown) further distinguishes between a transactionally read or written block.
Optionally, a dedicated datapath from the private hierarchy to the LLC components (blue

arrows in Fig. 3.8) can be added to enable faster commit. In particular, a commit connection from
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the write log to the Version Directory and the Commit Queue would help reduce bus bandwidth
consumption during version commit. Besides, adding an extra datapath between the evicted read
set and the Commit Queue may enable faster validation because the evicted read set bloom filter
can then be transferred to the Commit Queue at full speed. These connections, however, are
not mandatory because both the version commit messages and the read set bloom filter can be
transferred using the regular on-chip network as well.

In the remainder of this section, we summarize OverlayTM’s operations by going through a
transaction’s lifetime.

Transaction begin: Transaction begins on executing the XBEGIN instruction. The processor
first executes a full barrier, and in the meantime, acquires a bts from the Timestamp Dispenser.
The bts is stored in a special-purpose register and is included in transactional memory operations
and version commit messages throughout the execution. The newly started transaction’s bts is
also added into the Active Set.

Transaction execution: During transaction execution, memory operations implicitly exercise
transactional semantics unless indicated otherwise (e.g., for read-only transactions and early
release reads). The “TX” bits of transactionally accessed blocks are set, and if the version is
accessed in a read-only transaction or via an early release read, then the “RO” bit is also set.
For transactional write operations, the write address is also inserted into the write log, if it is
performed for the first time.

A running transaction may receive forwarded version commit messages. In this case, the
private hierarchy performs conflict detection as described in Section 3.3.1. If a conflict indeed
occurs, the transaction will abort.

On eviction of a version, the private hierarchy checks whether the “TX” bit is set and if
positive, the block address is inserted into the evicted read set bloom filter.

Transaction commit: A transaction commits when it executes the XEND instruction. The
commit process consists of two stages. In the first stage, the transaction validates by sending its
evicted read set bloom filter to the Commit Queue for backward validation (if the bloom filter
is empty, this step is simply skipped). If the validation succeeds, then the second stage begins,
in which the transaction acquires a cts from the global timestamp dispenser and then performs
a version commit for every address in the write log. During the second stage, a write set bloom
filter is allocated from the Commit Queue and is populated as the version commit proceeds. This
stage also performs forward validation against concurrently executing transactions with forwarded
version commit messages. The transaction has not been fully committed yet during both stages
and is still vulnerable to conflicts, if it receives version commit messages from concurrently
committing transactions. If any of the validation steps fails, the transaction will abort.

The transaction eventually commits after the version commit completes. It performs post-
commit cleanup by (i) clearing the “TX” bit in the private hierarchy; (ii) invalidating blocks with
“RO” bit set, (iii) clearing the evicted read set bloom filter and the write log, and (iv) removing
the transaction’s bts from the Active Set. The post-commit cleanup is usually short because bit
clearing and block invalidation can be implemented as low-level SRAM operations [180].

Transaction abort: A transaction can abort by (i) executing XABORT, (ii) version commits
that conflict with versions in the private hierarchy, (iii) failing validation, and (iv) (rarely occurring)
resource hazards on various hardware structures, such as the Version Directory and the Commit
Queue. When a transaction aborts, it initiates a post-abort cleanup process that not only performs
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every operation in the post-commit process described above, but also discards all changes by
iterating over the write log, and removes all versions created by earlier transactional writes
(including those that have been evicted). The post-abort process, however, can occur in the
background because post-abort cleanup does not race with transaction execution.

3.5 Discussion
Timestamp wraparound: The original Page Overlays proposes using 16-bit OID tags in the

cache hierarchy. While this narrow OID tag design incurs little storage overhead, it may cause
timestamp wraparound in OverlayTM because the global timestamp must monotonically increase.
One approach to deal with timestamp wraparound is to extend the OID tag to 64 bits, which will
be practically sufficient and never wrap around, at the cost of a non-trivial 12.5% storage overhead
in the cache hierarchy solely for OID tags.

A better way of managing timestamps without incurring substantial overhead is to leverage the
fact that when the system is quiesced, i.e., when no active transaction is running, the timestamp
can be reset, and all versions on the same address can be consolidated by discarding all but the
top version. We, therefore, propose the following scheme: When the global timestamp is about to
wrap around, the global timestamp dispenser blocks transaction begin by stalling begin requests
and waits for the existing transactions to commit (and force abort after a timeout). After the
system quiesces, the LLC initiates a version consolidation process by scanning every entry in the
Version Directory and consolidating the versions. The consolidation logic removes all non-top
versions and resets the top version to OID zero.

The above scheme eliminates the extra storage overhead but introduces a gap where no
transaction can begin, which can degrade performance, especially on large LLCs. To overcome
this problem, we modify the scheme by dividing execution into different phases, identified by a
Phase Variable, and allowing transactions to begin in the next phase while version consolidation is
performed in the previous phase, thus overlapping transaction execution with version consolidation.
The modified scheme works as follows. Every 48 blocks in the LLC, called a “phase group”, share
a 48-bit phase variable indicating the phase that these blocks belong to, adding a mere overhead
of one bit per block. The global timestamp dispenser, in addition to allocating timestamps, also
manages the current Phase Variable, and distributes it to transactions on transaction begin and
commit. The Phase Variable is included in every transactional memory operation. If a transaction
accesses a block that is in an earlier phase than the transaction, then the LLC lazily performs
version consolidation on the block and all other blocks in the same phase group. After version
consolidation, all blocks in the phase group are promoted into the current phase by updating the
shared Phase Variable to the accessing transaction’s phase. The 48-bit Phase Variable, combined
with the 16-bit OID tag, will never wrap around in practice.

Time-virtualizing transactions: An HTM design is considered as “time-virtualizing”, if
transactions could be temporarily suspended by entering the non-transactional mode and migrating
to other cores. While OverlayTM efficiently space-virtualizes transactions, i.e., a transaction’s
working set can become larger than the private hierarchy or even larger than the LLC, extra
hardware support is still essential to accomplish time virtualization. First, when a transaction is
scheduled out-of-core, all uncommitted versions must be pre-committed into the Version Directory,
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such that they can be transactionally accessed from another core. Second, the bts, write log,
and evicted read set bloom filter are also saved as part of the transaction’s state on a switch-out.
Finally, when the transaction is switched in, a validation using the evicted read set bloom filter
must be conducted to avoid missing any conflict.

Race condition between transaction begin and commit: A race condition might occur
between transaction begin and commit, when a new transaction begins while another transaction
is in the version commit process, and the new transaction acquires a bts larger than committing
transaction’s cts. The race condition will emerge when the new transaction reads an address that
the committing transaction has also wrote, but the corresponding version has not been committed
to the Version Directory. On this occasion, the transactional read operation is unable to access the
correct memory snapshot, due to racing with the non-atomic version commit process.

OverlayTM resolves the race condition by letting the new transaction read the stable memory
snapshot, i.e., the one that is lower than any committing transaction’s bts, rather than the most
up-to-date but unstable snapshot where new versions have not finished committing. To figure
out which snapshot to read, on the first memory operation of a transaction, the Version Directory
computes the current Stable Memory Snapshot Timestamp (smsts) using the Active Set, and
includes that in the response message. The transaction then stores smsts in a special-purpose
register and uses it to access versions until the concurrent version commit completes.

3.6 Evaluation

Processor 16 cores 4-way Our-of-Order @ 3GHz
L1-d/i caches 32KB, 64B lines, 8-way, 4 cycles
L2 cache 256KB, 64B lines, 8-way, 8 cycles
L3 cache 32MB, 64B lines, 16-way, 30 cycles
DRAM DDR3 1333 MHz, 4 controllers
zSim Phase Length 200 cycles

Table 3.1: Simulation Configuration

3.6.1 Simulation Configuration
Simulation platform: We extended zSim [219] to simulate OverlayTM. We chose zSim not

only for its simulation speed but also because of its execution-driven approach is important for
correctly modeling execution paths when transactions need to retry. Our simulation parameters
are shown in Table 3.1.

The binaries that we simulate are compiled using the Intel TSX Restricted TM (RTM) inter-
face [109]. We instrument three RTM instructions:

• XBEGIN: The processor enters transactional mode after taking a snapshot of the current
register context. This instruction also takes the address of the fall-back handler. On a
transaction abort, the control flow will transfer to the fall-back handler after the context is
restored, as if the control flow had just transferred from the instruction to the handler.
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• XEND: Commits the current transaction and all memory modifications. Control flow
resumes normally after the instruction.

• XABORT: Aborts the current transaction. This instruction carries a user-defined return
code that the fall-back handler can access. The abort code is put into EAX, with several
hardware-set status bits. Control flow unconditionally jumps to the fall-back handler.

Simulated HTM designs: We compare OverlayTM against 2PL, which is a single-version,
eager conflict detection HTM that resembles Herlihy et al. [99]. Our simulated 2PL HTM detects
conflicts using the regular coherence protocol and adopts a “requestor-win” policy. We compare
OverlayTM to 2PL to demonstrate the benefits of OverlayTM’s lazy conflict detection. We assume
that the 2PL design is unbounded in a way that both transactional read and write sets can be
arbitrarily large.

We also compare against an idealized version of TCC [97] that supports unbounded transac-
tions and fully scalable transaction commit. Our simulated TCC allows a transaction’s working
set to be evicted from the private hierarchy without aborting the transaction. Transaction begin
and commit in TCC must be serialized with concurrent commits because TCC is a single-version
HTM, and could not support the read snapshot semantics. The simulated performance of the
idealized TCC model can be regarded as an upper bound of a more realistic TCC.

Finally, we simulate SI-TM [156] to compare OverlayTM with another multiversioning HTM
design. SI-TM adopts snapshot isolation as its conflict detection protocol, but it also supports
serializable transactions by validating the read set on commit (although the original paper did
not explain how to track the read set). In our evaluation, we simulate the serializable version of
SI-TM to ensure fairness of comparison. Compared with OverlayTM, SI-TM adds a Multiversion
Manager (MVM) on the LLC access critical path, which increases access latency if a memory
operation misses the private hierarchy (more about SI-TM in Section 3.7.1). In our simulation,
we assume that the MVM is large enough such that accesses never miss, but it still incurs a fixed
lookup latency of a L2 access.

The simulated OverlayTM design assumes background garbage collection and deals with
timestamp wraparound lazily as described in Section 3.5. We assume perfect conflict detection
between the evicted read set bloom filter and the Commit Queue. Our profiling shows that this
simplifying assumption will not distort experimental results because (i) most transactions do not
perform backward validation, as their read sets are perfectly contained in the private hierarchy,
(ii) even if occasional validation is required, the number of evicted versions in the read set is
small, and (iii) a moderately sized (2Kb) bloom filter can already achieve almost-perfect conflict
detection. Prior works also suggest similar results [23, 268, 269] (although in [23], the authors
may have mistakenly read the bloom filter size as 2KB rather than 2Kb—an 8× size difference).

All simulated HTM designs detect conflict in 64-bit word granularity. While this assumption
is slightly unrealistic (but still possible by manually padding application data structure), it is
enforced across all simulated HTM designs, and hence will not create any bias among them.
Fine-grained conflict detection helps us better illustrate performance characteristics of each HTM
design because it removes false sharing between unrelated words on the same cache block.

In addition, we add a fixed cycle latency for both simulated transaction begin and commit
(50 for transaction begin and 100 for transaction commit). This latency covers the overhead of
executing the full memory barrier, performing tag walks, and saving the execution context. If the
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Figure 3.9: Normalized Cycles – All numbers are normalized to 2PL.
simulated HTM happens to perform other tasks on transaction begin and commit, these operations
can be overlapped with this latency (prior works also adopt this assumption, e.g., [23]).

Benchmarks: Our simulation runs STAMP benchmark [173] with recommended parameters.
Moreover, to further evaluate the feasibility of OverlayTM on a broad range of workloads, three
data structures are used:

• Linked List: A singly linked list. Each node has an 8-byte key and 8-byte payload field.
Threads first generate a random number k between 0 and the current length minus one and
then traverse k nodes before they finally insert, delete or read the node after the current
node. This workload models large read-write ratio since threads read a long prefix before
they update one pointer.

• B+Tree: A standard B+Tree with 4KB nodes. Both key and payload are 8 bytes. Threads
insert, update or read on certain “hot spots”. This workload models write-heavy workload
for insert-only, and moderate read-write ratio for read-update.

• Array: An array of integers with (m+n) worker threads. m threads perform linear scan on
the array, n threads write randomly chosen array entries. This workload models read-mostly
analytic workload.

All random numbers are drawn from the rand function in the standard C library. We repeat each
test case five times using the same random seed, and then taking the average.

All workloads adopt the lock elision algorithm described in Section 3.1.1. Critical sections
are protected by a single state-of-the-art spin lock. Transactions elide the lock by reading the lock
variable right after XBEGIN, and proactively aborts if the lock is already acquired. We provide a
fall-back handler that implements retry logic. In the fall-back handler, the abort status code is
checked. The transaction will restart if: (i) the abort is caused by transient conditions such as
conflicts, and (ii) the number of retries is fewer than five. Otherwise, the non-lock-elision path
will be executed, and the lock will be physically acquired.

All workloads use the default glibc allocator. Memory instructions within the transactional
region are treated as transactional unless the transaction is explicitly marked as read-only, or the
operation is an early release read.

3.6.2 Performance Analysis
We present simulation results in Fig. 3.9 (normalized cycles), Fig. 3.10 (aborts per committed
transaction) and Fig. 3.11 (normalized aborts). All normalization uses 2PL as the baseline.

Overall, in 11 out of the 16 workloads (all except array update-heavy, vacation low,
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Figure 3.11: Normalized Aborts – All numbers are normalized to 2PL.

genome, kmeans, ssca2), OverlayTM outperforms 2PL by more than 20%, which demon-
strates a great advantage of lazy conflict detection over eager 2PL. Furthermore, in 8 out of
the 16 workloads, OverlayTM outperforms TCC with both fewer cycles and lower abort rates,
which shows the effectiveness of multiversioning. Most interestingly, OverlayTM, with its ability
to commit read-only transactions regardless of concurrent writes is comparable in most cases
with SI-TM (23% more aborts and 11% more cycles, except labyrinth), and in some cases
(array), even outperforms SI-TM, due to OverlayTM’s faster version access without MVM.
We consider this as the most considerable merit of our design: achieving efficient hardware
multiversioning with the support of Page Overlays.

We analyze each benchmark as follows:
Linked List: The initial list has 256 nodes. Worker threads either insert, delete, or read a

node. Write-heavy workload has 20% read, 40% insert, and 40% delete; Read-heavy workload
has 80% read, 10% insert, and 10% delete.

The linked list workload models a broad range of commonly used data structures, including
queues, stacks, chaining hash tables, and skip lists. Our configuration features high contention
and high read-write ratio since threads read a “prefix” of all nodes in the list before they finally
stop. This behavior makes them vulnerable to WAR conflicts incurred by any updating transaction
on the prefix.

In Fig. 3.11, we can see that both eager conflict detection (2PL) and forward OCC (TCC)
suffer from high abort rates, as well as more wasted cycles. As explained earlier, 2PL and TCC
are sensitive to conflicts on the prefix, while multiversioning HTM, i.e., SI-TM and OverlayTM,
commits read-only transactions using the snapshot they take at transaction begin. In addition,
2PL has more aborts than TCC because 2PL is an eager HTM design that aborts transactions on
coherence requests. Both OverlayTM and SI-TM achieve a 20% speedup with 40% fewer aborts.

B+Tree: In the first insert-only stage, 16 worker threads insert 16384 keys into the tree. Then
in the second stage, threads either update or query the tree. The first phase models the B+Tree
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index of an Online Transactional Processing (OLTP) table, where new rows are concurrently
created by assigning monotonically increasing row IDs. The second phase resembles YCSB-
A [53] read-update: 50% reads and 50% updates are performed on a “hot spot” that is gradually
drifting in the key space. Compared with the linked list workload, the B+Tree workload has fewer
contention and lower read-write ratio, since conflict almost only happens on leaf levels, and node
split is rare.

For insert-only, all other three HTMs outperform 2PL by 60%–75%, with 70%–80% fewer
aborts. The performance issue of 2PL is caused by transactions in 2PL exposing writes eagerly,
which is detrimental. On average, half of the node data is moved around when inserted into a
B+Tree leaf node, causing uncommitted write-read and write-write conflicts. In addition, SI-TM
performs best because SI-TM commits transactions even for committed WAR. For read-update,
OverlayTM runs 20%–90% faster than all other HTM designs with negligible aborts, while SI-TM
suffers extra latency incurred by the MVM, and TCC suffers excessive aborts due to its inability
to perform read-only optimization.

Array: The array workload models an Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) table, where
worker threads update the table at the front end, and background threads run real-time auditing
operations that scan the entire table. This workload features long read-only sequences and short
updates, and hence exemplifies the performance advantage of supporting read-only optimization.
As expected, both OverlayTM and SI-TM handle this case exceptionally well due to multiversion-
ing: performance improves by 10%–25% with negligible aborts. Although cycle improvement is
not as significant as abort rates, we argue that, in this scenario, latency (i.e., number of aborts for
auditing transactions) is more critical than aggregated cycles because the background auditing
threads might be used to support real-time decision-making systems where the timeliness of data
is the uttermost priority.

STAMP: OverlayTM, SI-TM and TCC improve performance by approximately 30% on
vacation high and intruder out of the four STAMP workloads, with 57%–77% less aborts.
For bayes and yada, the performance is improved by 80% and 60% respectively, with 90%
and 49%–75% less aborts. On genome, kmeans, ssca2 and vacation low, performance
improvement is very limited (less than 10%) for all three HTM designs. This result can be
explained by the fact that the absolute abort rate is already low in our implementation of lock
elision: Only 3.3% of total 14749 transactions suffer aborts for 2PL in genome. Optimizing
aborts is meaningless in this case because only a small fraction of execution cycles are wasted.

labyrinth stands as an excellent example of how early release can reduce aborts and
improve performance. labyrinth implements the transactional version of Lee’s algorithm [143,
253]. The algorithm runs Breadth-First Search (BFS) between a point pair on a maze after copying
the maze to the local storage, and then attempts to establish a connecting path between the two
points using backtracking. Without early release, the copy operation will add the entire maze
into the transaction’s read set, which conflicts with every other transaction that updates the maze,
resulting in excessive transaction aborts for all simulated designs, as can be observed in our
experimental data. However, in this special case, transactions only serialize with each other by
writing to the same grid of the maze. The copy operation, contradicting the strict transactional
model, can therefore be excluded from conflict detection, as long as a consistent snapshot is read.
In this case, a transaction may have used a stale (but still consistent) copy of the maze for path
planning. Nevertheless, as long as the actual path it produces does not conflict with other paths,
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the transaction can still commit.
Based on the above observations, we implement early release on labyrinth by excluding

read instructions on the maze during the copy operation from conflict detection. These instructions
are marked with a compiler macro. When simulated, they will be recognized as early release
reads.

Without early release, all HTM designs except SI-TM perform poorly due to excessive conflicts
on the maze read set. SI-TM stands out because of its conflict detection mechanism that can
evade conflicts in this case. With early release enabled on OverlayTM, however, only transactions
that indeed conflict (i.e., two transactions select the same grid during backtracking) will abort,
ignoring version commits on read-only grids, since they are not added to the read set. The overall
performance is comparable to that of SI-TM, a significant improvement. Early release, however,
cannot be easily implemented on TCC and 2PL because they are single-version designs that track
versions using the coherence protocol.

We also noticed that our experimental results on labyrinth seem to deviate from what has
been published [156], where all HTM designs seem to suffer unanimously high abort rates. The
explanation is that the lock elision algorithm we adopt in the evaluation upper bounds the number
of retries a transaction may attempt using a retry counter. Once this upper limit is reached, the
thread will acquire the global lock and execute non-transactionally. This simple technique avoids
one or a few long transactions repeatedly aborting all other transactions and each other in eager
HTM designs such as 2PL, reducing aborts significantly as in our experiments.

3.6.3 Commit Overhead

This section presents experimental results on OverlayTM’s commit overhead. We measure the
commit overhead by modeling the contention of the Version Directory during the version commit
process. We assume an average contention-free latency of 20 cycles for completing the version
commit of one transaction (this figure is derived from results of previous work [97]). The simulator
models a sufficiently large buffer in front of the Version Directory that queues incoming transaction
version commit requests. We simulate the wait time each version commit request experiences in
the buffer as the overhead of commit operations and summarize the result in Table 3.2.

Our analysis shows that, for most workloads that we use, the version commit process does not
constitute a bottleneck. 12 out of 16 workloads spend less than 5% of total execution time waiting
for version commit to complete. For B+Tree write-heavy, B+Tree insert-only, and kmeans,
the percentage of wasted cycles is higher but are still less than 7%. ssca2 represents one
extreme case where the version commit overhead constitutes 26% of total execution cycles. After
thoroughly investigating the profiling outputs, we figured out that the high overhead of version
commit ssca2 is due to extremely short transactions, the average size of which is only a couple
of instructions, which complete in around 20 cycles. In this case, the version commit process
has become a significant factor in the transaction’s end-to-end latency. Fortunately, since both
transaction begin and end in our simulation have a fixed cycle latency, the overhead of frequent
version commit is overlapped and, therefore, not reflected in the execution time.
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Workload Avg. # Pending % Cycles

Linked List Write-Heavy 1.65 2.40

Linked List Read-Heavy 0.79 3.33

B+Tree Write-Heavy 1.42 6.39

B+Tree Insert-Only 5.00 5.73

Array Update-Heavy 0.12 0.012

Array Scan-Heavy 0.39 0.43

genome 3.62 4.54

vacation
4.23 0.63

High Contention

vacation
4.62 1.10

Low Contention

intruder 3.93 3.70

bayes 1.66 0.059

kmeans 2.46 5.75

labyrinth 1.90 0 (negligible)

labyrinth
1.67 0 (negligible)

(Early Release)

ssca2 3.49 26

yada 2.64 0.091

Table 3.2: Commit Overhead – The first column lists the average number of pending commit requests
when a transaction requests to commit. The second column shows the percentage of total cycles spent on
the commit process.

3.7 Additional Related Work

3.7.1 Snapshot Isolation HTM
Snapshot Isolation HTM (SI-TM) [156] is another HTM design that implements hardware-
supported multiversioning. We have briefly covered SI-TM in Section 2.2.1, and this section
discusses some of its design trade-offs in more detail.

As its name implies, SI-TM only enforces snapshot isolation, which is a weaker ordering
guarantee than serializability [29]. In snapshot isolation, transactions read from a consistent
snapshot created by prior committed transactions (i.e., identical to OverlayTM’s snapshot read
semantics), and transactions only conflict via concurrent writes on the same address. Snapshot
isolation is a popular option for DBMS, where more relaxed isolation levels than serializability are
common [112]. In these scenarios, transactions only transform data, not control flow. However,
for general-purpose HTM, snapshot isolation is barely implemented and often a poor ordering
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guarantee. Two reasons contributed to its unpopularity. First, snapshot isolation is not as intuitive
as serializability, and the possible interactions between transactions are hard to reason. For
example, one of the most notorious non-serializable anomalies, write skew [235], will occur on
STAMP workloads under snapshot isolation. Second, when applied to control flow, snapshot
isolation can produce unpredictable branch conditions or even branch targets, resulting in severe
outcomes and security breaches.

SI-TM timestamps transactions with a bts and cts just like OverlayTM, but cache blocks are
not extended with OID tags. To enable hardware multiversioning, SI-TM adds a Multiversion
Manager (MVM) between the private levels and the LLC. The MVM functions as an extra
level of indirection that translates a transactional access consisting of the bts and the canonical
address to a shadow address. This process is comparable to the version read operation using the
Version Access Rule of OverlayTM. The shadow address serves the same purpose as the overlay
address in OverlayTM (to distinguish versions on the same address from different transactions).
However, it must be allocated from the MVM when a dirty version is written back from the L2.
SI-TM handles conflicts via commit-time validation, but instead of performing both forward and
backward validation as OverlayTM, it simply performs backward validation by checking whether
another transaction with a higher cts has already committed on the committing transaction’s write
set. Dirty versions are written back to the LLC after successful commits to prevent aliasing.

In addition to the weak ordering guarantee, SI-TM differs from OverlayTM in the following
aspects. First, the MVM is on the version access critical path, whose latency cannot be overlapped
with LLC operation. As a result, SI-TM increases the access latency for all memory operations
that miss the private hierarchy. Second, SI-TM suffers the aliasing problem even for the read set
because the private hierarchy solely tags blocks with the canonical address, without any extra
identification to indicate which snapshots they belong. Newly started transactions may access
a stale version cached in the private hierarchy, even if a newer version has been committed
elsewhere. The original SI-TM paper did not address this problem adequately. One possible
solution is to flush the private hierarchy to eliminate the potentially incorrect versions when a
new transaction starts. This addition to SI-TM will likely cripple its performance because new
transactions cannot leverage cached data from the previous execution.

3.7.2 Optimizing Existing Software Stack with HTM
Hardware Transaction Memory (HTM) has been gaining popularity in the last decade as a conve-
nient replacement for high-performance, software-based synchronization mechanisms such as
spin locks. Since Intel announced its HTM support on the x86 platform, namely, the Transactional
Synchronization Extension (TSX) [109], numerous attempts have been made to incorporate this
new hardware technology into existing software where synchronization performance is critical
(e.g., [8, 9, 127, 149]).

3.7.3 Adopting HTM for Byte-Addressable Non-Volatile Memory
Existing HTMs are designed without durability guarantees. As a result, all working data, including
those written by committed transactions, will be lost if the system fails. Prior works overcome this
limitation by proposing combing HTM with the emerging Byte-Addressable Non-Volatile Memory
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(NVM), adding durability support into existing HTM [40, 82, 118, 122, 158, 159, 186]. With
so-called “durable transactions”, successfully committed data will be persisted to the NVM and
can be recovered after a system failure, providing extra durability (“failure atomicity”) guarantees
in addition to the conventional atomicity guarantee.

Data structures specifically designed for NVM can also benefit from existing HTM implemen-
tation. In the existing implementation, the L1 cache temporarily withholds transactionally written
blocks until the transaction commits. This property helps NVM libraries to retain dirty data in
the cache, protecting the persistent image on the NVM from being polluted by inadvertent write
backs [194, 225].

3.7.4 Multiversioning in Software Transactional Memory and DBMS
Multiversioning can be implemented in Software Transactional Memory (STM) as a version
chain [64, 204] to achieve the same snapshot read semantics as in SI-TM and OverlayTM. Each
node in the version chain represents a version of a data item and carries a software-assigned
timestamp to reflect the snapshot the object belongs. The software also implements the Version
Access Rule by traversing the version chain to locate the correct version to read. Compared with
hardware multiversioning, software implementations suffer performance degradation due to the
instruction and memory overhead of explicitly maintaining the version chain [39].

OverlayTM’s Version Access Rule also resembles the version chain traversal operation in
DBMSes that implement Multi-Version Concurrency Control (MVCC) [62, 142, 187, 258]. In
MVCC, every database transaction modifying a tuple will generate a version record containing
the updated data. The version record is tagged with the writing transaction’s timestamp and is
typically maintained with version records generated by concurrent and earlier transactions in a
linked list. Reading transactions that access the same tuple will have to traverse the linked list and
select the correct version to read according to the reader’s timestamp.
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Chapter 4

NVOverlay: Enabling Efficient and
Scalable High-Frequency Snapshotting to
NVM

This chapter presents NVOverlay, a hardware memory snapshotting design built upon Page
Overlays. NVOverlay captures consistent memory snapshots over the entire address space and
persists them to Byte-Addressable Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) for later retrieval. One of
NVOverlay’s most important user scenarios is to perform failure recovery when the system
crashes due to power failure or software error. In such an occasion, NVOverlay can restore the
system back to a pre-crash consistent state by loading a previously saved snapshot into the main
memory, resuming execution from the point where the snapshot is taken. This feature not only
improves the system’s overall availability when failures are inevitable (e.g., in a data center, or on
energy harvesting devices), but also preserves the progress of computation in case of unexpected
failures. The latter feature is particularly precious for long-running scientific computing and
machine learning applications, where a single crash or software error can easily reset hundreds of
hours of computational effort.

Two major challenges are associated with capturing consistent memory snapshots. First, the
performance impact on application programs should be minimum. Previously proposed software
approaches that focus on persistent transactions are a mismatch because of the high overhead
of executing persist barriers for enforcing write ordering. Hardware logging approaches such
as PiCL [189] get rid of persist barrier by enforcing write ordering on the cache controller and
overlapping the persistence of snapshot data with execution. However, the intrinsic 2× write
amplification introduced by logging can still be troublesome due to the extra write bandwidth.
Second, the snapshotting design should scale to large multicore systems and working sets. Existing
approaches that rely on centralized control or hardware resource will find themselves unable
to keep pace with hardware development in both processor count and memory capacity in the
near future (which are projected to be hundreds of cores and TBs of storage, respectively). For
example, in PiCL, it is assumed that the LLC is an inclusive, monolithic piece of hardware,
where the centralized control logic is built. However, even in today’s architecture, the LLC is
no longer monolithic nor inclusive. Instead, the LLC hardware is distributed across processors
as non-inclusive cache slices for better scalability [27, 114, 131, 182, 252]. Moreover, PiCL has
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proposed to execute a global barrier which halts all processors in the system before a snapshot
is taken. This approach severely limits the scalability of the design, despite guaranteeing the
consistency of the memory snapshot since the cost of the global barrier increases with the core
count. It is, therefore, particularly challenging to design a memory snapshotting mechanism that
scales with the size of the system.

NVOverlay addresses the first challenge with hardware-supported multiversioning. First,
to enable fine-grained, incremental tracking of memory modifications, NVOverlay extends the
“Overlay-on-Write” semantics of Page Overlays in its Coherence Snapshot Tracking (CST) com-
ponent, such that writes to the memory will be performed as overlay writes if the address contains
pre-snapshot memory content that has not yet been saved. The overlay write only involves
localized L1 operations and is hence extremely lightweight. Second, the cache block contain-
ing before-snapshot data produced by the overlay write will then be promptly written back to
the NVM, stored in overlay pages, and indexed for future retrieval by a Multi-snapshot NVM
Mapping (MNM) component. The MNM extends the OMS and OMT from Page Overlays, and
it shadow-maps data of different snapshots to different addresses on the NVM. Using shadow
mapping considerably reduces write amplification, because it is sufficient to write each block only
once to ensure the atomicity of the snapshot.

For scalability, NVOverlay divides the system into smaller autonomous units called “Versioned
Domains (VDs)”. VDs do not share any hardware resource beyond those that are essential for
accessing shared memory and are hence fully scalable on both processor count and memory size.
Each VD operates on its own to generate memory snapshots and write them back to the NVM
without having to execute the global barrier for synchronization. To ensure the consistency of
memory snapshots in the absence of a globally coordinated point where the snapshot is taken,
NVOverlay adopts a relaxed consistency model, in which the memory snapshot being generated
may not represent any valid system state in real-time but is still consistent in a logical sense
regarding data dependency. VDs implement this model using the existing coherence protocol to
track data dependencies between memory operations from different snapshots and then encode
the dependencies by updating a distributed Lamport clock. Write-backs of snapshot data then
follow the logical ordering implied by the Lamport clock, such that the memory snapshots already
persisted on the NVM are always consistent.

Besides failure recovery, the novel design of NVOverlay also favors the adoption of several
software techniques, such as time-travel and record-and-play debugging [167, 174, 250]. These
techniques require support for efficient and high-frequency memory snapshotting, and they pose
several unique challenges for NVOverlay. First, snapshots tend to occur in bursts, and the interval
between two consecutive snapshots are relatively shorter compared with the case for failure
recovery. As a result, the snapshotting design ought to be able to create many versions on the same
address quickly in a short period without incurring significant overhead. Second, these scenarios
are more sensitive to timing changes and unnecessary synchronization than failure recovery. Thus,
a feasible design must not rely on the global barrier, which may alter the behavior of the debugged
process. As demonstrated later in the evaluation section, NVOverlay satisfies both goals compared
to prior works on hardware logging, proving its broad applicability beyond failure recovery.
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4.1 Design Overview

4.1.1 The Failure Model

NVOverlay assumes a rather general failure model, where a system failure will cause all volatile
states, including a processor’s register context, dirty data in the cache hierarchy, and data stored in
volatile DRAM, to be lost entirely. Write operations that have not yet been committed into the
persistent NVM will also be lost, including those that are still in the memory controller’s Write
Pending Queue (WPQ) when the crash happens. Note that some previous works [139, 277] have
assumed that the memory controller of NVM device is in the persistence domain, i.e., memory
requests that have entered the WPQ of the controller are guaranteed to be persisted using a
technique called Asynchronous DRAM Refresh (ADR) [181]. As a result, these designs can assume
a more lenient failure model where the system receives a “last notification” shortly before the
failure, with adequate power for sustaining a few more writes before the system completely dies.
NVOverlay, on the contrary, does not require ADR support and only assumes the atomicity of a
single 64-byte write instead.

After the system reboots, failure recovery is performed by loading a previously consistent
memory snapshot and the register context dump back to the system state, after which execution
resumes as if no failure had ever occurred. External events that do not belong to the memory
states will be permanently lost. However, previous works have thoroughly studied this problem
and proposed a few solutions [167, 236, 250].

4.1.2 Epoch-Based Memory Snapshotting

NVOverlay assumes an epoch-based snapshotting model, where the execution is divided into
consecutive but disjoint intervals, called “epochs”, which are identified by unique numeric
notations called epoch numbers. All memory modifications within an epoch are saved to the NVM
as an incremental memory snapshot labeled with the epoch number, and snapshot data belonging
to an epoch can be randomly accessed once saved.

NVOverlay maintains working data and snapshot data separately. On the one hand, working
data on which the system operates is not disrupted by snapshotting, and it can be stored in either
DRAM or NVM. On the other hand, snapshot data generated by the hardware will be persisted to
the NVM in a side channel, which does not interfere with working data reads and writes. When
a snapshot is taken, every processor in the system also takes a dump of the register context and
saves it to the NVM. The register dump is loaded back on recovery so that execution can resume
from the snapshot.

The clean separation between working data and snapshot data distinguishes NVOverlay from
prior works, which often assume that the working data must also be stored on NVM (just as
snapshot data) and constitute part of the snapshot. These designs are rather intrusive to regular
execution by forcing computation to adopt NVM’s programming paradigm and use the NVM as
main memory. As a result, they demonstrate worse performance due to NVM’s lower bandwidth
and longer read latency [264, 265].
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4.1.3 Extending Page Overlays

NVOverlay leverages the hardware multiversioning support provided by Page Overlays to effi-
ciently track incremental memory modifications within an epoch. NVOverlay consists of two
components: a Coherent Snapshot Tracking (CST) component that performs “Overlay-on-Write”
when memory writes are conducted on an address for the first time after a snapshot is taken, and a
Multi-snapshot NVM Mapping (MNM) component that writes snapshot data back to the NVM
and organizes them for future retrieval. As we have discussed in the introduction of the chapter,
this combination eliminates all persist barriers and minimizes write amplification, hence greatly
reducing the cycle and bandwidth overhead of snapshotting memory.

Both the CST and the MNM are designed to be scalable. To avoid using global barriers for
generating strictly consistent snapshots, we relax the consistency requirements of snapshots such
that snapshots can be taken in a state that not necessarily represents any real-time state that has
ever occurred during execution, but yet is still consistent in terms of data dependencies defined by
the coherence protocol (we discuss the consistency model shortly in Section 4.1.4). Furthermore,
to eliminate centralized control logic for coordinating data write-back, we group private cache
hierarchies into autonomous Versioned Domains (VDs), and let each VD maintain its own local
epoch. VDs update their local epochs when they acquire dirty data from a higher numbered epoch
via cache coherence, such that higher numbered epochs may depend on data generated in lower
numbered epochs but not vice versa. Snapshot data will then be written back to the NVM in
increasing order of epoch numbers. This protocol guarantees the consistency of already persisted
snapshots. When an epoch E is persisted, all smaller epochs than E, on which snapshot data
generated in E depends, must have also been persisted.

NVOverlay tracks snapshot data generated by epochs using Page Overlays’ per-block OID tag
in the memory hierarchy. When an Overlay-on-Write is performed to create an overlay block, the
OID tag of the block is assigned to be the local epoch number of the VD in which the write is
executed. The OID tag is transferred in coherence messages and evictions as a means of epoch
synchronization between VDs. NVOverlay also extends the main memory to store the OIDs for
all blocks in the physical storage to prevent losing track of the OID when a block is evicted out of
the cache hierarchy The OID tag is fetched in parallel with data when a memory request accesses
the main memory.

4.1.4 Relaxed Consistency Model

Ideally, a consistent memory snapshot can be captured when the system is in a quiescent state, in
which all processors are halted, and no memory operation is on-the-fly. The memory snapshot
captured this way represents an actual state of the system that has existed in real-time during
execution, and is therefore strictly consistent. In practice, however, reaching a genuinely quiescent
state using a global barrier in a large system is unrealistic, because all processors need to stop and
synchronize with each other. The global barrier would severely limit the scalability of the design,
and disrupt normal execution by effectively blocking the system from making any progress for an
extended period.

Alternatively, processors can create fuzzy snapshots by only atomically saving the local states
in their caches without any global coordination. While this approach completely removes inter-
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Figure 4.1: Relaxed Consistency Model – The horizontal direction reflects the flow of time and the
vertical direction represents different VDs. The red line shows the system state captured at epoch 102 (t4,
t7, t8 for VD0, VD1 and VD2, respectively).

processor synchronization, the fuzzy snapshot may not represent a valid execution state and hence
cannot be used for proper failure recovery. For example, imagine that on a two-core system,
processor #1 takes a snapshot and writes address A, while processor #2 reads address A, multiplies
it by 100, and writes the result into address B before it takes a snapshot. In the final snapshot, the
value of B is included, but the value of A is not. Imagine that the snapshot is loaded back into the
main memory after a crash. In the restored system, processor #2 may proceed to access A and B,
only to read inconsistent data, because the value of B depends on the value of A, but the value of
A is missing.

NVOverlay differs from the above two approaches by not using global barriers for capturing
strictly consistent snapshots, but avoiding fuzzy snapshots by tracking data dependency between
VDs (barriers are still needed within VDs, but they are local barriers and are relatively lightweight).
Formally speaking, if a VD running on local epoch i acquires a dirty cache block containing data
generated in another epoch j, and j > i, the VD will immediately upgrade its local epoch to j,
meaning that every piece of data produced by this VD may potentially depend on epoch j, and
hence should be persisted no earlier than epoch j. This ordering constraint is later on enforced
when snapshot data is being written back to the NVM by giving priority to lower number epochs.
On recovery, if an epoch k is restored, then all memory states that k might depend on must also
have been restored. In the fuzzy snapshot example above, it means that the value of B is included
in the restored state only if the value of A is.

The dependency tracking mechanism in NVOverlay is similar to how a Lamport clock captures
the ordering of events in a distributed system using the notion of logical time [71, 141]. As a result,
the snapshot taken by NVOverlay may not be the exact memory image at any real-time point
during execution. An example of NVOverlay’s relaxed consistency model is depicted in Fig. 4.1.
In this example, the captured snapshot includes the real-time memory state of VD0, VD1, and VD2
in logical time t5, t7 and t8, respectively (indicated by the red bold line), but it is impossible to
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Figure 4.2: NVOverlay System Architecture – This figure shows two Versioned Domains (VDs). Each
VD consists of a private L2 cache and the two L1 caches that share it.

find a single time point where the snapshot represents the global memory state. Nevertheless, the
snapshot still correctly preserves system progress since the image after recovery is consistent in
terms of data dependency.

4.1.5 Overall Architecture

Fig. 4.2 depicts the overall system architecture. NVOverlay works with any general multicore
architecture, even those with partitioned and non-inclusive LLC. The private cache hierarchy can
also be shared among a few cores, but we assume that the degree of sharing is small, which is
generally the case (e.g., [168]). As with Page Overlays design, all cache tags in the hierarchy are
extended with a 16-bit OID field, which we use to store the epoch number in which the block is
created.

NVOverlay divides the system into autonomous Versioned Domains (VDs), which we assume
are small collections of private caches that are always in the same epoch. In this figure, core 0,
core 1, their private L1 caches, and the inclusive L2 cache shared between them form a VD, VD0,
while the remaining two cores and the private caches form VD1. This example, however, is only
for demonstration and is by no means the only possibility of forming VDs. In fact, NVOverlay
does not restrict how VDs are composed of private caches, except the invariant that all caches in a
VD must run the same epoch, and the synchronization overhead of executing local barriers within
the VD to enforce this invariant is low. Cache controllers in VDs maintain a cur-epoch register
for remembering the VD’s local epoch and assign it to the OID tags of cache blocks created by
overlay writes. Although only four cores and two LLC slices are present in the figure, the actual
system can be much larger or even distributed over a network.
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Optionally, a dedicated data path can be added between every VD and the memory bus for
transferring snapshot data (the blue arrow in the figure). This dedicated data path bypasses the
regular data path between the private hierarchy and the memory bus that goes through the LLC.
Snapshot data can thus be transferred on the dedicated data path without contending with regular
memory requests. This addition, however, is only a performance optimization, and it does not
affect how NVOverlay functions. Without the dedicated data path, snapshot data can still be
written back to the NVM on the regular data path.

Every L2 cache in the private hierarchy is also equipped with a hardware tag walker (the blue
box that juxtaposes the L2 in the figure). The tag walker is a simple hardware addition to the L2
controller, which is crucial to the write-backs of snapshot data.

All VDs in the system plus the dedicated data path constitute NVOverlay’s CST component,
as shown in the figure.

Snapshot cache blocks evicted from VDs are handled by Overlay Memory Controllers (OMCs),
which implements MNM control logic. The OMC maintains a series of mapping tables, which
translates the cache block address to the shadow address on the NVM. As shown in the picture,
NVOverlay’s MNM logic can be distributed over multiple memory controllers for better scalability,
each responsible for its assigned address partition. All OMCs and the NVM storage that stores
snapshot data constitute the NVOverlay’s MNM component.

Lastly, unlike prior works, NVOverlay does not limit the system to be only capable of running
on NVM. On the contrary, NVOverlay is compatible with all types of main memory technology—
DRAM, NVM, or even a hybrid of the two. This feature gives a great advantage of NVOverlay
compared with other related works because applications do not have to be ported to NVM and
experience performance drops (and many of them will likely not be ported), while still enjoying
the benefits of memory snapshotting.

4.2 Capturing Incremental Snapshots with Consistent Snap-
shot Tracking (CST)

This section presents NVOverlay’s Consistent Snapshot Tracking (CST) component. As discussed
in earlier sections, the CST component consists of Versioned Domains (VDs) that each runs
a local epoch. The CST is responsible for (i) incrementally capturing memory modifications
that occur within an epoch; (ii) updating local epochs of VDs on receiving coherence responses
from other VDs, and (iii) writing back snapshot data generated by overlay writes, which we call
“versions”, to the NVM such that they become persisted.

In the following subsections, we discuss the detailed designs of CST that fulfill the above
three responsibilities. Our discussion begins with an overview of the multiversioned cache
hierarchy and the general design goals of CST. We then elaborate on the protocols that enable
the CST to generate snapshot cache blocks and gradually persist them as memory operations
are being processed. We next cover coherence handling within and between VDs, and how data
dependencies between snapshots are tracked properly with VD’s local epochs. We conclude this
section with a brief discussion on the tag walker and CST’s progress guarantees.

All our discussions assume generic directory-based MESI [197] as the cache coherence
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Figure 4.3: L1 Store-Eviction – Only showing block OID. “*” means dirty version. Additions to baseline
protocol are marked red (the same applies to the following figures).

protocol. The CST design can also be easily adapted to support snoop-based MESI or its
mainstream derivations, such as MOESI [61] or MESIF [241]. We also emphasize that NVOverlay
does not modify the coherence protocol. Instead, only a few extra tag checks and evictions are
added to existing coherence actions, while states and transitions remain untouched.

4.2.1 The Multiversioned Cache Hierarchy

The CST implements a multiversioned cache hierarchy by tagging every block in the hierarchy
with an OID, and allowing multiple blocks on the same address but with different OIDs to co-exist.
In the multiversioned hierarchy, the term “versions” refer to cache blocks whose contents are
produced during epoch execution. A cache block’s version number is the value of its OID tag,
which is set to the VD’s local epoch number when the block is created via “Overlay-on-Write”.
All memory requests and coherence messages in the system also include a version number, which
we denote as RV (Request/Response Version).

A version can be either clean or dirty, depending on its coherence state. For example, in MESI
protocol, M state blocks are dirty, while S and E state are clean. NVOverlay maintains the invariant
that clean versions are already persistent on NVM. A dirty version from a previous epoch E’ is,
therefore, immutable in epoch E since it might be part of the snapshot state of E’ that has not been
persisted.

One of the challenges of designing the multiversioned cache hierarchy is to ensure that only
the most up-to-date version is accessed by regular execution, even when multiple versions on the
same address with different OIDs co-exist in the hierarchy. The multiversioned hierarchy also
needs to guarantee that eventually, all older versions that constitute memory snapshots are written
back to the NVM, while the main memory only keeps the most up-to-date working set data. As
we will see shortly, the CST addresses this challenge by (i) always storing the most up-to-date
version in the L1 cache, while using the L2 cache as a temporary buffer to store snapshot data
from an earlier epoch, and (ii) gradually “pushing” versions that belong to older epochs down
the hierarchy when new versions are created via overlay writes or when coherence requests
cause the most up-to-date version data to leave the VD. The essence of the CST design is that
all CST operations can be easily piggybacked on regular cache operations. The CST can thus
be implemented elegantly as a simple extension to the existing cache hardware without radical
change.
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4.2.2 L1 Operations

On receiving a load request from the processor, the L1 executes it as a regular load operation.
In particular, the tag lookup is performed without checking the OID tag, as opposed to an overlay
read operation where the tag lookup logic compares both the address tag and the OID tag. If the
lookup misses, a GETS request is sent to L2, and the load request is inserted into the MSHR for a
later retry. Otherwise, the load completes locally and responds with block data.

On receiving a store request from the processor, a tag lookup is performed as in loads. The
store request’s RV is always the VD’s cur-epoch. If tag lookup signals a miss, or if the block
is not in a writable state (E or M), the cache controller will first acquire exclusive permission by
sending GETX to the lower level with the same RV. Otherwise, the block OID is compared with
RV. The store completes locally if the block is dirty and its OID equals RV.

In the case where the block’s OID does not equal RV, indicating that the block holds data
generated in a previous epoch and therefore belongs to that epoch’s memory snapshot, the store
must be executed as an overlay write such that snapshot data is not overwritten. More specifically,
the L1 controller performs the following three steps, which we call “store-eviction”. First, it
performs an overlay write by duplicating the existing block and setting the new block’s OID to
RV. Second, the controller then evicts the existing block to L2, so the L1 only caches the most
up-to-date working set data. If the L2 already contains an older version on the same address, that
older version will be evicted from the L2 to the OMC as the L2 processes the eviction from the L1.
Finally, the store is applied to the newly created overlay block, and the block is marked as dirty.
All future writes on this address within the epoch will land on this overlay block as regular writes.

Fig. 4.3 depicts an example of store-eviction. In this example, both the L1 and the L2 already
contain dirty blocks on the requested address with OID 103 and 100, respectively. When a store
to the same address is executed in epoch 104, the L1 controller will figure out that the store must
be executed as an overlay write. The overlay write is executed by first duplicating the block in
L1, then evicting the block, and finally performing the write on the newly created block whose
OID tag is assigned the write request’s RV, which is 104. In this particular case, the L2 version
100 will also be “pushed out” when the eviction from the L1 is processed, such that only a single
version is cached in both levels.

On block eviction, if the block is dirty, a PUTX request is scheduled in L1’s evict buffer, with
RV set to block OID. Whether clean evictions are processed is implementation-dependent, and
CST works properly with both options. Since cache block evictions are not on the critical path,
store-eviction will not affect the L1 cache access latency.

4.2.3 L2 Operations

On receiving a GETS or GETX from L1, the L2 performs a tag lookup as in a regular cache
and signals a miss if the block is not present or has insufficient permission. Otherwise, the
requested block in the L2 is read out and sent to the L1 as the response. The RV of the response
message is set to the block’s OID.

On receiving a PUTX from L1, the L2 first performs a tag lookup to read out the block OID
and coherence state. If the block is dirty, and OID < RV , then the L2 will first evict the existing
block to the OMC, because the existing block belongs to the memory snapshot of an earlier epoch.
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Figure 4.5: L2 External Invalidation – The newer version is sent as the response, while the older version
is written back to the OMC. After invalidation, none of the caches holds any version.

This cascaded eviction guarantees that at most one version per address is maintained in every
cache, which keeps the CST design compatible with the existing coherence protocol. In all cases,
the L2 completes the request by inserting evicted data into the cache slot and setting its OID tag
to the value of RV contained in the eviction message.

On block eviction, both the L2 version and the L1 version will be purged from the private
hierarchy in order to maintain inclusiveness. If the L1 version is dirty, it will be sent to the LLC
because the L1 version is always up-to-date and it constitutes working set data. The L2 version,
however, is written back to the OMC for persistence if it is dirty. The RV of the write-back
message is set to the OID of the block in the L2 cache.

4.2.4 External Invalidation and Downgrade
External invalidation and downgrade refer to coherence requests received by a private hierarchy
which is sent from the LLC’s directory controller. The main challenge here is that the L1 and L2
caches may each cache a dirty version. The CST solves this with extra evictions, as shown below.

On receiving an external invalidation (DIR-GETX) or downgrade (DIR-GETS), the L2
controller first queries its directory for any L1 sharer (recall that we assume that L2 can be shared
by a small number of L1 caches) on the requested address. If there is none, then the L2 already
contains the newest version of the address, which is sent back as the response.

However, if there are L1 sharers, newer versions may exist in these sharers. To obtain the
newer version, the L2 controller first forwards the request to the L1 sharers of the requested
address. The L1 controller will satisfy the request by writing its newer version back to the L2
using PUTX. The L2 controller then processes the PUTX message as described in Section 4.2.3.
In this case, the L2 cache will send the version from the L1 back to the directory as the response,
with the message’s RV set to the OID of the block from the L1. Block state transitions are also
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performed just like in a regular cache.

An example of external downgrade is given in Fig. 4.4. In this example, the L1 and L2 cache
contain dirty versions on OID 103 and 100, respectively. When the L2 cache receives an external
downgrade, it checks the sharers vector on the requested address and finds out that one of the two
L1 caches may have a newer version than its locally cached version. As a result, the L2 cache
forwards the downgrade message to the L1 sharer, which handles the message by writing back
version 103. On receiving the write-back, the L2 cache writes back its locally cached version 100
to the OMC for persistence and sends version 103 from the L1 back as the response. Both versions
are “un-dirtied” after handling the coherence downgrade. An example of coherence invalidation
is given in Fig. 4.5. Coherence invalidations are processed similarly, except that versions are
invalidated, instead of un-dirtied, after the request is handled. As shown by this example, neither
the L1 nor the L2 cache holds a copy of the address on any version on the final state.

4.2.5 LLC and Main Memory Operations

In NVOverlay, both the LLC and the main memory only store the current working set data.
Versions that belong to previous epochs are never written back from the private hierarchy into the
LLC or the main memory. Instead, these versions will be sent directly from the L2 cache to the
OMC.

When a version that belongs to the current working set is written back from the private
hierarchy (checked by comparing its OID tag to the cur-epoch of the VD), the version will be
inserted into the LLC. The OID tag of the block is set to be the RV included in the write-back
message. When a block is fetched by the private hierarchy using GETS or GETX, the fetched
request is processed normally as in a regular cache, and the RV in the response message is set to
the OID tag of the block being fetched.

Operations on the main memory resemble those on the LLC, except that the main memory
does not natively provision per-block OID tags to track the epoch to which a block belongs. To
maintain per-block OID tags, the main memory controller should reserve extra metadata storage
that maintain the OID tags for all physical blocks in the main memory. The metadata storage is
accessed in parallel with data when a request is processed on the main memory. For writes, the
per-block OID tag is updated using the RV value included in the write-back message from the
cache hierarchy.

NVOverlay does not restrict the implementation of main memory metadata storage for OID
tags. In the simplest case, the main memory controller just reserves some storage at system startup
time as the metadata storage, which incurs 3.2% storage overhead (16-bit OID per 64-byte block).
There has also already been an abundance of prior works that focus on this particular matter. For
example, on ECC-enabled main memory modules, the OID tags can just be stored in the ECC
banks, which trades off the degree of protection provided by ECC bits with memory snapshotting
functionality. Other techniques, such as DRAM compression [228], can also be employed to
embed the OID tags within data pages without extra storage overhead.
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4.2.6 Intra- and Inter-VD Coherence

Intra-VD coherence. Recall from Section 4.1.5 that a VD may consist of a few processors
sharing the same L2 cache. In this scenario, these processors may generate coherence requests
internal to the VD, which we call intra-VD coherence.

When coherence requests occur within a VD, the handling is rather straightforward and does
not deviate much from those in a regular hierarchy. An example of coherence downgrade from
one processor to another is given in Fig. 4.6. In this example, one of the two L1 caches and the
L2 cache contains version 102 and 100, respectively. Then a load request on the other L1 cache
causes a coherence downgrade to be sent from the L2 controller to the L1 that caches version
100. The coherence downgrade is handled in three steps. First, the L1 cache writes back version
102 to the L2 cache while keeping a clean copy of version 102. Second, the write-back message
is processed by the L2, which further causes the L2’s locally cached version, version 100, to be
written back to the OMC. Finally, the downgrade response is sent back to the requestor, and the
block is inserted into the requestor cache with OID being 102 (i.e., the most up-to-date version
number).

Another example that depicts intra-VD coherence invalidation is given in Fig. 4.6, where a
processor executes a write on a read-only block and misses, causing the shared L2 cache to issue
a coherence invalidation to the other L1 cache. This example differs from the previous one in
that the version to be invalidated is clean. Therefore, when the L1 cache handles the coherence
invalidation forwarded by the L2, the version is just invalidated without writing back dirty data.
On receiving the acknowledgment (ACK) from the L1, the L2 cache simply forwards the ACK
message to the requestor. The requestor L1 cache then proceeds to execute the write as a regular
write because the block’s OID equals the epoch number.
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Inter-VD coherence. Inter-VD coherence occurs when a request issued by one of the
processors in the VD cannot be fulfilled locally (either due to cache misses or insufficient
permission). In this case, the VD sends a coherence request to the LLC, which turns the request
into an inter-VD coherence request.

Inter-VD coherence requests are no different from normal requests and are handled similarly.
The only exception to handling inter-VD coherence request is that data dependency between
the current local epoch and a future epoch in the sense of logical time should be checked upon
receiving a block via coherence. This check is performed by comparing whether the RV in the
coherence message is larger than the VD’s cur-epoch. If data dependency truly forms, it
should be observed by advancing the VD’s cur-epoch to the value of RV.

In order to advance the cur-epoch, the L2 controller first signals all cores in the VD to
execute a local barrier. The L2 cache controller also stops responding to external coherence
requests and drains the intra-VD request queue. Next, all cores in the VD dump their non-
speculative context to the NVM, tagged with the VD’s cur-epoch. Finally, the cur-epoch registers
in all cache controllers are updated to RV, after which the barrier is lifted, and execution resumes.

In practice, VDs also advance their local epochs after a fixed number of instructions to avoid
significant epoch skews between VDs. As we will see later in Section 4.2.8, significant epoch
skews will become problematic when epoch numbers (represented by 16-bit OIDs) wrap around.

4.2.7 Cache Tag Walker
The last component of CST is the cache tag walker built into the L2 cache controller logic. The
cache tag walker is a hardware state machine that scans cache tags opportunistically (i.e., its
request has lower priority than requests from the upper-level cache), in the background, whose
operation is overlapped with regular execution. As shown in Fig. 4.2, every VD, which also
happens to contain a single L2 cache, has a tag walker, and all tag walkers in the system operate
independently from each other.

The responsibility of the cache tag walker is to ensure overall forward snapshotting progress,
a critical property that is not guaranteed by the snapshotting protocol alone. Image if an address
A is written once during local epoch E, creating an overlay block whose OID tag has value E
and is never written again after the local epoch has advanced to a later epoch E ′. In this scenario,
the block belongs to the snapshot of epoch E but may potentially never be written back from the
VD (e.g., in a pathological case, a block is repeatedly read in the same VD that created it, which
keeps refreshing its replacement status and prevents it from eviction). As a result, the memory
snapshot of epoch E on the NVM will remain incomplete indefinitely because the block that
stores snapshot data on address A is never written back.

The cache tag walker operates as follows. The cache controller periodically brings up the
cache tag walker by scanning tag array entries, and for each entry, checking whether it is dirty
and contains an overlay block whose OID tag is smaller than the VD’s cur-epoch. If such a
block is found, the cache tag walker will first write back the block content to the OMC, and then
un-dirties the block such that it is ignored by future tag walks.

Note that the tag walker only operates on the L2 cache and is hence unable to deal with dirty
versions being withheld indefinitely in the L1 cache. To prevent this pathological case from
happening, we propose an optional “load-eviction” mechanism, in which the L1 cache controller
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will evict a block if the block is dirty and its OID is smaller than the VD’s cur-epoch. The
block is also un-dirtied after the eviction is made. The L1 load-eviction mechanism does not
require adding any additional state machine to the L1 cache. Instead, this mechanism simply
drives forward the snapshotting progress on the L1 cache using the memory access stream from
the processor.

4.2.8 Discussion
Epoch wraparound. Conceptually, epoch numbers should monotonically increase, since

they represent logical time in the system delimiting snapshot boundaries. In reality, epoch numbers
are represented by the 16-bit OID and will wrap around to zero eventually. The wraparound will
cause NVOverlay to malfunction because it essentially resets the logical time.

The most straightforward approach to deal with wraparounds would be to flush the entire
cache hierarchy and then clear all local epochs such that the system starts over from time zero.
This approach requires a global barrier and decreases performance considerably due to the cache
flush.

The second and more lightweight solution does not require a global reset but limits the
maximum skew among VDs’ epoch numbers to half the OID space, i.e., 32K. We partition the
OID space into two equally sized groups, L and U, and keep recycling the half of the OID space
when all local epochs leave it. To make such recycling possible, the CST enforces an invariant
that either all epochs in U is logically ahead of all epochs in L (shortened as U > L), or vice versa
(L > U). The invariant can be enforced by fast-forwarding epochs that are “lagging behind” to a
more recent epoch, and writing back cache blocks in those epochs to the NVM (which the cache
tag walker already implements). We also add a persistent epoch-sense bit on the OMC, which
indicates whether U > L or L > U (in-group ordering of epoch numbers is unchanged). Whenever
a VD is about to advance its local epoch from one group to the other, the VD sends a request to
the OMC to flip the epoch-sense bit and resets its local cur-epoch to zero.

The OID comparison logic is also slightly changed, taking the epoch-sense bit as an input.
If the epoch-sense bit indicates L > U, then all epochs numbers in group L will be regarded as
larger than all epoch numbers in U. Otherwise, all numbers in group L are larger than those in U.

Reducing NVM writes: One potential problem of writing back snapshot data from the L2
cache to the OMC is that if an address is under heavy read-write or write-write contention, the
block may undergo frequent downgrade or invalidation from the private hierarchy. Each of these
operations will generate a write-back to the OMC. The frequent write-backs are detrimental to
performance because each write-back consumes extra bandwidth by sending a 64-byte block
across the bus, and frequent writes can shorten NVM lifetime.

To reduce the performance impact of frequently written back blocks, we propose adding a
battery-backed, write-back buffer to the OMC to absorb the write traffic generated by CST. The
OMC buffer operates as a persistent LLC for snapshot data. Blocks that are written back from the
cache hierarchy will be inserted into the OMC buffer, and blocks evicted from the OMC buffer
will be written to the NVM. Blocks that are written back frequently will likely just hit the OMC
buffer without being sent to the NVM for persistence, thus saving one NVM write. Note that
the OMC buffer only stores snapshot data, and it is by no means on any of the critical paths of
normal execution. The OMC buffer can hence be optimized for writes and trades it off with slower
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read operation. The persistent OMC buffer will be flushed back to the NVM to avoid losing any
snapshot data on a power failure.

4.3 Organizing Snapshot Data with Multi-snapshot NVM Map-
ping (MNM)

The Multi-snapshot NVM Mapping (MNM) component manages snapshot data written back
from the cache hierarchy, and organizes them on the NVM such that they can be retrieved later.
The MNM achieves this goal with a two-level hierarchy of hardware-managed mapping tables.
First, MNM maintains per-epoch tables that index snapshot data generated with that epoch. The
per-epoch table is updated when snapshot data is written back from the cache hierarchy. Second,
the MNM also maintains a global master mapping table, Mmaster, that manages the current
recoverable snapshot image. When an epoch completes globally, the master table is updated to
commit snapshot data blocks from that epoch to the recoverable snapshot image.

The MNM is also responsible for computing the recoverable epoch, Er, which is the most
recently completed epoch whose snapshot data has been entirely written back from the cache
hierarchy to the NVM. This task must be performed in a distributed manner because each VD
operates under its local epoch, and tag walkers on every L2 cache work independently from each
other.

In the rest of this section, we discuss the design of MNM. We begin by elaborating the mapping
table hierarchy in detail and proceed to cover how the recoverable epoch is computed. We then
cover garbage collection, an essential part of the design that frees up storage when they are no
longer referred to by any of the mapping tables. We conclude this section with discussions on
how to retrieve snapshot data in a variety of scenarios.

4.3.1 Per-Epoch and Master Mapping Tables

For each epoch E, the MNM maintains a per-epoch mapping table ME which contains address-
to-data relations for data generated within that epoch. Provided with a physical address, the
mapping table will either return the location on the NVM where snapshot data is stored, or NULL,
indicating that snapshot data does not exist (i.e., the address is not written to during the epoch).
The per-epoch mapping table can be maintained in volatile storage (if the system has one) to
reduce NVM writes and will be permanently lost on power failures.

When a block belonging to a snapshot is written back from the cache hierarchy, the MNM
first persists block data to a snapshot data store residing in the NVM, and then inserts a mapping
entry into the per-epoch table such that block data can be found later using its address. Recall that
write-back messages from the hierarchy carry an RV field storing the OID of the block when it
was cached in the hierarchy; the per-epoch mapping table is located using the RV field to query a
table that maps epoch numbers to table roots.

The MNM extends the existing OMT and OMS mechanisms from Page Overlays to implement
per-epoch mapping tables and snapshot data store, respectively. In the context of NVOverlay, the
OMS manages storage for snapshot data by allocating free pages and using them to store snapshot
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blocks compactly. At the same time, the OMT translates the physical addresses of evicted blocks
to their storage locations in the OMS. In the hardware implementation, both the OMS and OMT
can be specifically optimized for writes because snapshot data will not be accessed during normal
execution.

Besides per-epoch volatile mapping tables, the MNM also maintains a master mapping table,
Mmaster, which does not belong to any particular epoch. Mmaster maps the current recoverable
snapshot image. A recoverable snapshot image refers to the most up-to-date, consistent memory
snapshot that can be used for failure recovery, which consists of data blocks from completed
epochs. The Mmaster is implemented as a five-level radix tree which is similar to the virtual
memory page table on newer platforms [108]. The first four levels of Mmaster are identical to
today’s four-level page table, and the last level is indexed by address bit 6–11 for cache block
granularity mapping, as shown in Fig. 4.8.

Similar to per-epoch mapping tables, the Mmaster maps physical addresses to block locations
on the snapshot data store. The Mmaster is atomically updated when an epoch is ready to be
committed to the recoverable image. The update procedure merges the per-epoch table into
Mmaster in a way that resembles Log-Structured Merge (LSM) Trees [195]. The procedure scans
the leaf level entries of the per-epoch mapping table, and for each entry that maps a data block,
inserts the data block’s physical address tag and NVM storage location into Mmaster. This process
incurs significantly lower write amplification than logging because it only modifies Mmaster’s
radix tree pages without copying data blocks.

To guarantee the atomicity of Mmaster updates, the MNM may adopt logging or use persistent
buffers [92] to batch-commit modifications on the table. Note that logging will increase write
amplification on table update operations. However, the updates are marginal compared with
the total amount of data because mapping entry update only constitutes a small fraction of all
NVM writes the MNM conducts. Alternatively, NVOverlay may just maintain per-epoch tables
in the NVM and rebuild Mmaster during crash recovery. The atomicity of updating per-epoch
tables can be guarded using a single bit which is set atomically when the epoch completes. This
approach trades off the complication of maintaining Mmaster for increased recovery time and, as
a result, decreased system availability. However, it may become feasible if high availability is
not a concern, e.g., employing failure recovery for preserving computation progress or software
debugging.
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4.3.2 Computing The Recoverable Epoch

In NVOverlay, an epoch E becomes a recoverable epoch when it is ready to be committed to the
recoverable snapshot image. The name “recoverable epoch” suggests that the epoch is consistent
and can hence be used as a restoration point for failure recovery. While many recoverable epochs
may exist in a system, NVOverlay always strives to restore system states to the most recent
recoverable epoch to minimize lost progress.

Two conditions must be satisfied for E to become a recoverable epoch. First, all earlier epochs
before E must have also become recoverable. Second, all snapshot data generated within E must
have been written back to the NVM. Both conditions can be checked by reaching a consensus
between all VDs regarding the globally minimum completed epoch in a distributed manner.

In order to reach a consensus, all VDs work together to derive the minimum epoch that still
has a non-persist block. To serve this purpose, we add a register, min-ver, to each tag walker on
the L2 cache. The register is initialized to cur-epoch when the tag walk begins and updated to
the smallest OID tag encountered during the tag walk. The L2 cache controller periodically sends
the value of min-ver and cur-epoch to the OMC in an epoch consensus message. The OMC
maintains an array of the most recently received epoch consensus for each VD in the system (if
a VD consists of more than two tag walkers, then multiple entries are maintained for that VD).
On receiving the epoch consensus message, the OMC recomputes the recoverable epoch, Er,
by taking the minimum over all min-ver and cur-epoch values it has received. After Er is
computed, it is sent to the MNM, and, as described earlier in Section 4.3.1, the MNM commits all
snapshot data till Er to Mmaster, progressing the recoverable snapshot image to logical time Er.

If multiple OMCs are present, each OMC first computes the per-OMC Er for VDs that it is
responsible for, and then one of them is selected as the coordinator, to which all the remaining
OMCs send their own Ers. The coordinator OMC notifies the final result to Mmaster after
computing the smallest Er among all per-OMC Er it has received.

4.3.3 Garbage Collection

When committing a recoverable epoch Er, snapshot data blocks that are unmapped from Mmaster

by mapping entry updates will become stale and are left for garbage collection (GC). We cannot,
however, immediately reclaim their storage since snapshot data blocks are managed by the OMS
and stored in the granularity of OMS pages.

The MNM, therefore, performs GC in page granularity. When a block is unmapped from
Mmaster, the populace of the containing OMS page is checked (the OMS tracks per-page status
using a bitmap and per-page reference counts in volatile memory). If the populace drops to zero,
then the OMS page can be freed and added to OMS’s free page pool. Otherwise, the OMS only
updates the page’s metadata to reflect that a block has been removed from the page.

One potential problem with the above GC strategy is that one single snapshot data block
from an old epoch is sufficient to prevent the entire OMS page from being GC’ed, which lessens
NVOverlay’s storage efficiency. Although this occurs relatively rarely and only on addresses that
are only written once and never written again, it might eventually exhaust all available NVM
storage to the OMS and prevent NVOverlay from making forward progress. To address this
problem, the MNM may adopt one of the two following strategies when a few blocks prevent a
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page from being GC’ed. First, the MNM may copy these blocks over to a more recent page on
the same address and then free the page belonging to the old epoch. This approach resembles
data compaction in log-structured storage [103, 217, 218], and may incur slightly higher write
amplification due to the data copy. Second, the MNM can reduce the storage overhead by
managing storage in smaller granularity. For example, if the OMS allocates pages in 256 bytes,
a worse-case 4× storage overhead is expected. In reality, the storage overhead brought by the
inability to perform GC is much smaller because of the locality of write operations.

Garbage collection on per-epoch mapping tables occurs instantly after the corresponding
epoch has been committed. The pages used by the tables are just freed and retired into a free
buffer pool for future allocations.

4.3.4 Retrieving Snapshot Data
After a crash, the OS or firmware first restores the system to the initial state when snapshotting
was started. The recovery procedure then loads the recoverable snapshot image from the NVM by
scanning Mmaster and reading all snapshot data blocks into their corresponding addresses in the
main memory. After this completes, the processor contexts that were dumped to the NVM at the
end of the recoverable epoch is loaded back to the processors, after which the system resumes
execution as if the crash had never happened.

For remote replication, snapshot data is transferred to a remote backup machine via the
network. On receiving snapshot data, the remote machine can either replay them as redo logs or
archive them into secondary storage for permanent archiving. Previous works [274] have also
demonstrated how memory snapshotting can work with remote replication in detail.

NVOverlay’s memory snapshots also support live accesses even when the system is still
running. This feature is highly compelling as it grants debuggers or memory tracers to “time-
travel” back to a previous memory state. To enable such a use case, we extend the ISA of the
processor to allow programmers to programmatically start new epochs and access snapshot data
on a specific address of an epoch. If an access to address X on epoch E is made, the MNM
must find the largest E’, E’ ≤ E, where the mapping table of E’ has an entry for address
X, and then reads snapshot data from the NVM using a storage location in the mapping entry.
This “fall-through” read semantics is similar to how version chains are accessed in an MVCC
database [62, 142, 187, 258], since snapshots are saved incrementally.

4.3.5 Putting It All Together
Fig. 4.9 depicts an overall architecture of the Multi-snapshot NVM Mapping (MNM). In this
depiction, the MNM manages both DRAM volatile storage (left side) and NVM persistent storage
(right side). The NVM storage is further divided into those dedicated to OMS pages (bottom right,
with OMS pages), and those that store the master mapping table Mmaster (top right, with radix
tree nodes). On the volatile DRAM side, MNM maintains a series of per-epoch mapping tables
(top left) and two structures (bitmap and reference count array) that assist the OMS in tracking
page occupancy (bottom left).

The figure also shows the general data flow on the MNM. When a snapshot data block in
epoch E is written back from the cache hierarchy, the block is persisted to the NVM on one of the
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OMS pages. At the same time, the mapping entry in the per-epoch mapping table is also updated
to point to the storage location of the block on the NVM. When an epoch becomes a recoverable
epoch, its mapping table is merged into Mmaster by copying over the mapping entries from the
leaf level to Mmaster. After the merge, the Mmaster entries also point to the NVM storage location
of snapshot data blocks, as shown in the figure.

4.4 Evaluation

4.4.1 Simulation Configuration

Simulation platform: Our evaluation uses zsim [219], a Pin-based [164] simulator featuring
fast, cycle-accurate multicore simulation. We implemented NVOverlay as a separate module
without changing the existing coherence protocol. Table 4.1 presents the configuration of the
simulated system.

Processor 16 cores 4-way Our-of-Order @ 3GHz
L1-d/i caches 32KB, 64B lines, 8-way, 4 cycles
L2 cache 256KB, 64B lines, 8-way, 8 cycles
Shared LLC 32MB, 64B lines, 16-way, 30 cycles
DRAM DDR3 1333 MHz, 4 controllers
NVM 16 banks, 133 ns write latency

Table 4.1: Simulation Configuration

Simulated snapshotting designs: We compare NVOverlay to five other epoch-based mem-
ory snapshotting designs besides the baseline system: (i) Software Undo Logging (“SW Logging”),
(ii) Software Shadow Paging (“SW Shadow”), (iii) Hardware Shadow Paging (“HW Shadow”),
(iv) PiCL [189], and (v) PiCL running at L2 level (PiCL-L2). We briefly describe these designs as
follows.
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• Software Logging: Software generates and flushes an undo log entry before the first write
to a block address since the current snapshot begins. We optimistically assume that the
software library tracks the write set with no overhead and flushes them to the NVM at the
end of an epoch. All NVM writes use persist barriers, which stall the processor until the
write completes.

• Software Shadow: Software tracks the write set and flushes dirty blocks in the write set
back at the end of each epoch. The software also maintains a persistent mapping table,
which is updated at the end of an epoch. All NVM writes use persist barriers.

• Hardware Shadow: We model hardware shadow paging using a three-version, cache block
granularity shadow scheme similar to ThyNVM [214]. This design works similarly to
software shadow, except that hardware can overlap the persistence of the previous epoch
with the execution of the next epoch. However, the centralized mapping table is updated
synchronously, which stalls the processor at epoch boundaries.

• PiCL: Implements hardware undo logging. The design maintains a circular log buffer on
the NVM. The cache controller generates an undo log entry and flushes that entry back to
the NVM when a block is first time written since the epoch begins. Hardware tracks dirty
blocks generated within an epoch with an inclusive LLC extended with per-block version
tags that store the current epoch number. A hardware tag walker on the LLC evicts dirty
blocks from previous epochs when the epoch completes. Although PiCL requires executing
the global barrier to advance the epoch, our simulation ignores the overhead of the global
barrier and only focuses on the data path (latency, bandwidth, and write amplification).

• PiCL-L2: A hypothetical design that functions the same as PiCL, except that the write
set tracking and tag walks are performed at the L2 level instead of the LLC. We use this
design to estimate the performance of PiCL-style undo logging on a large multicore system
without a monolithic and inclusive LLC.

For fairness of comparison, we assume all simulated designs, including the baseline, are
equipped with a write-back DRAM buffer whose size can accommodate the entire working set.
Note that this assumption does not give NVOverlay any unique advantage over the other designs
because NVOverlay is meant to work on DRAM-NVM hybrid systems where working set data is
maintained in the DRAM. For our main experiments, the epoch size is set to 1M store uops. Both
PiCL and NVOverlay initiate tag walks immediately (also known as Asynchronous Cache Scan in
PiCL’s terminology) after an epoch completes.

Benchmarks: We use benchmarks from the STAMP [173] suite and a set of data structure
benchmarks for our evaluation. STAMP consists of memory-intensive applications that stress the
data path and its transactional multicore synchronization model stresses the modified coherence
protocol.

The data structure benchmarks consist of BTreeOLC [151], ARTOLC [148], red-black tree
(std::map) and hash table (std::unordered map). They represent workloads with large
working sets. We run an insert-only workload with random keys to mimic bulk insertion into a
database index.

All benchmarks spawn 16 worker threads, and are compiled with locks except BTreeOLC and
ARTOLC. Threads execute until either the end of the program, or 100M instructions per-thread
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Figure 4.10: Normalized Cycles – 16 worker threads. All numbers are normalized to baseline execution
without snapshotting.

are reached, totalling 1.6B total instructions.

4.4.2 Performance Analysis
Cycle overhead: Fig. 4.10 shows the wall-clock cycles for each workload. The results are

normalized to a regular system executing the workloads without memory snapshotting. For 9
out of 12 workloads, both NVOverlay and PiCL can fully overlap execution with snapshotting,
incurring no cycle overhead. These results are also consistent with the original PiCL paper [189],
in which PiCL was shown to perfectly overlap execution with persistence.

PiCL-L2, on the other hand, suffers from slightly slower execution due to the smaller on-chip
working set, which results in excessive evictions and log writes from the hierarchy. For ssca2
and kmeans, PiCL-L2 runs 10% and 40% slower compared with NVOverlay and PiCL.

SW Logging and SW Shadow are both considerably slower than NVOverlay. The poor
performance is a natural consequence of using persist barriers and having to stall the processor
for the write operation to complete.

HW Shadow is moderately slower than NVOverlay. In all but B+Tree and ART, HW Shadow
is at most 3× slower than NVOverlay. We attribute such performance characteristics to its ability
to overlap data persistence with execution. It has to, however, synchronously update the mapping
table at the end of an epoch to avoid corrupting it in the next epoch, resulting in slowdowns.

Note that, theoretically speaking, SW Logging can only double the number of writes in the
worst case compared with OverlayTM, due to having to persist both log entries and data blocks.
However, in many cases, the performance gap between NVOverlay and SW Logging is often far
larger than 2×. The explanation is that SW Logging tends to generate large bursts of writes when
generating log entries and at the end of an epoch, which incurs severe bus contention and results
in even lower performance than if those writes were conducted contention-free. By contrast,
NVOverlay is far better at handling and distributing bursts of writes because it generates write-
backs to the NVM during execution as new snapshot blocks are created via overlay writes, and as
coherence messages are being processed. Such performance characteristics benefit workloads
that generate a large number of writes, such as B+Trees where insert operations will shift existing
elements on a B+Tree node to maintain in-node key order. To confirm it: our evaluation shows
that in B+Tree workload, out of 11,778,311 total NVM data write requests, 11,503,974 (97.7%)
of them are generated by the coherence protocol. NVOverlay evenly distributes these writes
across the execution, hence reducing memory bus contention.
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Figure 4.11: Write Amplification (Bytes of Data) – 16 worker threads. All numbers are normalized to
NVOverlay.

Write amplification: Fig. 4.11 shows the results of write amplification in terms of bytes
written to the NVM device. We measure both data and metadata writes. For PiCL and PiCL-L2,
we assume each log entry takes 72 bytes (64 bytes data + 8 bytes address tag). For HW Shadow
and NVOverlay, we measure the number of eight-byte writes performed on the radix tree mapping
table as metadata writes. All write amplification numbers are normalized to NVOverlay.

Both HW Shadow and NVOverlay demonstrate lower write amplification than logging. This
result is expected since PiCL and PiCL-L2 need to write two whole cache blocks for each cache
eviction instead of one. Overall, PiCL writes 1.4×–1.9× more data than NVOverlay. For PiCL-
L2, write amplification is higher, ranging between 1.8×–2.3×. This result is caused by the smaller
on-chip working set and more frequent block evictions that follows, as we have noted in the
previous section.

In 5 out of 12 workloads, NVOverlay incurs more than 10% writes than Shadow Paging. This
observation can be explained by the fact that NVOverlay will issue a write-back to the OMC when
a snapshot data block is evicted from the L2 cache. The negative impact of such write-backs can
become significant, as we see in kmeans, where 70% fewer writes are performed on NVM for
HW Shadow and 37% fewer for PiCL. The write amplification of PiCL-L2 also proves this point,
as PiCL-L2 issues 2× more writes to the NVM compared with NVOverlay.

Further studies of kmeans reveal that only 896,837 writes are issued from the LLC when
simulating HW Shadow, while 3,087,987 writes (3.4× more) are issued from the L2 when
simulating NVOverlay. Among these 3 million writes, 2,413,754 are caused by L2 capacity miss
evictions, 668,951 by load-downgrade, 4,994 by store-eviction, and 288 by other events. From
these numbers, we conclude that kmeans suffers from L2 thrashing by writing a large portion
of data it fetched into L2 and later forced to evict them on capacity misses. This explains why
kmeans favors LLC-based hardware schemes. Fortunately, the larger write amplification does
not translate to higher execution time for NVOverlay.

Persistent metadata overhead: Fig. 4.12 presents the size comparison between the master
mapping table (Mmaster) and the total snapshot data set. We define the snapshot data set as the
total amount of data mapped by Mmaster.

Our experimentation shows that the ratio between snapshot data set size and Mmaster size is
relatively stable across different runs. In all workloads except yada, the metadata cost is between
12.8%–15.1% of the working set size. This result is consistent with the property of radix trees.
In a perfectly populated tree, each 8-byte pointer in a leaf node can map a 64-byte cache block,
achieving a theoretical lower bound of 12.5%. Our results show that in most cases, NVOverlay
can achieve almost optimal usage of mapping table storage, thanks to the locality of computation.
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Figure 4.12: Persistent Mapping Metadata Cost – All numbers are presented in the percentages of
snapshot data set size.
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Figure 4.13: Sensitivity to epoch size (ART Benchmark) – Cycles are normalized to baseline; Writes are
normalized to NVOverlay.

As for yada, further investigation shows that each inner page in the table only maps 18.14
pages (3.54% of total slots) on average, implying low occupancy of inner pages. In contrast,
93.66% of leaf page slots map a cache block, suggesting that locality in small address ranges are
still maintained.
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Figure 4.14: Evict Reason Breakdown (ART Benchmark)

4.4.3 Sensitivity Study—Epoch Sizes

We study the effect of varying epoch sizes (and hence tag walk frequency) by simulating PiCL,
PiCL-L2, and NVOverlay on ART, with epoch sizes ranging from 500K to 4M. Results are shown
in Fig. 4.13a (cycles) and Fig. 4.13b (write amplification).

Cycles: Both NVOverlay and PiCL-L2 are insensitive to epoch size change. This result could
be explained by the fact that most evictions are caused by coherence downgrade (2,105,356,
29.7%) and L2 capacity miss eviction (4,194,012, 59.1%), while tag walks (792,255, 11.2%) only
marginally contribute to total write bandwidth. PiCL, on the other hand, performs better under
long epochs since around half of the evictions are generated by tag walk evictions (6,086,088,
50%), which its tag walker generates on committing a previous epoch.

Write Amplification: As epoch size increases, write amplification of both PiCL and PiCL-L2
steadily drops due to the reduced frequency of tag walks. Besides, since dirty cache blocks
can survive longer in the cache without being forced out, fewer log entries are generated. As
epoch size increases from 500K to 5M, write amplification drops 11.0% and 15.9% for PiCL and
PiCL-L2, respectively.

4.4.4 Sensitivity Study—Cache Tag Walker

To evaluate the effect of the cache tag walker on performance, we simulate PiCL, PiCL-L2, and
NVOverlay on ART, with and without the tag walker. Results are presented in Fig. 4.14 as a
breakdown of evict reasons.

Both PiCL and PiCL-L2 are heavily dependent on the tag walker for making progress. As
in Fig. 4.14a, more than 47% of total write requests are generated by tag walks, indicating that
the tag walker might become a performance bottleneck on larger caches for PiCL and PiCL-L2.
NVOverlay, by contrast, writes back dirty blocks mainly by cache coherence and capacity miss
eviction, which is distributed evenly during the execution. The tag walker only contributes to
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Figure 4.15: Reducing Writes with OMC Buffer (ART Benchmark)

around 11% of total evictions. Therefore, the efficiency of the tag walker has a limited effect on
NVOverlay, as indicated by Fig. 4.14b.

4.4.5 OMC Buffer
We evaluate the persistent OMC buffer proposed in Section 4.2.8 by simulating NVOverlay on
ART, with and without the buffer. The evaluation has only one epoch throughout the execution to
stress-test the buffer’s ability to absorb redundant write-backs (i.e., those generated on the same
address and in the same epoch) from the hierarchy. We use a buffer with the same configuration
as the simulated LLC, expecting that it would further reduce NVM write traffic as if NVOverlay
were built on the LLC. Results are in Fig. 4.15.

As shown in Fig. 4.15a, the OMC buffer improves performance by 41%. Fig. 4.15b further
reveals that the performance improvement is a result of reduced writes, proving its effectiveness.
Out of 7,136,893 write requests, 5,336,687 hit the buffer, achieving a hit rate of 74.8%.

4.4.6 Bandwidth
To evaluate bandwidth benefits, we simulate NVOverlay and PiCL on B+Tree, and measure
NVM write bandwidth as a time series. Results are presented in Fig. 4.16. Fig. 4.16a shows
bandwidth over time during the entire simulation using the default epoch size. NVOverlay
demonstrates two clear advantages: (i) Average bandwidth consumption is significantly lower
than PiCL; (ii) Peak bandwidth and overall fluctuation is also lower, indicating better scalability
since more components can be supported on a fixed bandwidth budget. We attribute this to the
fact that NVOverlay’s version coherence “amortizes” version write-back bandwidth over regular
execution while PiCL must evict dirty blocks with tag walk, creating bandwidth surges at epoch
boundaries.

Fig. 4.16b shows bandwidth over time when epochs occur in short but localized bursts. We
use this to mimic time-travel debugging, where programmers may manually start new epochs
around suspicious code regions or on certain events (e.g., when receiving a network packet). Three
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Figure 4.16: NVM Write Bandwidth Time Series (B+Tree Benchmark)

“bursty” intervals are present, marked by blue vertical blocks. From left to right, the size of epochs
in these bursty intervals are 1K, 10K, and 100K, respectively. The figure demonstrates that both
schemes work as intended without introducing a huge amount of bus traffic when the epoch size
is moderately small (100K). With extremely small epochs (1K, 10K), however, NVOverlay still
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sustains relatively lower bandwidth, while PiCL observes 50% more traffic due to frequent log
generation after a new epoch begins, and cache flush when an epoch is being committed.

4.5 Additional Related Work
To alleviate write-induced wearing of NVM devices, prior works have explored using entropy
data compression that reduces NVM write sizes or bit flips [49, 91, 262]. These designs add extra
compression hardware to reduce the size of a block or minimize the number of bit flips when
writing the block. They improve the longevity of NVM devices by generally writing less data or
avoiding bit flips when the write occurs on the physical storage cells.

Works by Kateja et al. [128, 129, 130] focus on detecting hardware errors induced by firmware
bugs on NVM devices. Vilamb [129] performs asynchronous background memory scrubbing on
direct-mapped (DAX) NVM storage with background software threads. The background thread
computes NVM page checksums and verifies the result with those maintained in the redundant
checksum storage. Tvarak [130] further optimizes the latency of the scrubbing operation by
offloading most of the work to specialized hardware.

Due to their non-volatility, NVM devices are bound to leak data if malicious attackers acquire
the physical device. To secure persistent data from being abused or stolen, prior works proposed
counter-mode encryption as a low-cost solution [161, 162, 271, 277, 279]. In counter-mode
encryption, data written into the NVM device is encrypted by hardware-generated counter values
seeded by a secret key. Users can only access decrypted data after entering the same secret key as
in encryption.
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Chapter 5

Multi-Block Cache Compression:
Leveraging Cross-Object Data
Compressibility within Pages

This chapter presents Multi-Block Cache Compression (MBC) as a demonstration of how lever-
aging application-level information on hardware benefits system performance by helping cache
compression. MBC performs data compression on the last-level cache (LLC). In MBC, block data
is compressed before the block is inserted into the LLC and decompressed before the block leaves
the LLC. Since a compressed block generally occupies less space than an uncompressed block, a
compressed LLC can store more blocks in compressed form than an uncompressed design. As
a result, compressed caches will potentially suffer fewer cache misses and reduce memory bus
bandwidth consumption for fetching the block on cache misses.

While conventional cache compression designs operate on single-block granularity, i.e., both
compression and decompression only process one block at a time without referring to other blocks,
MBC adopts a novel technique called “inter-block compression”. With inter-block compression,
a data block is compressed using another block that stores similar content (which we call an
“analogous block”) as reference. Inter-block compression is expected to yield a higher compression
ratio than single-block designs because, theoretically speaking, this approach can leverage both
intra-block and inter-block data redundancy. By contrast, traditional single-block compression
techniques can only leverage intra-block redundancy and they may perform poorly when the
degree of redundancy within a block is insignificant (which occurs quite often in certain scenarios,
e.g., database rows).

Since the compression ratio benefit of inter-block compression originates from data similarity
between the analogous reference block and the block to be compressed (which we call a “target
block”), the most critical challenge of inter-block compression, therefore, is to find the analogous
block when compression is performed. Prior works on inter-block cache compression address
this challenge by adding a “base cache” that stores analogous blocks selected from the working
set. The base cache operates in tandem with the LLC, and it provides analogous blocks to the
corresponding hardware when a block is being compressed or decompressed. These designs may
radically differ in the mechanism that they define the representativeness of the selected blocks
concerning the entire working set to maximize inter-block redundancy and compression ratio.
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Nevertheless, the underlying reasoning for using base caches prevails in all these works.
In this chapter, we present MBC as an inter-block compression design that eliminates the base

cache by leveraging cross-object redundancy within a page. As already discussed in Section 2.3.1,
the base cache can introduce scalability bottlenecks when the system runs a variety of workloads
or when the LLC is partitioned, and the base cache itself is a rather bulky piece of hardware whose
power and area consumption defeats the very purpose of cache compression. By eliminating the
base cache, MBC scales better to large systems, and the inter-block compression design can also
be simplified considerably.

Without a base cache, MBC can still find analogous blocks based on the observation that there
is often substantial data similarity within a page. The source of such similarity is usually large
arrays-of-structs, or memory allocators placing same-type objects next to each other [3, 30, 72, 85].
In addition, the similarity of blocks also often forms a “stepped” (spatially strided) pattern as
a result of large objects or block-aligned allocation. Unfortunately, different applications will
have different patterns, and even in the same application, the pattern would differ if it uses
assorted object sizes. In other words, the stepped pattern, while seemingly a low-hanging fruit for
compression designs to leverage, is heavily application-dependent and would be non-trivial to
utilize without application-level information.

Instead of blinding assuming a pattern (as in previous works such as [196]), MBC addresses
the difficulty by adding application-level information as input to the hardware, and using the input
to guide inter-block compression such that good analogous blocks can be found. More specifically,
in MBC, it is the responsibility of the application software to place analogous blocks on a page to
form the stepped pattern (which is already the case for many scenarios as discussed above, and
hence need not be done intentionally), and then to provide the pattern to hardware using a single
per-page “step size” attribute. On seeing the attribute, the compression hardware understands the
layout of analogous blocks on a per-page basis, and when a data block is inserted into the LLC,
the analogous blocks on the same page can thus be easily found using the “step size” attribute.
By leveraging application-level information as redundancy hints, the resulting design of MBC
is significantly simpler than those using base caches, but yet is flexible enough to handle many
challenging cases that would have otherwise been not possible without the per-page attribute.
Based on the above analysis, we regard MBC to be at a sweet point between design complexity
and flexibility.

Besides the main contribution of leveraging application-level information to guide inter-block
compression, MBC also features two additional design highlights. First, MBC leverages both
intra- and inter-block redundancy at the same time with one single compression algorithm, thus
achieving the theoretical best-case scenario of inter-block compression. The algorithm is based
on C-PACK [47], a dictionary compression algorithm that already compresses well within a
block and further extends it to extract data redundancy between analogous blocks. Second, MBC
combines super-block tags with 1.5× tag over-provisioning, accomplishing a maximum effective
capacity of 6× compared with an uncompressed cache. The super-block tag organization also
enables the cache controller to dynamically map consecutive analogous blocks on the same page
to the same super-block tag using a skewed set index generation function according to the page’s
“step size” attribute. Both the reference analogous block and the target block can therefore be
found in the same set with one tag array access.

Compared with prior works on inter-block cache compression, MBC pushes forward the state-
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of-the-art in two aspects. First, MBC enables inter-block compression without introducing bulky
and complicated hardware, i.e., the base cache, and hence requires less radical hardware changes
than designs with a base cache, such as Thesaurus and Zippads [84, 245]. Meanwhile, compared
with DISH [196] which only performs inter-block compression across adjacent blocks on the
address space and ignores application-level information, MBC is more flexible and supports more
scenarios where analogous blocks are not adjacent to each other. Second, with the combination of a
high-ratio algorithm capable of leveraging both types of redundancy, and a tag array organization
with super-blocks and tag over-provisioning, MBC surpasses prior designs by being able to
compress blocks to smaller sizes and tracking more blocks in the tag array. By contrast, prior works
either only leverage one type of redundancy, ignoring the other (e.g., using delta compression
between analogous blocks ignores intra-block redundancy), or upper bounds effective capacity
to 2×. The resulting compression ratio is less satisfactory than those of MBC, which can even
approach the theoretical 6× upper bound in certain “good cases”.

5.1 Design Overview

5.1.1 A Motivating Example

To better illustrate MBC’s design motivation, we present a real-world example in Fig. 5.1a. This
example shows the memory layout of the lineitem table of TPC-H benchmark. We assume
that the table is stored in a row format, and each row is stored next to each other on the address
space. As the figure illustrates, since a row in the table occupies three consecutive blocks, when
multiple rows are laid out on the address space, blocks that contain the same field in different rows
form a spatially strided pattern, which we call a “stepped pattern”. In this figure, the pattern is
marked by blocks of different colors on the left side, with the fields contained in the block marked
in the same color to correspond. The takeaway message from this simple example is that those
blocks of the same color are likely analogous, because they store the same column of the table.
Values from the same column are likely to have similar values because (i) they are of the same
semantic meaning, and hence will share the same value domain, which is usually far smaller than
the value domain of the type, and (ii) many real-world data sets have value locality [6, 213].

Despite forming an easily recognizable stepped pattern on the address space, these analogous
blocks are difficult to leverage for inter-block compression in a conventional cache. Fig. 5.1b
illustrates the reason. In a conventional cache, adjacent blocks on the address space are mapped by
the set index generation function to different sets to minimize set contention. This phenomenon is
shown in the figure as all six blocks are mapped to different sets. Therefore, in a conventional
cache, if analogous blocks are to be compressed together with inter-block compression, one
more cache access must be made to retrieve the reference block. Similarly, for decompression,
the analogous block must also be read out first before the target block is accessed and then
decompressed. Inter-block compression is infeasible in this case because the additional access
doubles the latency of cache reads, which is on the critical path.

Prior works address this problem by adding a small “base cache” alongside the LLC. The base
cache is trained by a selecting process to contain representative cache blocks that are likely to be
analogous to the rest of the working set. In our example, the base cache would contain the three
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CREATE TABLE lineitem (
l_orderkey BIGINT not null,
l_partkey BIGINT not null,
…
l_shipdate DATE not null,
…
l_comment VARCHAR(44) not null

);
Address Space
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Figure 5.1: Design Overview – Analogous blocks are shown with the same color. We use non-power-of-two
“step size” to demonstrate the flexibility of our design.

blocks constituting a table row, as shown by the right half of Fig. 5.1c. The base cache operates
in tandem with the LLC when a target block is to be inserted or accessed, and it provides the
analogous block needed by compression and decompression, respectively. Fig. 5.1c depicts the
former case where a new block (marked as green) is to be inserted into the LLC. In this case, the
analogous block is retrieved from the base cache (e.g., using the fingerprint hash of the incoming
block, which is how Thesaurus works exactly [84]), and then used to compress the newly inserted
block with delta compression. Since the base cache provides an analogous block, the resulting
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compressed block is much smaller then the original one and occupies fewer bytes in the data array.
Previous inter-block compression designs also attempted not to rely on the base cache to

provide analogous blocks. Instead, they assumed that adjacent blocks on the address space must
be analogous. As a result, these designs always compress adjacent blocks with the best efforts
regardless of the actual pattern [196]. In such a design, every consecutive four blocks on the
address space are mapped to the same cache set and then grouped into “super-block tags”. Each
super-block tag entry can track four consecutive blocks with a single address field (Addr) and four
copies of per-block status bits, as shown in Fig. 5.1e where adjacent blocks constituting a table
row are mapped to the same tag entry. Inter-block compression can be performed across the four
blocks in the same super-block tag because only single cache access is needed to retrieve all four
blocks. In our TPC-H case, however, this design would work poorly because of the assumption
that adjacent blocks must be analogous does not hold. In fact, if every four consecutive blocks are
compressed together, then only one of them would be able to leverage inter-block redundancy
because analogous blocks form a stepped pattern of size three.

Finally, Fig. 5.1e depicts the optimal way of performing inter-block compression without a
base cache for this example, which MBC adopts. In this optimal design, super-block tags are still
used to group analogous blocks into the same tag, such that the base cache can be eliminated.
However, instead of assuming that adjacent blocks are always analogous and mapping them to the
same set, the index generation function takes one more argument, the “step size” attribute, and
maps every four blocks that are “step size” blocks away from each other into the same set. In our
example, the “step size” value is set to three, which is the length of the strided pattern. As a result,
analogous blocks that are three blocks away are mapped to the same set and then grouped into the
same “stepped super-block tags”, such that inter-block compression can be performed efficiently
on them. The figure shows same-color blocks being mapped to the same set and then grouped
into the same tag.

5.1.2 Multi-Block Cache Compression
The lesson we have learned from the above example is that cache compression hardware can
benefit from application-level information, i.e., the “step size” attribute that describes the data
pattern of a page. In addition, by grouping every four consecutive analogous blocks in the stepped
pattern, the stepped super-block tags enable compression hardware to find analogous blocks in the
same tag entry, thus eliminating the need for a base cache.

Multi-Block Cache Compression (MBC) presents an LLC compression design that incorpo-
rates these two observations. Instead of relying on the base cache to provide analogous blocks,
MBC compresses across stepped analogous blocks on pages, which is guided through a software
interface. Specifically, the software provides per-page “step size” attributes that enable applica-
tions to pass stepped patterns of analogous blocks to the hardware as software hints. With layout
information available, the hardware groups potentially non-contiguous analogous blocks on the
stepped pattern into stepped super-block tags. Inter-block compression is performed within the
stepped super-block tag by using the first logical block of the super-block as a reference.

The stepped super-block tag derives from DCC [220], but it improves over DCC’s regular
super-block tag by skewing the cache controller’s index generation function with the software-
provided “step size” value, such that every four consecutive blocks on the stepped pattern are
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mapped to the same set and can thus be grouped into the same tag entry. The reference block
can always be retrieved from the same tag entry in single access along with the blocks that are
compressed using the reference block, eliminating the need for a base cache.

To maximize compression ratio, MBC adopts dictionary-based C-PACK as the base algorithm
and performs inter-block compression/decompression by first running the base algorithm on
the reference to generate the dictionary and then using the dictionary to compress/decompress
the target. To reduce the latency of running the algorithm twice, we also present two effective
optimizations, parallel decompression and zero optimization, which take advantage of data
dependency and the distribution of zero values, respectively. The algorithm design enables MBC
to leverage both intra- and inter-block redundancy. To match up to the high compression ratio,
MBC features a 1.5× over-provisioned tag array, accomplishing a maximum effective capacity of
6×. The combination of a highly efficient algorithm and large effective capacity in MBC leads to
high overall ratio and significant performance improvement.

MBC also demonstrates excellent flexibility by allowing developers to assign different “step
size” attributes manually and dynamically to different memory regions through a modified mmap,
which configures the attribute on a per-page basis. This feature is incredibly precious to cloud
applications because it virtualizes cache compression. Cloud users can thus implement their
unique compression policies on a per-application or per-user basis while staying isolated. On the
other hand, even without a software hinted “step size”, applications can still benefit from MBC, in
which case MBC assumes a default “step size” of one, compressing across every four consecutive
blocks on the physical address space. In this scenario, MBC operates similarly to DISH [196] but
still achieves higher compression ratio because of its novel algorithm and tag array design.

The rest of the sections are organized as follows. In Section 5.2, we present the cache
components that MBC adds to a baseline LLC, including a stepped super-block tag array, a
segmented data array, and a skewed set index generation function. Then in Section 5.3 we present
the C-PACK-based inter-block compression algorithm, and the two optimizations for reducing
operation latency. Lastly, in Section 5.4, we demonstrate the system-level implication of MBC
and the proposed software support.

5.2 The Stepped Super-Block Cache Organization

5.2.1 Data and Tag Organization

MBC consists of a segmented data store and an over-provisioned super-block tag array, as depicted
in Fig. 5.2. We elaborate on the organization of each in detail.

Data store: The per-set data store is a unified piece of storage consisting of segments. There
is no implicit one-to-one mapping from tag entries to segments. Instead, compressed blocks can
be stored in any consecutive interval of segments, but different blocks are not allowed to share a
segment (shown in the lower half of Fig. 5.2). The data store is also assumed to be “defragmented”
lazily on insertions if external fragmentation of segments prevents contiguous segments from
being allocated, which would have otherwise been successful. Previous works have shown that
defragmentation happens infrequently, is not on the critical path, and does not incur noticeable
overheads [13, 220].
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Figure 5.2: Data and Tag Organization – Orange and green blocks are the first and last in the stepped
super-block tag. The compressed orange block is stored in two consecutive segments.

Tag array: The tag array is decoupled from the data store by introducing a per-block segment
pointer which stores the ID of the first segment that holds compressed block data. Cache lookup
needs first to locate the tag entry and then follow the indirection pointer to retrieve one or more
consecutive segments from the data store. Each tag entry stores the metadata of a stepped super-
block consisting of four consecutive blocks on a step, including a “Tag” field, a “Step” field, and
four “valid” bits. Like prior super-block designs, we chose a super-block size of four as a sweet
point between compression ratio and metadata cost. Per-block state bits, except replacement, are
also duplicated four times, so cache coherence still operates on individual blocks.

To achieve higher effective capacity, MBC further over-provisions the tag array by 1.5×,
meaning that the number of tag entries per set is 1.5× more than that of an uncompressed
cache. Combining over-provisioning with super-blocks enables a maximum effective capacity
of 6× of the uncompressed size while still maintaining a reasonable metadata cost (see analysis
in Section 5.5). As shown in Section 5.6, for certain workloads, this tag organization is critical for
achieving high effective cache capacity, as conventional 2× tag over-provisioning would exhibit
performance that is “tag-bound” despite a high raw compression ratio.

5.2.2 Inter-Block Compression on stepped super-blocks

MBC enables inter-block compression within the stepped super-block using a dictionary-based
algorithm. The algorithm compresses and decompresses the other three blocks (the target blocks)
in the super-block after initializing the dictionary using the content of the first block, which we
call the reference block. This novel approach unlocks a higher compression ratio when inter-block
redundancy is present because values that would have been incompressible in the target block
may now be found in the dictionary generated from the reference block. We present the detailed
inter-block compression algorithm in Section 5.3.

As mentioned earlier, the main contribution of MBC is that it eliminates the base cache while
efficiently finding the analogous block to be used as the reference on the same page. This process
is where software comes into play: MBC expects application software to place analogous blocks
on the same page with a stepped pattern and to notify the hardware of the pattern. In practice,
stepped patterns can be formed naturally by placing same-type objects next to each other on
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Figure 5.3: Comparison Between Regular and Stepped Block Mapping – Two objects that span three
blocks each are depicted, with blocks on the same object offset being analogous, indicated by the same
color.

one or more consecutive pages, which is what many commonly used memory allocators (e.g.,
tcmalloc [85], jemalloc [72], hoard [30], pymalloc [3]) already do. Blocks that contain
the same field of different object instances are considered analogous since these fields typically
share the same value domain and exhibit value locality.

To group analogous blocks on the same step into stepped super-blocks, the cache controller
maps every four blocks on a given “step size” to the same cache set, using a skewed index
generation function, and then generates the same tag value for these blocks. For example, with a
“step size” value of three, memory block 0, 3, 6, and 9 will be mapped to the same set, while block
1, 4, 7, and 10 will all be mapped to a different set. The same tag value is also generated for the
four blocks to ensure that they can be grouped into the same super-block tag entry.

Example. Fig. 5.3 highlights the difference between regular and stepped super-blocks with
the “step size” value being three. In Fig. 5.3a, two objects that span three blocks each are placed
next to each other on the same page. Consequently, regular super-block mapping can only group
adjacent blocks to the same super-block, namely, block A–D and block E–F. However, since only
block A and D are analogous, inter-block compression would not work well with this scheme. By
contrast, in Fig. 5.3b, the index generation function is skewed with a “step size” of three, causing
block A, D, block B, E, and block C, F to be mapped to different super-blocks (due to space
constraints, we only drew two blocks per super-block, but in practice, four blocks can be mapped
to the same super-block), where inter-block compression is then performed on analogous blocks,
producing a potentially higher ratio.

5.2.3 Hardware Design

Fig. 5.4 depicts the overall hardware design of MBC. On memory operations, the TLB translates
the virtual address to the physical address and “step size” value (the upper part of Fig. 5.4). The
per-page “step size” value is fetched from the page table entry into the TLB by the MMU page
table walker, and stored in the TLB entry. The “step size” value is also passed down the hierarchy
on cache misses with the memory request until it reaches the LLC.

L1 and L2 lookups proceed unmodified as in a regular cache, and they ignore “step size”, as
shown by the middle part of Fig. 5.4. At the LLC, the cache controller first generates the set index
using the physical address and the “step size”:
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index = hash((PAddr DIV step) RSHIFT 2,
PAddr MOD step)

where hash is an arbitrary hash function. The first hash argument yields the same value for every
consecutive step * 4 blocks on the address space, while the second argument yields different
values for each of the consecutive step blocks. The overall index generation function maps
every four blocks on the step to the same set, and maps adjacent blocks belonging to different
steps to different sets. Assuming that the hash function distributes the output evenly, this function
minimizes the chance of set contention among adjacent blocks on different steps.

Meanwhile, the tag for the associative lookup within the set is generated:

tag = (((PAddr DIV step) AND ∼0x3) +
(PAddr MOD step))

meaning that every four blocks on the step will use the same tag to perform the associative lookup,
which is the address of the super-block’s first block. Combined with the set index generation
function, it is guaranteed that these four blocks will be grouped into the same stepped super-block,
and can thus be compressed together.

If the associativity lookup indicates a tag hit, the offset of the block within the stepped
super-block is computed as follows:

offset = ((PAddr DIV step) MOD 4))

which is then used to retrieve the per-block “valid” and other state bits. A lookup hit is signaled if
there is both a tag hit and the valid bit is set.

If the operation is an insert, the “step size” value is also written into the per-tag “step” field.
This field will be used to generate the write-back physical address when a block at offset of
the stepped super-block is evicted:
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PAddr = tag + (offset MUL step)

The index, tag, and offset calculations require two common components, namely, PAddr
DIV step and PAddr MOD step. In practice, this can be done with either a hardware divisor
or a ROM lookup table. Since LLC lookup only happens after the L1 and L2 both miss, the
latency of the computation can also be overlapped with L1 and L2 lookup, which should take at
least a couple of cycles.

5.2.4 Operation Details
Insertion: On insertion, the block is first compressed. If the block already exists in the

cache, the stale data segments are freed before the insertion. In all cases, a consecutive range of
segments will be allocated to store the block. Replacement and defragmentation are performed if
necessary. The segment pointer, block size, and other state bits are also updated accordingly.

If the block is non-reference, it will be compressed with the inter-block algorithm. The
algorithm takes both the reference block, which we assume is always in the cache (we discuss
how to guarantee this shortly), and the target block as input, and outputs a compressed target
block. Reference blocks, on the other hand, are always compressed with the intra-block algorithm
to avoid circular dependencies.

If the insertion operation is from the upper level and hits a reference block, the remaining
blocks in the tag must first be decompressed with the old reference and then recompressed.
However, this extra step is performed infrequently and is off the critical path.

On rare occasions, the compressibility of a block changes significantly after recompression.
In this case, these blocks are treated as if they were also freshly inserted into the cache, triggering
replacement. In our experiments, this is extremely rare and hence incurs negligible overhead.

Read: On read accesses, the cache set index, tag, and offset are calculated as described
in Section 5.2.3. A hit is signaled if a matching stepped super-block tag exists, and the “valid” bit
on the offset is set.

On read access of a non-reference block, it must be decompressed with the inter-block
decompression algorithm. The algorithm takes both the reference and the target block in the
compressed form and recovers the content of the target block. Reference blocks are always
decompressed with intra-block decompression.

Replacement: MBC only maintains per-tag replacement bits. There are two cases of
replacement. In the first case, a tag entry is available to associate with the new block, but the data
store does not have sufficient vacant segments. Existing blocks must, therefore, be evicted in
order to allocate space. The eviction process first selects the victim tag using per-tag replacement
bits. It then evicts valid blocks in the tag with priority given to larger ones until sufficient free
segments are available. This process may need to be repeated on several victim tags to free enough
space. No per-block replacement bits are needed, as victims are selected by their sizes within the
tag. Prior researches [25, 202] also indicate that compressed caches generally benefit from this
approach.

If the reference block is selected as the victim, MBC will evict the entire tag to guarantee
that the reference block is always present when target blocks are compressed or decompressed.
Alternatively, the lowest numbered logical block that is still valid can be re-designated as the
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blocks

reference. When the current reference block is evicted, the rest of the blocks in the tag are
decompressed first and then recompressed with the new reference block. This method does not
require extra metadata bits while preserving at least part of the content of the stepped super-block.

In the second case, all tags in the cache set are occupied, so eviction begins by selecting a
tag to free and then evicting the associated data segments. The victim is selected using per-tag
replacement bits as in a regular cache. The new line can be placed after the previous step if it fits
in the available data segments. If it does not, the situation now matches the first case, and that
process may be used to free sufficient data segments.

5.3 The Inter-Block Compression Algorithm

5.3.1 The Naive Inter-Block Algorithm

MBC adopts C-PACK [47] as the base algorithm. The base compressor processes the input block
in 32-bit words and generates a dictionary (implemented as a FIFO CAM) along the way that
consists of words that have already been processed. An input word is compressed by comparing
it against dictionary entries. If hardware determines that the input word can be compressed as
an exact match or a small delta to an existing dictionary entry, then the compressed code word
is generated by outputting the index of the dictionary entry, and optionally the small delta value.
Decompression reconstructs the same dictionary as in compression by inserting words that have
just been decompressed into the dictionary. The original value of a compressed code word is
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recovered by adding the small delta value to the dictionary entry that the code word indexes. The
dictionary is generated on-the-fly for both compression and decompression, which is discarded
afterward. Experiments show that a 16-entry dictionary works the best.

MBC enables inter-block compression by first running the base algorithm on the reference
block, discarding the output, and then using the generated dictionary to compress the target block
with the the base algorithm. Target block compression also updates the dictionary using values
from the target block itself. When the insertion point reaches the end of the dictionary, it will wrap
back, which overwrites earlier entries without affecting correctness. Inter-block decompression
works by running the base decompression algorithm on the reference block, and then using the
generated dictionary to decompress the target. Since the base algorithm generates the same
dictionary on compression and decompression, the target block is guaranteed to be appropriately
decompressed.

MBC leverages both intra- and inter-block redundancy. On the one hand, by warming up
the dictionary using values from the reference block, MBC accomplishes a higher ratio by
compressing words in the target block that would otherwise be incompressible using dictionary
entries from the reference block. On the other hand, even when inter-block redundancy is lacking
(e.g., due to a mismatching “step size”), MBC still extracts intra-block redundancy and should
perform at least as well as the base algorithm. By contrast, prior works that adopt simpler delta
compression [84, 245] would find it difficult to handle the latter case since they cannot leverage
redundancy within a block.

5.3.2 Parallelizing the Decompressor
The naive implementation of inter-block decompression described above processes the reference
and target blocks serially. With an assumed throughput of two words per cycle [47], inter-block
decompression will take 16 cycles to process two blocks. This latency is on the read path and is
hence performance critical.

To reduce decompression latency, MBC adopts a parallel decompression architecture in which
the decompression of the reference and the target blocks are overlapped, as shown in Fig. 5.5a.
In the parallel architecture, two instances of the decompression engine process the two blocks
in parallel. Each decompressor has its own instance of the dictionary, and they run the same
base decompression algorithm. In addition, the design adds a forwarding data path that enables
direction entries to be passed from the reference decompressor to the target decompressor.

Whenever the target block decompressor attempts to read an invalid entry in its local dictionary
(indicated by a 1-bit flag per entry), it infers that the entry must be from the reference block, and
it raises an external signal (#FWD) to the reference block decompressor to request the missing
entry. On receiving the signal, the reference block decompressor either satisfies the request by
forwarding the 32-bit entry data to the target block decompressor, if the entry is valid in the
dictionary of the former, or raises another signal (#STL) to stall the latter until the requested entry
becomes available.

The parallel decompressors effectively reduce the latency of inter-block decompression by
only stalling the target block decompressor when there is true data dependency, i.e., a word in
the target block is compressed using an entry in the reference dictionary. If the two blocks are
perfectly aligned, meaning that all 32-bit words in the target block are compressed by a word
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from the reference block on the same offset, then the latency of inter-block decompression should
be exactly the latency of the base algorithm. In this case, the two decompressors operate in lock
steps without stalling.

Example: Fig. 5.5b presents a miniature example of parallel decompression. In this picture,
both blocks are decompressed at a throughput of one word per cycle. Each blue block represents
a compressed code word, with numbers inside the block to show uncompressed values. In this
example, we assume that only exact matches are compressed for the simplicity of discussion.

As shown by the picture, the second word of the target block is compressed using the third
word of the reference block as the key, and it requires a dictionary entry forwarding during the
decompression, since the dictionary entry it refers to will be from the reference decompressor’s
dictionary. The entry, however, is not available until the end of cycle 3, in which 0x456 is
decompressed from the reference block. The target block decompressor, therefore, must stall two
cycles to observe the data dependency. Similarly, 0x123 also needs a dictionary entry forwarding
from the reference dictionary. However, this second forwarding will not incur any stall since
0x123 in the target block is decompressed at cycle 4, when the value is already present in the
reference dictionary.

In this example, only six cycles are spent on decompression instead of eight (which is required
by serial decompression). We present the decompression latency for each workload we evaluated
in Section 5.6.3.

5.3.3 Zero Optimization

Zero is known to be the most common value in many workloads [70, 110], and it deserves special
treatment. Instead of treating zeros as regular input words, MBC encodes all 16-bit zeros in the
64-byte input block with a 16-bit zero-value mask as a separate “fast channel”, one bit per input
word, and prepends it to the output. During compression, the zero encoder filters out zeros from
the input stream and feeds the rest to the dictionary compressor. Decompression works by first
initializing the output buffer to all-zeros and then shifting the dictionary decompressor output to
the correct offset according to the zero-value mask.

With zero optimization, decompression latency is further reduced and is dependent on zero
distribution of decompressed data. In the best case, if the entire line is zero (not uncommon in
sparse structures), decompression is instant because the dictionary decompressor does not need to
process any code word. Generally speaking, one cycle can be saved from the decompression path
for every two zeros (not necessarily consecutive) in the block.

5.4 Software Support for MBC

This section discusses MBC’s software support. MBC adopts a synergetic hardware-software
approach where the runtime software generates per-page “step size” information based on the
application’s data pattern, and provides it to the hardware via the software-hardware interface. We
discuss the software-hardware interface first and then the runtime software implementation.
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5.4.1 Communicating Per-Page Step Size to Hardware

The “step size” of MBC is a per-page attribute, stored in an extra “step” field in page table and
TLB entries. The size of the field is implementation-dependent but six bits should be sufficient for
most scenarios, supporting a maximum “step size” of 64 blocks (i.e., 4KB objects). The “step”
field will be retrieved from the PTE to the TLB during page walks and passed down the hierarchy
alongside the memory request.

For application software to specify the “step size”, we propose adding a new flag to mmap.
The OS stores the flag as an attribute of the mapped region and sets up the “step” field in PTEs
when the mapping is materialized. The application may also change the “step size” via madvise
using the same flag. In this case, the OS needs to flush dirty page data from the LLC (but can
retain them in upper levels) before the change takes place because changing the “step size” will
also change block mapping in the LLC. We do not consider this case to be a major performance
issue, because the flushes can be overlapped with TLB shootdown, which itself is a long latency
operation. Besides, cache flushes are not needed on munmap (because data on the page is already
dead), and they never occur in user space.

MBC is also compatible with huge pages and the OS support such as Transparent Huge Pages
(THP).

5.4.2 Generating The Step Size Attribute

MBC relies on the heap memory allocator to generate the step size during execution. From a
high level, the heap memory allocator places allocated objects of the same type on the same
page and then computes the “step size” attribute based on the object size. The “step size” is
then communicated to the hardware via the proposed mmap interface. This whole process can be
performed by the allocator automatically without involving the programmers’ efforts.

In order to obtain object type information at allocation time, the compiler may be extended to
pass type information to the allocator as an extra hidden parameter. Alternatively, the allocator may
treat the return address of the call site as the type which is easily obtainable on most architectures.
This solution works well when one allocation call site only allocates same-type objects. However,
the correctness of MBC is always guaranteed and does not depend on whether the type information
is precise.

In practice, many commonly used memory allocators [3, 30, 72, 85] adopt the so-called
arena-based allocation, in which they place same-size objects on the same arena (which consists
of consecutive pages in the address space). Porting one of these allocators to support MBC is
straightforward. Following the principle, we implemented a prototype allocator based on the
glibc allocator with minimum changes. In particular, we added the interfaces to obtain the type
information either with an explicit type ID or using the return address on the stack. Objects of
the same type are placed next to each other in the same arena, and otherwise, they are placed in
different arenas. The step size is computed by dividing the object size by 64. Eventually, when the
allocator cannot decide the “step size” (e.g., on allocations bigger than 512 bytes) it will fall back
to the default “step size” of one. We use the allocator for the evaluation of MBC in Section 5.6.
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Uncomp 2× Tags DCC DISH MBC

Over-provisioning 1× 2× 1× 1× 1.5×
Max Ratio 1× 2× 4× 4× 6×

Address Tag 42 84 42 42 69

State Bits∗ 9 24 27 27 40.5

Comp Sizes∗ 0 6 12 2 18

Segment Ptrs∗ 0 12 24 0 36

Total∗∗ 51 138 105 71 199.5

% Data 9.96 27.0 20.5 13.9 38.9

Bits/Ratio 51 69 26.25 17.8 33.25

Dynamic Power (nJ) 0.120 0.120 0.118 0.119 0.135

Static Power (mW) 297 351 334 308 388

Area (mm2) 1.09 1.17 1.11 1.16 1.13
∗Assuming 8-way, 8-byte segment, 3-bit replacement, 6-bit other
∗∗Computed as metadata bits per 512-bit data.

Table 5.1: Metadata and Compression Ratio Comparison

5.5 Hardware Cost

Assuming an 8-way set associative cache and 8-byte segments, a 2× tag over-provisioned cache
requires 138 metadata bits per 512-bit data with a maximum ratio of 2 (69 bits per logical block,
27.0%). In contrast, DCC with super-blocks requires 105 bits metadata with a maximum ratio
of 4 (26.3 bits per logical block, 20.5%). DISH, on the other hand, only requires 71 bits since
it is based on the YACC design (17.8 bits per logical block, 13.9%). MBC has 12 super-block
tags per-set (1.5× over-provisioning), and one 6-bit “step” field per tag, which needs a total of
199.5 bits and supports a maximum ratio of 6 (33.25 bits per logical block, 38.9%). Our analysis
does not include Thesaurus, as it proposes a metadata cache that may scale with factors other than
cache size (e.g., the number of concurrently running applications). Table 5.1 presents the detailed
analysis.

The compression and decompression logic have roughly the same complexity as C-PACK,
since they share the same dictionary-based logic. We conservatively assume that the parallel
decompression architecture needs 2.5× (120K NAND gates [47, 245]) more area than C-PACK
as two decompressors are needed. The hardware cost is still reasonable compared to FPC
(290K [245]).

We performed power and area analysis using CACTI 7.0 [183] on 22nm technology node.
Results are also presented in Table 5.1. Compared with an uncompressed cache, MBC incurs
12.5% overhead on LLC’s dynamic energy, 30.6% higher static power, and 3.67% more area due
to the larger tag array and extra state bits. Compared with its baseline design DCC, MBC has
14.4% more dynamic energy, 16.2% more static power, and 1.80% more area.
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CPU 3.0GHz, 1–8 cores, Our-of-Order, 256 ROB, 64 LSQ

L1 32KB, 4-way, 4 cycle, 64-byte block, LRU replacement

L2 256KB, 8-way, 11 cycle, 64-byte block, LRU replacement

LLC 2MB per-core, 16-way, 30 cycle, 64-byte block, LRU replacement

DRAM 16 banks, 300 cycles read/write

Table 5.2: Simulation Configuration

Despite the moderately increased energy numbers on the LLC side, MBC can, in fact, save
energy on the main memory side with reduced cache misses and hence fewer DRAM accesses.
We used the per-access DRAM energy number from prior publication [84] (32.61nJ on 45nm
technology node), and estimated the total energy number using a linear model (DRAM access
count × 32.61 + execution time × dynamic power + LLC access count × static power) over all
workloads in Section 5.6. Results show that, compared with an uncompressed cache, while MBC
consumes 1.12× more power on the LLC, it only consumes 0.76× the energy of an uncompressed
cache. The overall energy is 0.93× of the uncompressed, proving its energy efficiency.

5.6 Evaluation
Simulation platform: We evaluate MBC by running simulations on zsim [219]. Simulation

configurations are given in Table 5.2, which is consistent with those in previous works [84, 245]
that focus on single-core performance with a partitioned LLC slice. We use the following as
comparison points:

• DCC-BDI: BDI on super-block DCC design, no tag over-provisioning. 2-cycle decom-
pression;

• DCC-FPC: FPC on super-block DCC design, no tag over-provisioning. 5-cycle decom-
pression;

• DCC-CPACK: C-PACK on super-block DCC design, no tag over-provisioning. 9-cycle
decompression.

• 2x LLC: Double size LLC with the same associativity.

We also compare against the following state-of-the-art inter-block compression designs:
• YACC-DISH: DISH Scheme1 on YACC design, no tag over-provisioning. 2-cycle decom-

pression.
• Thesaurus: Thesaurus with an ideal base cache that always hits. 2-cycle decompression.

5.6.1 Data Applications
Experimental setup: We first evaluate MBC on hard-to-compress data application work-

loads that focus on processing large amount of data in memory. For the list workload, we
implemented a doubly linked list data structure with 64-bit integer keys and 40-byte payloads.
The key is assigned as a monotonically increasing sequence, and the payload is synthesized with
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Intra-block Inter-block Zero
Redundancy Redundancy Percentage

list1 5 5 40

list2 5 ±64k 40

list3 ±64k 5 40

list4 ±64k ±64k 40

list5 ±64k ±64k 60

list6 ±16k ±16k 40

Table 5.3: List Workload Summary – Redundancy is realized by controlling the maximum difference
between a payload word and the same word in the previous node (for inter-block redundancy), or between
the word and the previous word in the same node (for intra-block redundancy). This table shows the control
values.

varying intra- and inter-block redundancy and zero distribution. Six variants of the list workload
are evaluated, which is summarized in Table 5.3. The workload traverses through the linked list in
one direction from a random starting node for a random number of steps that is at most 5% the
length of the list. We use the synthetic list workloads to evaluate the sensitivity of the compression
algorithm with regard to varying levels of data redundancy and zero distribution.

The ycsb workload implements an in-memory B+Tree [150] and populates the tree with
YCSB keys in Zipfian distribution [52]. The workload performs scan operations on tree nodes
as specified in YCSB-E. We use the ycsb workload to demonstrate MBC’s efficiency on data
structures with multi-cache-block nodes.

taxi is a real-world dataset consisting of taxi ride records in New York City, which has been
used in prior research to evaluate software dictionary compression [157]. weather is another
real-world dataset on country-wide weather data. The dataset has been used in prior work for
supporting decision-making systems [178]. We load both datasets in row format and simulate
analytical accesses by performing scans. Both datasets feature large rows that span across several
cache lines. We use them to evaluate MBC on compressing stepped pattern.

We also evaluate MBC on three real-world applications: silo [246], feature reducer
(reducer), and redis. The silo workload implements an in-memory representation of the
lineitem table in TPC-H [2]. The table contents are generated using Microsoft’s DBGEN
tool [1] with the most skewness. reducer is a Python workload from FunctionBench [132] that
performs word count, and we use the default input. redis is an in-memory object store. We use
the official traffic generator with default settings to drive its operation.

We simulate 10B instruction on a single core with the proposed memory allocator as specified
in Section 5.4.2. The memory allocator places same-type objects on the same arena whenever it
could decide the object type from the call site’s return address, hence requiring no explicit support
from the programmer. We scaled the workloads to keep the L1 hit ratio lower than 95%. We
also monitored the memory footprint of the simulated process and did not observe any significant
difference between MBC and other designs under comparison.

Results: We present results on data workloads in Fig. 5.6, Fig. 5.7, and Fig. 5.8 for IPC,
misses per kilo instructions (MPKI) on the LLC, and effective cache size, respectively. Effective
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Figure 5.6: Normalized Instructions Per Cycle (IPC)
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Figure 5.7: Normalized Misses Per Kilo Instructions (MPKI)

LLC size is computed by counting the number of logical lines in the LLC from snapshots taken
for each 100M instructions.

Overall, MBC provides, over an uncompressed cache, 6.89% higher IPC, 14% less MPKI, and
2.47× larger effective LLC. MBC also slightly outperforms Thesaurus by 1.91% on IPC, 4.78%
less MPKI, and 1.35× on effective LLC size (and up to 6.07% and 1.25×), while other designs
fail to provide any sensible IPC benefit. For list workloads, it is quite obvious that Thesaurus is
entirely insensitive to intra-block redundancy and zero distribution, as evidenced by the stable
results between list2, list4, list5, and list6. MBC, on the other hand, is sensitive to
both intra- and inter-block redundancy, and generally favors a higher percentage of zeros. This
demonstrates the benefits of using our zero-optimized, dictionary-based algorithm, as it leverages
all three types of redundancy. For list1, MBC slightly under-performs Thesaurus. This is
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Figure 5.8: Normalized Effective LLC Size

caused by the extra overhead of the allocator and the lack of inter-block redundancy.
In ycsb, Thesaurus slightly outperforms MBC, despite a lower effective ratio. Further

investigation reveals that this is likely caused by tag contention on the super-blocks, which evicted
useful data early. The problem, however, is not unique to MBC, as all designs with super-blocks
will suffer from tag contention. Prior research also proposed alleviations to this issue [24, 26, 203],
which we leave as future work.

taxi and weather evidence the benefit of compressing over the stepped pattern with the
software-provided “step size” for MBC, as MBC outperforms the rest of the designs by a large
margin in terms of effective LLC size and MPKI. These two workloads also demonstrate high
IPC improvement for MBC (19.0% and 14.6% IPC), due to being data-intensive and moderately
compressible (2.59× and 2.31× effective ratio).

The three real-world workloads demonstrate varying behavior under MBC. silo is moder-
ately compressible, with an effective LLC size of 2.51× and an MPKI of 90% over an uncom-
pressed cache. As a result, it achieves an IPC improvement of 7.7%, which also outperforms the
rest of the designs.

reducer is highly compressible with an effective LLC size of 4.10× and reduces the MPKI
to only 54% of an uncompressed cache. The resulting IPC improvement is 9.3%, which almost
doubles that of Thesaurus, the second highest one under comparison.

redis, despite its 2.74× effective LLC size and 18% reduction on MPKI, does not exhibit
any significant IPC improvement. Further investigation reveals that redis has good access
locality on its internal data structure, and hence LLC compression is generally ineffective, as
evidenced by the fact that even doubling the LLC would not improve the IPC.

5.6.2 SPEC 2006 and 2017

Experimental setup: We also simulate all designs on a single core with SPEC 2006 [4]
and SPEC 2017 [5]. We only report workloads with an L1 miss ratio no higher than 95%. The
rest either have small working sets or high access locality, whose performance is not affected by
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Figure 5.9: Normalized Instructions Per Cycle (IPC), Single Core
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Figure 5.10: Normalized Misses Per Kilo Instructions (MPKI), Single Core
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Figure 5.11: Normalized Effective LLC Size, Single Core

LLC compression. We evaluate MBC with the proposed memory allocator as in data workload
simulation. For each workload, we simulate 10B instructions after skipping the first 100B. We
report normalized instruction per cycle (IPC), misses per kilo instructions (MPKI) on the LLC,
and effective LLC size in Fig. 5.9, Fig. 5.10, and Fig. 5.11, respectively.

Results: Overall, MBC brings an average of 17.1% speedup, outperforming all intra-block
designs, reduces MPKI by 22%, and achieves an average effective LLC size of 2.58× the uncom-
pressed. In particular, gcc, zeusmp, soplex, gemsFDTD, libquantum, fotonik3d r,
mcf r, and parest r demonstrate good compressibility with effective LLC size higher than
3.0× of the uncompressed, indicating the effectiveness of adopting over-provisioned, super-block
tag design.

In contrast, Thesaurus with 2× tag over-provisioning, despite having an impressive raw
compression ratio in some of the workloads, are limited by the number of tags, and therefore only
achieved a maximum compression ratio of 2× and an overall IPC benefit of 7.65%. We also noted
that, although increasing the over-provisioning of tags in Thesaurus may alleviate the tag pressure,
this may introduce new problems, such as the base cache size (which we do not model) and high
tag metadata cost.

In addition, compared with DISH, an inter-block compressed cache design using dictionary
encoding, MBC achieves an average of 1.61× larger effective LLC and 9.12% higher IPC,
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Figure 5.12: Normalized Instructions Per Cycle (IPC), 8 Cores
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Figure 5.13: Normalized Misses Per Kilo Instructions (MPKI), 8 Cores
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Figure 5.14: Normalized Effective LLC Size, 8 Cores

showing the effectiveness of its dictionary compression algorithm. Further investigation into raw
compression ratio numbers (not shown) indicate that the eight-entry, explicitly stored dictionary
of DISH often cannot encode all four blocks in a super-block, such that two or more tags are used
for a single super-block, causing low data utilization.

5.6.2.1 Multicore Results

To evaluate MBC in a multi-process environment, we simulated the design on SPEC with 8 cores
each running an instance of the same workload. Each core executes 2B instructions after skipping
the first 100B, for a total of 16B simulated instructions. We report normalized IPC, MPKI, and
effective LLC size in Fig. 5.12, Fig. 5.13, and Fig. 5.14.

Overall, MBC achieves an average speedup of 27.1% over an uncompressed cache, reduces
MPKI by 19.2%, and achieves an effective LLC size of 2.57×, outperforming all other designs
under comparison. Compared with Thesaurus, which is the second-best design of all under
comparison, MBC has an IPC advantage of 7.98%, incurs 5.8% less MPKI, and achieves 1.48×
effective LLC size.

We observed similar patterns of the speedup trends between 8-core multi-process and single-
core environments. We regard it as proof that MBC is advantageous over prior works even under
multi-core contention.
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Figure 5.15: Parallel Decompression Latency

5.6.3 Parallel Decompression Latency
Fig. 5.15 shows the decompression latency of MBC on all single-core simulations. On average,
MBC’s decompression hardware takes slightly more than 6 cycles per decompression, which
is lower than that of intra-block DCC-CPACK (9 cycles), as a result of zero optimization and
parallel decompression saving the decoding bandwidth. Data workloads all have low decompres-
sion latency, due to the abundance of zeros of the in-cache data, as well as data blocks being
perfectly aligned at cache block boundaries in some of the workloads. In the latter case, the two
compressors can operate in lock steps without any bubbles. Among SPEC workloads, bzip2,
cactuBSSN, imagick r, and lbm r demonstrate higher latency, as a result of being generally
not compressible as well as lacking zeros. Compression may just be turned off in these cases to
save energy and prevent the negative performance impact.

5.7 Additional Related Work

5.7.1 Compression Algorithm
Most single-block cache compression algorithms target compressing integers and are optimized for
small blocks and low decompression latency. Many of these algorithms divide the input block into
equal units called “words” and leverage repeated patterns (especially on high-order bits) between
these words. FPC [12] and BDI [201] fall into this category. Bit-Plane Compression (BPC) [134]
pre-processes a block with bit-plane transformation and then compresses words formed by each bit
plane (bits from different words on the same position). FP-H [20], on the other hand, is designed
to compress floating point numbers. It separately compresses the exponent and high/low mantissa
fields of IEEE 754 floating point numbers as different streams because these fields usually have
very distinct patterns and value ranges in floating point numbers. Zero compression only detects
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zeros in the input block and encodes zeros with a separate zero-value mask. While limited in
compression ratio, zero compression only requires a few cycles for compression and singe-cycle
decompression, and is hence suitable for L1 cache compression [70, 110].

Some algorithms are also designed or can be leveraged for inter-block compression. C-
PACK [47] combines LZ-like dictionary encoding [276] with pattern compression and can
generally achieve a high ratio at the cost of longer operation latency. While C-PACK was
originally designed as a single-block compression algorithm, inter-block compression is achieved
by first generating the dictionary using the reference block, and then use the dictionary to compress
the input block. SC2 [19] relies on a software-generated code frequency table as the dictionary,
and compresses the input block using Huffman encoding [104]. Deduplication and bit-wise delta
compression can also reduce the size of compressed blocks by using another block as a reference.
These techniques, however, cannot leverage intra-block redundancy, and their compression ratio
is heavily dependent on the similarity between the input block and the reference block.

5.7.2 Tag Array Organization
Depending on the compression ratio, a compressed cache can store varying blocks per set, and
the total number of logical blocks stored in the cache can be much greater than the physical
capacity. The challenge of designing the tag for compressed caches is hence twofold. First, the tag
array must support a larger number of blocks than the physical capacity of the data array without
incurring significant metadata overhead. Second, the tag array must also be able to support a
varying number of ways per set. A poorly designed tag array will become the bottleneck in
upper-bounding the maximum effective cache capacity, nullifying the numerous efforts to develop
the compression algorithm (as noted in [84]).

The easiest way of organizing tags is to over-provision extra entries per set. Most designs
adopt 2× over-provisioning to achieve a maximum of 2× effective cache capacity. Higher
over-provisioning is theoretically possible but incurs considerable metadata overhead.

DCC [220] and YACC [222] both propose super-block tags, where a single tag entry encodes
four consecutive blocks on the physical address space. Each logical block in the super-block has
its own metadata bits, so cache and coherence actions still operate on individual blocks. Since
every tag entry encodes four logical blocks, the super-block tag design supports 4× effective
cache capacity, with moderate metadata overhead. The super-block tags work optimally when
access locality is high. Otherwise, the theoretical effective capacity cannot be achieved due to the
under-utilization of tag entries.

Tag over-provisioning and super-blocks can also be combined to achieve even higher effective
cache capacity. To the best of the author’s knowledge, MBC is the first design that achieves
a maximum of 6× effective cache capacity by combining super-blocks with 1.5× tag over-
provisioning.

The last technique of tag organization is to allocate tag entries to each set dynamically
on-demand. The V-Way cache [210] provides a solid ground where compression designs can
be implemented. Other proposals that decouple tags from sets can also potentially serve the
purpose [94, 227]. However, these designs radically change the cache’s internal structures and
introduce some difficulties to block management. As a result, they are rarely used for cache
compression.
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5.7.3 Inter-Block Main Memory Compression
Inter-block compression techniques can also be applied to main memory compression. Like
inter-block cache compression, the major challenge of inter-block main memory compression
designs is to search for analogous blocks efficiently, and the same “base cache” design has
been repeatedly proposed. For example, in BCD Deduplication [198], inter-block redundancy is
leveraged in a two-step process. In the first step, blocks with similar content are clustered into
a hash table using fingerprint hashing. In the second step, the delta between the block and the
hash table entry is generated, which is then deduplicated using a secondary hash table to reduce
the compressed size of the delta further. In Global BDI [17] and Entropy-Based Compression
(EBC) [133], the memory controller uses a global pattern table storing common patterns in the
working set to dictionary compress incoming blocks to be written into the main memory. The
pattern table serves as a word-level base cache and can be generated automatically or manually.

While using a similar base cache design as in cache compression, main memory compression
faces a different set of design constraints, which makes the base cache design more feasible. First,
the goal of main memory compression is usually to reduce DRAM’s internal bus bandwidth or to
enable higher capacity. As a result, memory compression designs are less sensitive to the extra
energy and storage overhead incurred by the base cache. Second, DRAM-based main memory
has much higher access latency than SRAM-based base caches. The base cache can, therefore, be
made much larger, and scalability is less of a concern in this case.

5.7.4 Approximate Cache Compression
Approximate cache compression operates similarly to cache deduplication, but instead of only
deduplicating cache blocks with the exact same content, it also deduplicates blocks whose contents
are approximately identical to each other. Compared with regular cache compression that precisely
restores the content of the blocks on decompression, approximate compression allows certain
minor errors to be added to decompressed data in exchange for a higher compression ratio and
more performance benefits.

Doppelgänger [172] is an approximate compression design that uses fingerprint hashing to
cluster similar blocks into a hash table. Blocks that are mapped to the same hash table entry are
assumed to contain similar content and are hence “deduplicated” by only storing a reference to
the existing hash table entry. Users must manually specify the data type and value range within
blocks to be compressed, such that the fingerprint hashing hardware can effectively generate the
fingerprint for each block. Doppelgänger is suitable for running machine learning applications,
where the imprecision of data can be well tolerated.
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Chapter 6

Memento: Architectural Support for
Ephemeral Memory Management

This chapter of the thesis demonstrates, from a different perspective than the previous chapter,
how leveraging application-level information helps optimize one of the most common tasks of an
application—memory management. To this purpose, we present Memento, a holistic, hardware-
centric approach to memory management that eliminates almost all instruction overhead from
the memory management critical path (e.g., malloc and free) on a special class of cloud
workloads named serverless computing.

Serverless computing has become an increasingly popular cloud paradigm with services
like AWS Lambda [14], Azure Functions [171], Google Cloud Functions [89], and IBM Cloud
Functions [106]. Built on top of serverless computing, Functions-as-a-Service (FaaS) enables a
multitude of applications by decomposing them into small code snippets (i.e., functions) that are
invoked by user-specified trigger events [76, 119, 120, 200, 216]. The benefits of this approach
include enabling cloud providers to automatically provision resources while charging users for
only their actual resource consumption at a millisecond granularity [15]. Notably, these functions
are very short-lived—typically finishing in less than a second [229]—which poses new challenges
in system design.

Memory management is responsible for a major chunk of data center cycles as revealed by
Google’s internal profiling [125], despite significant efforts in optimizing them in software [74,
145]. Unfortunately, while long-running workloads have the opportunity to amortize some of
their memory management costs over their long runtimes, this is not the case for short-lived
serverless functions. Prior work has focused on reducing the cold-start effects of serverless
workloads [10, 36, 68, 78, 191, 229, 247]. However, memory management still relies on expensive
allocation and deallocation paths on the critical path of function execution, leading to major
overheads in serverless environments.

In particular, functions pay the full cost of memory allocation and deallocation in both user
space and the OS on the critical path of their short runtime. For example, consider the overheads
of typical memory management operations. For starters, applications must pay the cost of memory
management in user space, where each allocation and free typically require tens of instructions in
popular high-level languages for serverless environments (e.g., Python). Furthermore, the user
space allocator relies on the OS to allocate physical memory. However, the allocation path in
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the OS, either performed at system call time, such as mmap or later on at access time through
page faults, is inherently expensive. This is because of the creation of page tables and the actual
physical memory allocation and bookkeeping, requiring additional thousands of instructions.

In this chapter, we focus on reducing the performance overhead of memory management for
serverless functions. To better understand the characteristics of memory management in serverless
functions and to expose opportunities for optimization, we first start with a detailed investigation
of function behavior across several functions and three language runtimes that cover a wide
spectrum of memory management behavior. Our analysis reveals three key insights. First, the
vast majority of allocations are relatively small, no larger than 512 bytes. This characteristic is
partly due to the usage of high-level languages, where small objects are used extensively. Second,
the allocation lifetime is bimodal based on the language runtime. In particular, objects are either
allocated and freed shortly after, usually within less than 16 other allocations of the same size
class. Alternatively, allocations are often not freed due to the short runtime of functions and they
are instead batch-freed by the OS when the function exits. Finally, memory management spends a
significant amount of cycles in user space and interactions with the OS.

Based on these insights we propose Memento, a holistic hardware-centric design that optimizes
memory management by moving most of the work on the software critical path to specialized
hardware. Memento introduces two key mechanisms that operate in tandem. The first is a
hardware object allocator that tracks objects using arenas and performs memory allocations and
frees in a per-core metadata cache. Due to the small sizes of allocations, a small number of size
classes can be efficiently cached. Furthermore, for allocations that are allocated and quickly freed
allocation metadata have strong temporal locality. Therefore, the hardware object allocator can
satisfy most requests entirely in the metadata cache within only a few cycles.

The second mechanism in Memento is a hardware page allocator that manages a small pool
of free virtual and physical pages. The hardware page allocator serves the dual purpose of (i)
replenishing the hardware object allocator with free virtual pages that constitute arenas; and (ii)
backing virtual pages with physical memory on-demand when a virtual page is accessed for the
first time. The hardware page allocator removes the kernel path of memory management from the
critical path of function execution, thereby avoiding invoking expensive system calls and page
fault handlers. Furthermore, for allocations that are batch-freed at the end of function execution,
the hardware page allocator can deallocate their memory with low latency.

Overall, these two mechanisms work together in a complementary fashion that resembles the
user space and kernel software path in the current software stack. Memento naturally integrates
with the existing software stack by adding two new instructions to the ISA for the allocation
and deallocation of memory. The hardware design and interface of Memento enable seamless
integration with both compiled and interpreted languages, including those with and without
garbage collection.

6.1 Background and Opportunities on Memory Management

This section first provides a brief background on memory management across user space and the
OS. Then we showcase the memory behavior of serverless workloads.
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Figure 6.1: Memory Management in User Space and Kernel

6.1.1 A Day in the Life of a Memory Allocation

Memory management of an application is split between user space and OS operations. Typically,
variable byte-sized allocations are performed in user space while the OS manages memory
resources at the granularity of pages. Referencing Fig. 6.1, we describe the steps and effects of
memory allocation and free, based on a typical example of user space memory allocation, and
then shed light on the steps performed by the OS.

User space operations: We use the CPython implementation of the heap allocator, pymalloc [3],
as an example to describe the allocator procedure. Allocators in other high-level language runtimes
also follow similar steps. The allocator requests memory from the OS at the granularity of 256KB
arenas and then splits them into smaller 4KB pools. Free objects within a pool are organized as
linked lists, and each pool serves allocation requests of a particular size class.

On an allocation request, the size class is computed by aligning the requested size up to the
nearest 8-byte boundary (Step 1© in Fig. 6.1). Then, the allocator checks the per-size class free
pool list, and if a pool with free objects is present, the head entry of the free list is returned to
the caller (Step 2©). However, if no free objects can be found, the allocator attempts to grab a
new free pool from the free pool list (Step 3©) and tries again. If there are no free pools, mmap in
the kernel is called to allocate more arenas (Step 4©). Allocation requests that are larger than 512
bytes by default are directly serviced by malloc in glibc, which eventually calls mmap as well.

On a free operation (Step 5©), the pool header is first obtained by aligning the address down
to the nearest 4KB boundary. Then the object is returned to the pool by linking it to the head of
the free list. If the free operation turns the pool entirely free, then the pool is returned to the free
pool list. Finally, if all pools in an arena become free, the allocator returns its memory by calling
munmap.

Kernel space operations: User space allocators request memory allocations from the kernel
through system calls. Continuing the above example, when the mmap [166] system call is invoked
(Step 4©), it performs the following. First, mmap finds an unused region of addresses in the
virtual address space of the process and then sets up mapping metadata describing the allocation.
Note that no physical storage backs the virtual address region allocated in this stage. Instead,
the system call only returns the region’s start address to the user space without setting up any
virtual-to-physical mapping.

As a result, when the software accesses a newly allocated virtual memory page for the first
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Figure 6.2: Allocation Size Distribution (Bytes)
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Figure 6.3: Allocation Lifetime Distribution (Malloc-Free Distance)

time, a page fault will be raised (Step 6©) by hardware due to lacking a valid address mapping.
The page fault is serviced by a kernel handler, which finds the mapping metadata set up earlier
by mmap on the faulting address. In this stage, the handler performs physical memory allocation
by requesting a free physical page from the kernel’s physical page allocator and then setting the
corresponding page table entry to point to the physical page (Step 7©). Eventually, the faulting
memory access is retried and will land on the newly allocated physical page.

Applications deallocate memory through the munmap [166] system call that performs the
opposite steps. First, munmap tears down the mapping metadata. Then it walks the page table
entries describing the mapping, clears page table entries, and returns physical pages to the kernel
as needed. Finally, if relevant page tables become empty, they are also freed.

6.1.2 Memory Management Behavior of Serverless Functions

Short-lived functions pose new challenges to memory management. In this section, we study
the memory behavior of function execution across serverless workloads based on four suites [54,
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79, 132, 192] and three languages, Python, C++, and Golang. We further discuss our workloads
in detail in Section 6.4.1. To characterize the allocation sizes and lifetimes of functions we
instrumented the allocators of each language and collected allocation traces. We normalize the
number of allocations of each function, then we aggregate across functions, and show the per
language breakdown.

Fig. 6.2 shows the object size distribution in 512-byte increments. The results show that
allocations are small. Specifically, 93% of allocations are smaller than 512 bytes. For several
workloads, small allocations can account for even more than 98% of all allocations, making large
allocations a rare occurrence. Size distributions within 512 bytes are heavily workload-dependent
and we did not observe any consistent patterns for small allocations across the workloads. Finally,
small allocations are preferred across Python, C++, and Golang.

To characterize object lifetimes, we define a lifetime metric based on the malloc-free distance.
In particular, we compute the number of allocations of the same size class before the object is
freed. This is a good predictor of allocation metadata locality. Fig. 6.3 shows the average lifetime
distribution of object allocations. As we can see from the results, serverless function allocation
lifetimes exhibit a bimodal behavior. Specifically, 71% of allocations are short-lived as they are
freed within only 16 allocations of the same size class. On the other hand, 27% of allocations are
long-lived and rely on OS deallocation when the function exits. For object lifetime we see that
different languages exhibit different behavior. Specifically, for C++ the majority of allocations are
short-lived while for Python they are primarily short-lived allocations with a few long-lived ones.
Finally, Golang allocations are long-lived. This is because garbage collection is not invoked due
to the short runtime of functions. As a result, allocations are batch-freed at the end of function
execution.

In Table 6.1 we further show the joint distribution of allocation size and lifetime. On average,
61% of allocations are both small and short-lived. These objects are small in size and freed
quickly after allocation. For several workloads, short-lived and small allocations account more
than 80% and up to 96% of all allocations. Furthermore, 32% of allocations are long-lived and
small. Finally, larger allocations account for 7% of total allocations with the majority being
short-lived.

Small Large

Short-lived 61% 6.55%

Long-lived 32% 0.45%

Table 6.1: Combined Distribution of Size and Lifetime

Insights: The above observations illustrate the two most prominent patterns in the memory
allocation behavior of serverless workloads. First, most objects are small and under 512 bytes. In
addition, workloads exhibit varying patterns in object size distribution under 512 bytes. Therefore,
the allocator should optimize for small and varying size class distributions under 512 bytes.
Second, most objects are freed shortly after allocation, indicating that they are short-lived. The
allocator should prioritize short-lived object handling by taking advantage of the strong allocation
metadata locality. Furthermore, long-lived allocations should be handled efficiently by the OS
allocator instead.
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Figure 6.4: Workflow of memory management with Memento

Based on these insights, we design Memento, a holistic hardware-centric approach to elimi-
nating the overheads of serverless memory management. To handle varying patterns of object
sizes under 512 bytes, Memento maintains multiple size classes. Allocations in each size class
are satisfied by the dedicated metadata maintained for that particular size class. Furthermore,
Memento leverages the strong temporal locality of allocation metadata by adding a hardware
object allocator that caches allocation metadata near the processor, fulfilling most allocation
requests in only a few cycles. Finally, Memento’s hardware page allocator facilities the needs
of the object allocator and efficiently recycles pages that contain long-lived objects at the end of
function execution.

6.2 Memento Design
The design of Memento consists of two mechanisms that operate in tandem to handle user space
and kernel memory management operations. The first mechanism is a hardware object allocator
(located close to the core) responsible for arena-based object allocation and deallocation. The
hardware object allocator interfaces with the application and provides similar abstractions as
memory management functions in user space (e.g., malloc and free). In addition, Memento
also introduces a hardware page allocator at the memory controller managing physical pages. The
hardware page allocator interfaces with the hardware object allocator similarly to kernel memory
management system calls by replenishing the object allocator with physical memory on-demand.
Overall, Memento offloads both user space and kernel execution paths for memory management
to their hardware counterparts and overlaps these paths with processor execution. Consequently,
Memento is capable of satisfying most memory management requests with a latency equivalent to
single roundtrip to the L1 cache, speeding up function execution by reducing the amount of work
the processor needs to perform.

Fig. 6.4 depicts a high-level overview of Memento’s workflow and how the two mechanisms
cooperate to perform memory management. First, upon an allocation (step 1©), the hardware
object allocator will identify the size class of the request. In step 2©, the corresponding arena
from the arena list will be selected. Next, in step 3©, the hardware object allocator (which caches
arena headers) will identify and mark a free location within the arena’s header where allocation
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Figure 6.5: (a) Layout of arena header and body, and (b) Layout of hardware object table entries

metadata is stored. The arena metadata can be used to identify the location of the body of the
arena storing the allocated objects. Finally, the allocated virtual address is returned to the caller.

In the scenario that an arena containing free objects is unavailable, the hardware object
allocator requests an arena from the hardware page allocator, as shown in step 4©. The hardware
page allocator then allocates the appropriate number of pages from the page pool (shown in
step 5©) and returns the new arena to the hardware object allocator.

Finally, upon a free operation (step 6©), the hardware object allocator performs the reverse
operations that undo the object allocation. Specifically, the allocator will clear the appropriate
metadata entry of the arena header, as shown in step 7©. Similarly, the hardware object allocator
notifies the hardware page allocator to free arenas and then returns pages to the free page pool.

6.2.1 Hardware Object Allocator

Conceptually, the hardware object allocator performs user space-level memory management
operations. It provides the abstraction of an object allocator through an interface similar to the
conventional malloc and free. To realize this interface, we extend the ISA with two new
instructions for allocating and freeing objects: obj-alloc and obj-free. The obj-alloc
instruction carries the requested allocation size as an operand. When executed, it returns the
virtual address pointing to a memory block that is available for use and satisfies the requested size.
The obj-free instruction has the virtual address to be freed as its operand, and it deallocates
the block so that future allocations can reuse the block.

We now discuss the two main components of the hardware object allocator: (i) the in-memory
arenas that track object-level allocations, and (ii) the hardware object table that facilitates arena
management in hardware.

Arenas: The object allocator tracks the allocation status of memory addresses by maintaining
bookkeeping information in the unit of arenas. An arena is a consecutive range of virtual addresses.
An arena serves allocation and free requests of only one specific size class during its lifetime.
Fig. 6.5(a) shows the arena layout, which includes the header and the body.

An arena header includes three parts: (i) a virtual address (VA) field, (ii) an allocation bitmap,
and (iii) two pointers for forming doubly-linked lists of same-size-class arenas. The VA field
stores the base virtual address of the arena in the address space to which the arena belongs. The
bitmap is used for tracking the allocation status of objects. A “1” bit in the bitmap indicates that
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the object at the corresponding offset has been allocated. The arena body is an array of objects
of the same size. The combination of the VA field with the offset of a bitmap entry points to
the allocated object in the arena body. Each arena contains a fixed number of objects. In our
experiments, we set this parameter to 256 objects per arena, balancing metadata cost and internal
fragmentation and working well in practice.

Arenas are organized into arena lists for each size class. Specifically, two lists are maintained
per size class. The first is an available list tracking arenas with at least one free object, and the
second is a full list tracking arenas without any available objects. An arena can be in at most one
of the two lists at any time. In addition, arenas are connected to the appropriate list through the
prev and next pointers. Fig. 6.6 shows an example of the two arena lists.

Head

Arena

Available List

Head Full List

Arena

Size C
lass

Figure 6.6: Per-size class available and free arena lists

Hardware object table: The core of the hardware object allocator is the Hardware Object
Table (HOT), which is an array of HOT entries indexed by size class index. The HOT holds the
most recently used arena header for each size class. Based on our analysis of the size distribution
of allocations, we opt to support allocations up to 512 bytes in 8-byte increments, resulting in a
total of 64 size classes. Fig. 6.5(b) shows the HOT entry layout. Each entry stores a cached copy
of the arena’s header fields, which are loaded from memory. Additionally, to support operations
on the available and full list, HOT entries also contain the following: (i) the PA field storing
the physical address of the arena, and (ii) two pointers, the available list head and full list head
pointers, which store the physical addresses of the first arenas in the available and full list of the
size class, respectively. Finally, each entry is tagged with a process context identifier (PCID) that
distinguishes arenas of different address spaces. This field can facilitate resource sharing on HOT
for simultaneous multithreading (SMT).

The hardware object allocator manipulates the hardware object table for initialization, alloca-
tion, and free operations following the steps in Fig. 6.7.

Initialization: On initialization ( 1©), an arena is allocated for each size class by requesting
free pages from the page allocator ( 2©). We further describe the design of the hardware page
allocator in Section 6.2.2. Individual arenas are initialized by preparing the arena header ( 3©)
via clearing the bitmap and the linked list prev and next pointers. The arena header’s VA field is
set to the virtual address assigned to the arena. The PA of the HOT entry is set to the header’s
physical address returned from the page allocator. The available and full list head pointers are
set to indicate that both lists are empty. Finally, the initialized arena header is loaded into the
corresponding HOT entry of the allocator ( 4©).

Allocation: On an allocation request ( 5©), the size class is computed by rounding the
requested size up to the nearest 8-byte boundary. Then the HOT entry is located swiftly using the
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Figure 6.7: Hardware object allocator steps for initialization, allocation, and free operations.

size class as an index without any associative search ( 6©). Next, the bitmap is scanned. Three
cases might occur in this step which we discuss as follows.

In the most common case, a zero bit is found, and the allocation completes quickly by setting
the appropriate bit ( 7©). The allocator computes the address of the allocated object based on
the entry’s VA field and the position of the zero bit in the bitmap before returning the computed
address to the processor. We refer to this scenario as an allocation “HOT hit”.

In the rare scenario that a zero bit cannot be found, indicating that the arena is currently full,
the hardware will then use the available list pointer to load the next arena header into the HOT
entry from the memory hierarchy ( 8©). Meanwhile, the hardware replaces the existing entry by
writing it back to the corresponding memory location using the PA field of the replaced entry.
The hardware also performs two additional list operations. First, the full arena being replaced is
inserted into the full list as the head. Furthermore, the newly loaded arena is removed from the
head of the available list.

Finally, if the available list field indicates that no valid arena exists in the list, a new arena is
allocated and loaded into the HOT entry by requesting more pages from the page allocator ( 9©).
The new arena is initialized following the initialization procedure described earlier. Finally, the
current full arena is inserted into the full list. We refer to the last two scenarios as an allocation
“HOT miss”.

As an optimization, the hardware allocator may eagerly load an available list arena or requests
a new arena at the moment the last valid object of the current HOT entry is allocated. The
hardware allocator can hide the potential latency of HOT misses in this manner.

Free: On a free request (10©), the hardware identifies the appropriate arena by calculating the
base virtual address and size class of the arena to which the object belongs. This step is performed
using the operand of obj-free, which is the virtual address of the object to be freed. The
calculation only requires simple bit operations, as we will discuss shortly in Section 6.2.2.

After obtaining the size class, the arena’s base address is compared to the VA field of the
corresponding HOT entry (11©). In the common case, the VA matches, and the free “hits” in the
HOT. The appropriate bit in the bitmap is cleared, and the free operation completes (12©). If the VA
does not match, the free “misses” in the HOT, and the following steps are performed (13©). First,
the hardware allocator translates the arena’s base address to the physical address by requesting
a translation from the TLB. Next, the hardware allocator fetches the header from the memory
hierarchy using the physical address from the previous step. Finally, the hardware clears the
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appropriate bit in the header’s bitmap and writes the header back.
In the case of a HOT miss, if the arena is in the full list (having all-ones in its bitmap) before

the free operation, then the arena will be moved to the available list. The hardware removes the
arena from the full list and inserts it into the head of the available list by updating the appropriate
pointers.

6.2.2 Hardware Page Management

The page allocator is a hardware component located on the memory controller, and it interfaces
with the object allocator for page-level operations. The two primary responsibilities of the page
allocator are: (i) allocating arenas to the object allocator in the virtual address space, and (ii)
managing a small pool of physical pages and using them to allocate backing storage for arenas.
These two responsibilities roughly correspond to mmap and the page fault handler in the OS
kernel as we have seen in Section 6.1.1.

Managing arena virtual addresses: On the creation of each process that uses Memento,
the OS reserves a region of virtual addresses from the process’s address space. The OS exposes
the begin and end addresses of the region to the hardware through special region control registers
on the core and the memory controller, which we refer to as Memento Region Start (MRS) and
Memento Region End (MRE). These two registers are managed in a multicore system at a per-
address space level, i.e., each executing process maintains its private pair of registers backed by
per-process memory locations. The OS is responsible for spilling and loading the region control
registers into and from memory on context switches.

Memento divides the reserved virtual address region evenly into 64 size classes. This design
decision enables the hardware object allocator to calculate the size class and the arena’s base
address by simple bit operations, answering the pending question in Section 6.2.1. Given an
object’s address, the hardware calculates the size class by dividing the address offset in the
reserved region by 64. The arena base address is calculated by further rounding the offset within
the size class down to the arena size of that particular size class. Note that the second operation
can be implemented on hardware efficiently because the arena sizes are known in advance.

The first responsibility of the page allocator is to allocate virtual addresses to arenas. This
scenario occurs when the object allocator runs out of arenas and requests a new one from the
page allocator. In Memento, an arena can consist of single or multiple pages depending on the
particular size class of the arena. Therefore, the page allocator maintains a per-size-class pointer
as the starting address of the next allocation. On receiving an allocation request for a new arena,
the page allocator bumps the pointer of the requested size class forward by the arena size of that
size class. In addition, a physical page is also eagerly allocated to back the first page of the arena
containing the header. Both the virtual and physical addresses are sent back to the object allocator,
which then uses them to initialize the VA field of the arena header and the PA field of the HOT
entry, respectively.

On a multiprocessor system, the page allocator maintains per-size-class pointers for each core
in a reserved memory block, and enables fast access to frequently used entries with a small on-chip
cache called the Arena Allocation Cache (AAC). The AAC is direct-mapped using core IDs as
indexes, and each entry stores the pointers for a few frequently used size classes. In practice, a
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small number of size classes per workload is sufficient to cover most of its memory allocation
activities.

Assigning physical pages to arenas: The second responsibility of the page allocator is to
assign physical pages to the arenas handed out to the object allocator. For this purpose, the page
allocator implements two more components. The first is a simple physical page pool consisting
of free physical pages replenished by the OS on-demand. The second is a hardware-managed
page table that tracks the virtual-to-physical address mapping for arenas. We next describe how
Memento’s hardware page allocator maps arenas to the physical address space.

As mentioned earlier, when the hardware page allocator gives out new arenas, the page
allocator only physically backs their first page. This design decision is deliberately made to
simplify the operation of the object allocator, as the object allocator will initialize the metadata
located on the first page of the arena right after an arena is allocated. However, the page allocator
does not back the rest of the virtual addresses in the arena. Instead, physical pages are assigned to
these virtual addresses only on the first access, reducing potential memory waste.

When arena memory is accessed for the first time, the MMU attempts to translate the accessed
virtual address, which will incur a TLB miss and a subsequent page walk. Then the MMU will
first check whether the virtual address lies in the process’s reserved Memento address region by
comparing the requested virtual address against the pair of region control registers. Supposing
that the address lies in the Memento address region, the MMU then conducts the page walk from
a different page table root address, specified by a Memento Page Table Root (MPTR) register
(instead of the regular one, e.g., CR3). The MMU issues page walk requests marked with a special
flag that will be identified by the page allocator.

The hardware page allocator manages a Memento page table for each process similarly to the
kernel. The only exception is that the page allocator constructs the Memento page table on page
walk requests and automatically expands the table when encountering invalid entries.

On receiving the page walk request, the page allocator fetches and returns the Memento page
table entry using the physical address in the walk request, if the entry is valid. If, however, the
valid bit of the entry is cleared, meaning the virtual address is currently not mapped, then one
of the following happens before the page allocator returns the entry. In the first case, the walk is
on the leaf level. The page allocator will proceed to allocate a new physical page and populate
the leaf entry with the page’s address. Otherwise, if the entry is higher up in the page table tree
(e.g., it could be a PGD, PUD, or PMD entry on x86), the next level of the Memento page table is
allocated from the pool and zeroed out (i.e., all entries are invalid). Eventually, all levels on the
page walk path will be populated, after which the page walk concludes.

The TLB inserts the mapping after the page walk is complete. Future memory access hitting
the entry will proceed as any other memory access. Moreover, future page walks on the arena
address will not cause new allocation since both the Memento page table and the address are
backed by physical memory already.

Memento hard codes the permissions of all arena pages to be readable, writeable, and non-
executable. The page allocator sets this permission combination in the mapping entry returned to
the page walker. While other permission combinations are also generally valid, in Memento, we
choose only to support the sole case of heap memory allocation, where this combination alone is
sufficient. This design decision dramatically simplifies Memento by avoiding complex use cases
such as file-backed allocations.
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Figure 6.8: Memento Design Overview

The page allocator also handles arena frees, which occur when the object allocator has freed
the last live object within an arena. On receiving an arena free, the page allocator walks the
Memento page table and reclaims physical pages backing the arena. The corresponding page
table entries are also invalidated, with page table pages freed if the last valid entry on that page is
invalidated.

Similar to munmap, when freeing an arena, TLB shootdowns are also sent to cores that have
issued page walk requests on the address space in the past. To identify which cores should receive
the shootdown request, the hardware page allocator tracks per-process shootdown information
using a hardware bit vector, the length of which equals the number of cores in the system. Each bit
in the vector represents whether the corresponding core has issued any page walks on the address
space. On arena frees, the page allocator scans the bit vector and sends TLB invalidations to the
core whose bit is set. Note that typical serverless workloads are single-process and single-threaded,
and as a result, this procedure’s overall cost is negligible.

Overall, the hardware page allocator in Memento enables applications to acquire memory
from the Memento address region without incurring any OS costs, saving on both context switch
and kernel code execution.

6.2.3 Putting It All Together

The overall design of Memento is shown in Fig. 6.8. The main components of Memento are
depicted in gray. The OS exposes the Memento memory region to the processor through con-
trol registers MRS and MRE ( 1©). Applications communicate with Memento through the ISA
extensions obj-alloc and obj-free that allocate and free objects ( 2©). The hardware object
allocator of Memento ( 3©) is responsible for managing the memory arenas and the corresponding
arena lists. The MMU further maintains an additional control register, the MPTR ( 4©), that enables
page walks to traverse the page tables that belong to the Memento memory region. To allocate
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new arenas, the hardware object allocator requests free pages from the hardware page allocator
that lives in the memory controller ( 5©).

6.3 Discussion
Integrating with software memory allocators: Memento focuses primarily on small object

allocations within 512 bytes. Larger allocations, which are rare in serverless workloads, are
handled by software. We propose two approaches that enable Memento to collaborate with
software allocators on this matter. The first approach is to let malloc check the allocation size. If
the size is within 512, the software malloc will use Memento to fulfill the allocation. Similarly,
free will check whether the object pointer to be deallocated lies in the Memento memory region
and, if positive, use Memento to execute the free. An alternative approach is to expose the address
of the software allocation and free function calls and let Memento redirect control accordingly.
For simplicity, our design opts for the first approach so that the existing malloc/free interfaces
exposed to the application remain unchanged.

For C and C++ applications, the memory allocator is mostly likely dynamically linked at
load time. Therefore, deploying Memento does not require rewriting existing applications, and
instead, Memento can be deployed as lightweight software libraries that override the default glibc
allocator. For language interpreters and runtimes, developers can choose to release Memento as
an opt-in feature to provide a better performance, which can be enabled or disabled on users’
requests. Memento itself can also be integrated easily with various memory allocators such as
malloc in glibc [155], jemalloc [115], and TCMalloc [85]. We demonstrate three examples of
integrating Memento into existing memory allocators in our evaluation, namely garbage-collected
Python memory allocator pymalloc [3], Google’s jemalloc [115] for C++, and garbage-collected
Golang runtime allocator.

Multi-Process and multi-threaded support: Current serverless workloads are single-
process but multiple independent functions can be collocated on the same server. To support
multi-tenancy the OS flushes the HOT table before a process is context switched. As we will see
in Section 6.4.7, this operation is inexpensive as the HOT table is small.

Moreover, function workloads are single-threaded. Nevertheless, Memento supports multi-
threaded applications. In particular, each thread manages its own arenas in the object allocator as
part of its context. The page allocator shares the virtual address space and page address mapping
among threads from the same process. On context switches, the OS populates the control registers
of Memento such that threads from the same address space will use the same MPTR for page
walks and the same sets of arena virtual address pointers for arena allocations.

In the rare case that an object is allocated by one thread and deallocated by a different thread,
Memento must be able to tell that the object is managed in a different thread’s arena. in Memento,
this can be achieved by piggybacking on regular cache coherence. Specifically, when a HOT
misses and reads an arena header from the memory, it issues the request to the cache hierarchy.
Then, the cache coherence will locate the arena header’s current owner and forward the request
appropriately. On receiving the coherence message, the HOT controller will first read the size class
index using the physical address, and then invalidate the corresponding entry before responding
with the line.
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CPU 4-issue OOO, 3 GHz, 256-Entry ROB, 64-Entry LSQ

TLB L1 64-Entry, 4-Way; L2 2048-Entry, 12-Way

L1d 32KB, 8-Way, 2 Cycle, LRU Replacement

L1i 32KB, 8-Way, 2 Cycle, LRU Replacement

HOT 3.4KB, Direct-Mapped, 2 Cycle

L2 256KB, 8-Way, 14 Cycle, LRU Replacement

LLC 2MB Slice, 16-Way, 40 Cycle, LRU Replacement

AAC 32-Entry, Direct-Mapped, 1 Cycle

DRAM 64GB, DDR4 3200, 16 Banks

OS Ubuntu 20.04

Table 6.2: Simulation Configuration

Protecting arena headers: Memento protects arena headers from being corrupted by strayed
writes or malicious attacks by blocking writes to the arena header. For every store operation,
if the virtual address is within the region delimited by the MRS and MRE registers, the MMU
calculates the offset of the address within the arena. If the store attempts to modify an arena
header, which always resides at the beginning of the arena, an exception is raised to the processor
to indicate an access violation. Since the size classes and arena header size are known in advance,
the calculation can be performed with simple bit operations that also overlap with TLB lookup.

By protecting arena headers against store operations from the software, Memento also defends
against a common type of memory bug that overruns an allocated object and corrupts allocation
metadata, hence offering more robust memory safety guarantees than software allocators. Unlike
software allocators, with Memento, applications can know immediately if a store operation is
conducted illegally instead of suffering undefined behavior.

6.4 Evaluation

6.4.1 Simulation Configuration
Simulation platform: We evaluate Memento with full-system simulation using QEMU [28]

integrated with the SST [215] framework and DRAMSim3 [152]. The simulated architecture is
presented in Table 6.2. We use Ubuntu 20.04 for the OS with the 5.18 kernel. We further show
the two main hardware structures of Memento, the hardware object table (HOT) modeled as a
3.4KB direct-mapped cache and the arena allocation cache (AAC) of the hardware page allocator
as a 32-entry direct-mapped cache.

We instrumented both user space and kernel functions to capture memory management-related
routines. For Python workloads, we instrumented CPython 3.8 [206] heap allocation functions.
For C/C++ workloads, we link them against an instrumented version of jemalloc from the
official repository [72, 115]. For Golang workloads, we instrumented heap memory allocation
and garbage collection functions in go-1.13 runtime library and linked it against Golang binaries.
To capture page faults, we instrumented the page fault handler function. We also instrumented
memory system calls to mmap and munmap. The simulator replaces calls to memory allocation
and free functions with the corresponding ISA extensions of Memento. Allocations of size greater
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Figure 6.9: Normalized Speedup – Numbers are normalized to execution using software library and
normal OS kernel

than 512 bytes and deallocations to addresses outside of the reserved virtual address region are
handled by software without Memento’s intervention.

Benchmarks: To evaluate Memento, we use a total of fourteen benchmarks. We focus
our evaluation on functions that exhibit at least 0.5 MallocPKI (malloc per kilo instructions)
on average. We use function workloads from the serverless cloud function benchmark suite,
FunctionBench [132], and the serverless benchmark suite SeBS [54]. dynamic-html (dh),
image-recognition (ir), graph-bfs (bfs), dna-visualisation (dna) are
from SeBS, and matmul (mm), pyaes (aes), feature reducer (fr) are from Func-
tionBench. We further perform experiments with Python’s official benchmarking suite, pyperfor-
mance [192] using memory management related benchmarks json loads (jl), json dumps
(jd), and mako (mk). In addition, we adapted UrlShorten (US), UserMentions
(UM), ComposeMedia (CM) and MovieID (MI) from DeathStarBench [79], written in
C++, into function-like units [223]. Lastly, we ported the Python dynamic-html, graph-bfs,
and pyaes functions to Golang (dh-go, bfs-go, and aes-go). All workloads use the recom-
mended input whenever possible. Workload execution time ranges from sub-second level to a few
seconds, and memory consumption numbers are from low MB to tens of MBs.

Before simulation begins, we perform a system-level only warm-up run and then we simulate
functions workloads from the beginning to completion. Each function executes within a crun [57]
container.

6.4.2 Speedup
Fig. 6.9 shows the execution time reduction achieved by Memento as the speedup over the baseline
system. Memento achieves substantial speedups between 8–24% and 15% on average. These are
substantial gains achieved by Memento for serverless functions.

To further study the source of speedups, we present in Fig. 6.10 a breakdown of the perfor-
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Figure 6.10: Performance Gains Breakdown

mance gains of Memento. The figure shows three main sources of gains that can be achieved
by Memento: (i) hardware object allocation (obj-alloc), (ii) hardware object free (obj-free), and
(iii) hardware page management operations (page-management). Memento can satisfy serverless
memory management operations with a latency equivalent to single cache access in most cases,
and hence it significantly reduces the execution time of functions. On average, 32% of the gains
are attributed to hardware object allocation and 34% to free. The hardware page management
component is responsible for 34%.

Individual workloads demonstrate different gains from either or both sources, further high-
lighting the need for both hardware object and page management to be performed by Memento.
Eight of the ten Python workloads and all Golang workloads get at least 40% of the gains from
Memento’s hardware page management. This observation is explained by the larger heap size,
which causes a higher number of page faults that increases proportionally to the number of pages
in the heap memory. The majority of the page management gains come from dynamic page
allocations in hardware that eliminate costly OS page fault handling. In the case of aes and jl,
more than 90% of the gains come from hardware object management. This result is because their
working sets are much smaller, shifting the critical path from page allocation to object allocation.

The DeathStarBench workloads show significant speedups of 14% on average. The majority
of the gains come from hardware object management. The page management gains are smaller
because jemalloc pre-maps and pre-faults a small pool of memory during library initialization.
This mechanism instead turns object allocation and free operations into a performance bottleneck
that Memento addresses.

Overall, the results highlight the importance of both of Memento’s mechanisms, hardware
object allocation and hardware page management.
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Figure 6.11: Normalized Memory Bandwidth Usage – Numbers are normalized to execution using
software library and normal OS kernel

6.4.3 Memory Bandwidth Savings

To study the effect of Memento on main memory traffic, we present results on normalized memory
bandwidth savings in Fig. 6.11. Overall, Memento reduces memory bandwidth usage by 22%.
For two workloads, UM and CM, Memento achieves a 40% reduction of DRAM traffic. Memento’s
bandwidth savings are attributed to two sources. First, the hardware object table (HOT) absorbs
allocation traffic to memory as objects can be instantiated in the cache without adding unnecessary
traffic to the main memory. Furthermore, Memento eliminates the instruction and data movement
caused by memory management in user space and the kernel.

6.4.4 Aggregate Main Memory Usage

Fig. 6.12 presents normalized aggregated memory usage results. We measure aggregated memory
usage as the total number of physical pages allocated during simulated execution. We present
normalized user and kernel space memory separately in addition to the total memory usage.
Memento achieves an overall 15% reduction in aggregate memory usage. When we look at the
user space and kernel usage, we see that user space reduction is about 10% and kernel is 28%.

However, compared to the baseline, Memento increases user space memory usage for Python
and Golang workloads. A primary reason is that the software allocators for these two languages
share free pages among size classes, which reduces external fragmentation. We choose not to
include this potential optimization and trade-off user space memory instead for a less complicated
hardware design. Nonetheless, Memento reduces kernel memory usage for these workloads by
29%. In workloads like dh, Memento can achieve major kernel memory usage reductions, more
than 60%, due to the reduction of kernel metadata needed to manage memory regions.

For C++ workloads from DeathStarBench [79], Memento achieves 41% user space memory
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Figure 6.12: Normalized Aggregate Memory Usage – Numbers are normalized to execution using
software library and normal OS kernel
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Figure 6.13: Hardware Object Table Hit Rate

savings. We attribute this to the low utilization of the memory pool of jemalloc, which ends
up wasting user space memory resources. Memento instead can dynamically respond to the
memory usage of each function. Finally, Memento achieves significant kernel savings for the C++
workloads from DeathStarBench, with an average of 25%.
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Figure 6.14: Arena List Operation Frequency – Measured as the percentage of obj-alloc and
obj-free that include arena list operations

6.4.5 Characterizing Memento

Hardware object table hit rate: We present the hit rate of the hardware object table (HOT)
in Fig. 6.13. On allocation, a HOT hit happens when a request can find an available entry in the
cached header bitmap. Similarly, on free operations, a HOT hit happens when the cached header
can fulfill the free request without incurring additional memory operations. A miss in the HOT
causes a cache request to be issued to load the appropriate entry from memory. Hits in the HOT
are completed in two cycles without issuing memory requests.

Overall, allocations in Memento enjoy a high hit rate of 99.8%. Furthermore, they exhibit a
uniform behavior across workloads. Free operations show an average hit rate of 76%. We observe
that Python workloads generally exhibit lower free hit rate, while Golang and C++ workloads
show a very high free hit rate. Further investigation reveals that C++ workloads operate on tight
loops with objects being allocated at the beginning of the loop and freed at the end. Golang
workloads, on the other hand, rely on garbage collection to batch-free objects. Therefore, they
never need to call free on individual objects. For Python workloads, some of the allocations
are made by the interpreter to store global information that tends to live much longer than other
local objects (e.g., those created in tight loops). These long-lived objects cause low HOT hit
rates. Nevertheless, Memento handles them correctly by performing the free operation out of the
execution critical path. As a result, Memento is still able to eliminate their overheads successfully,
despite low HOT hit rates.

The results further corroborate the insights from Section 6.1.2 as function workloads are
short-lived in nature with short malloc-free distances. When an object is allocated from the
HOT and freed shortly afterward, the free request will very likely result in a hit. Consequently,
Memento achieves a high HOT hit rate even with a small direct-mapped structure.

While not shown in the figure, Memento’s arena allocation cache (AAC) enjoys uniformly
high hit rates as only a few size classes are utilized in each of the workloads.

Arena list operations: Fig. 6.14 presents the frequency of linked list operations for arena
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Figure 6.15: Normalized Function Runtime Pricing – Numbers are normalized to execution using
software library and normal OS kernel

management during allocation and free. Arena linked list operations occur when the object
allocator puts arenas on/off the full/available arena lists as described in Section 6.2.1. We
characterize such operations by calculating the percentage of allocation or free operations that
include arena list operations.

For all workloads, less than 1% of allocations and less than 0.6% of frees need to operate on
the linked lists. Workloads with smaller working sets require fewer linked list operations because
there are fewer arenas to manage, and the locality of allocation and free is high. Compared with
the total number of instructions, the linked list operations only constitute a tiny fraction of total
memory accesses (≤ 0.01%). We also evaluated an ideal environment without the linked list
operations and observed minimal changes in the result. Overall, the performance implications of
arena list operations are negligible.

6.4.6 Function Pricing

We compute the cost of running functions on both the baseline system and Memento according to
AWS pricing [15]. Fig. 6.15 shows the runtime cost based on execution time and memory usage.
The current AWS pricing policy computes the cost of functions in the granularity of milliseconds
for runtime and MB for consumed memory. On average, we can see from the results that Memento
can achieve a significant runtime cost saving of 24%.

Function providers add a fixed per-invocation cost that accounts for the infrastructure man-
agement and deployment costs outside the function costs. While this cost is outside the scope of
Memento, when included for end-to-end pricing cost, Memento is able to achieve cost savings up
to 31%, and 11% on average.
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6.4.7 Sensitivity Studies
Populating pages on mmap: mmap provides a flag, MAP POPULATE that will force the OS to
eagerly populate virtual pages with physical memory, hence reducing the page fault overhead.
However, eagerly populating pages may cause an increased physical memory footprint. To
evaluate the effect, we instrumented the software allocators under comparison to pass the flag to
mmap and evaluated Memento on this setting. For Golang workloads, we observed that on average
function execution increased by 3% but the physical memory footprint increased by 8.6×, due
to the large mmap size of Golang allocator. For Python and C++ workloads, we did not observe
any significant change in speedup, with physical memory increasing by an average of 9.6%. We
conclude that eagerly populating allocations is not cost-efficient for serverless functions based on
the AWS pricing model in Section 6.4.6 due to the increased physical memory footprint.

Multi-process environments: To evaluate Memento in multi-process environments, where a
single core is over-subscribed to several time-sharing function instances, we ran the simulation by
starting four randomly selected function instances and pinning them to the same core. We repeated
the experiment ten times, with different workloads each time. The main potential overhead of
Memento is induced due to the flushing of the HOT table. We find that the overall effect on
the speedup is negligible. We attribute the results to the fact that context switches are relatively
infrequent.

Tuning software allocators: We manually tuned the available configuration knobs of
software allocators to study their effects on Memento. Our results show that while changing most
of the knobs does not affect Memento’s speedup, enlarging the arena size of software allocators
causes a noticeable but less than 1% speedup. Further investigation revealed that using larger
arenas reduces the frequency of mmap at the potential cost of fragmentation. Physical memory
footprint is unaffected as mmap reserves physical pages lazily.

Warm-start versus cold-start: Our earlier experiments warm-started functions, i.e., func-
tions are executed by an existing container process and skip the container set-up stage. However,
in practice, functions may also experience cold starts where the latency of setting up containers is
added to their execution latency. To study the effect of cold-started functions on Memento, we
ran experiments where containers are set up before executing the function. Our results show that
cold-start slightly reduces the benefits of Memento between 0.1-1.4% depending on the function
runtime.

Name Read/Write Static Area

Memento HOT 0.005/0.006nJ 1.32mW 0.0084mm2

Memento AAC 0.002/0.002nJ 0.43mW 0.0023mm2

Table 6.3: Hardware Cost of Memento

6.4.8 Hardware Cost
We evaluate hardware energy and area cost of Memento using CACTI 6.5 [183] under 22nm
technology node. We model the Memento’s hardware object table (HOT) as a 64-entry direct-
mapped cache structure with the entry format as described in Section 6.2.1. We model the extra
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storage on the page allocator for arena pointers and the shootdown bit vector as 32-entry direct-
mapped cache. Each entry stores four most recently used arena header pointers and a bit vector
for storing shootdown information. Results are presented in Table 6.3. Overall, the hardware cost
of Memento is minimal while providing substantial performance improvements.

6.4.9 Comparison with Related Work

The closest related work is Mallacc [126] which integrates with TCMalloc and offers hardware
support for a subset of the operations of malloc targeting only C++ workloads. We further discuss
Mallacc in Section 6.5. We simulate an ideal version of Mallacc, in which the Mallacc cache has
zero latency and always hits. Since Mallacc only supports C++ workloads, we only compare it to
Memento on DeathStarBench. On average, this ideal Mallacc configuration achieves a speedup
between 5-10% and an average of 8%. Instead, Memento achieves much higher speedups of
10-17%, and an average of 14%. Overall, Memento significantly outperforms Mallacc. The reason
is twofold. First, Mallacc relies on software for many allocation operations. Second, Mallacc
does not consider the OS allocation path. This feature is crucial for high-level languages such
as Python, as we showed in Section 6.4.2, that Mallacc does not support. Instead, Memento
provides a holistic hardware-centric solution that alleviates the overheads of serverless memory
management in both user space and the OS while being able to integrate with existing software
stacks easily.

6.5 Additional Related Work on Reducing Cold-Start Latency

Cold-start latency reflects the overhead of bringing up serverless functions to a state that is ready
for execution. The overhead may include the time required to (i) start the virtualization platform,
(2) set up the execution environment, and (3) resolve software or library dependencies [191].
Cold-start latency is particularly difficult to amortize over the rest of the execution for serverless
functions due to their extremely short lifetime.

Prior works have attempted to minimize cold-start latency by individually or collectively
reducing the latency of performing each of the tasks during function start-up. For example,
unikernels can reduce the amount of unnecessary work during OS bootloading, allowing function
instances to fast boot into the OS [10, 36]. In addition, by eliminating non-essential services
from the virtualization platform, prior works present the design of “lean containers” [191] or
“micro-VMs” [10] that minimize the overhead incurred by virtualization. Process snapshots or
“zygote processes” shrink process creation latency by enabling function instances to be started
from an already initialized snapshot [36, 68, 191, 247], rather than performing expensive process
initialization. Keep-Alive Caching prevents the destruction of function instances after they have
completed execution, in the hope that future invocations can be handled using the warm instance,
hence skipping all unnecessary work for initialization [78, 229]. Prefetching can help eliminate
expensive page faults [247] or instruction cache misses [223] on all stages of execution, therefore
also reducing cold-start latency. Lastly, prior works also resort to compiler-enforced isolation
to reduce the cost of enforcing isolation between function instances in the runtime [35, 232].
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As a result, these instances can be spawned without strict runtime isolation guarantees and the
associated overhead while remaining functionally isolated from each other.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

7.1 Conclusions

This dissertation addresses two major limitations with the existing cache hierarchy design that
prevent software and hardware from utilizing it efficiently. The first limitation is the lack of
multiversioning support, which leads to suboptimal solutions for transaction memory and NVM-
based memory snapshotting. The second limitation is not being able to leverage application-level
information, which prevents the cache hierarchy from (i) achieving a higher compression ratio
on LLC compression, and (ii) optimizing object allocation from a high level that leverages the
allocation semantics. This dissertation addresses both limitations by taking advantage of multiple
instances of related objects.

In the first half of the dissertation, we presented OverlayTM (Chapter 3), a Hardware Trans-
actional Memory (HTM) design that enables threads to synchronize via hardware executed
transactions, and NVOverlay (Chapter 4), an NVM-based memory snapshotting design that
periodically checkpoints consistent memory states and saves them to the NVM device. Both
designs share a base mechanism implementing hardware multiversioning, i.e., Page Overlays
(Section 2.1), and utilize its “Overlay-on-Write” semantics to create cache blocks on the same
address but with different OIDs. The creation of overlay blocks is performed directly in the cache
hierarchy, without allocating backing storage, and hence incurs minimum overhead. The newly
created overlay cache blocks, also known as “versions”, are managed by hardware. In this disser-
tation, we proposed several mechanisms for managing these versions to satisfy different design
requirements. We hence conclude that the main contribution of the first half of the dissertation is
the demonstration of practical hardware-supported multiversioning and applying it to real-world
problems.

In OverlayTM, overlay cache blocks created by overlay writes represent the private write
working set of uncommitted transactions. Multiple transactions can write the same address
concurrently without interfering with each other, each creating its overlay block in the private
hierarchy. To manage these overlay blocks belonging to different transactions, we propose
Multiversioned Page Overlay (MPO), which consists of a Version Directory that tracks committed
overlay blocks and their owners, and a Version Access Protocol that directs transactional reads to
the correct version. The versioning support on OverlayTM implements what is called the snapshot
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read semantics, which guarantees the consistency of data accessed by transactional read operations.
To detect conflicts between concurrent transactions, we also proposed a conflict detection protocol
based on commit-time validation, and a backward protocol that relies on a hardware Commit
Queue. By combining the version management and conflict detection capabilities, OverlayTM can
execute transactions with a greater degree of parallelism than prior works and strong serialization
guarantees. Read-only transactions and early-release reads also benefit from the multiversioning
support and can execute with fewer conflicts. Experiments using STAMP and data structure
workloads on a 16-core simulated platform show that OverlayTM greatly reduces transaction
abort rates and total execution cycles compared with an eager conflict detection design (both
show 30%–90% reduction on OverlayTM). When compared with TCC and serializable SI-TM,
OverlayTM also demonstrate its advantage on specific workloads due to read-only and early
release support and its strong isolation guarantee.

NVOverlay treats overlay cache blocks as incrementally captured memory snapshot data and
manages these blocks in the L2 level of the private hierarchy. The overlay blocks will be gradually
written back to the NVM for persistence either alongside regular cache coherence or by the cache
tag walker. In addition to leveraging overlay blocks as the in-cache representation of snapshot
data, NVOverlay also extends the main memory components of Page Overlays, i.e., the OMS and
the OMT, to organize persistent snapshot data efficiently using a series of mapping tables managed
similarly to Log-Structured Merge (LSM) trees. In order to maintain the consistency of memory
snapshots without executing global barriers, NVOverlay adopts a more relaxed consistency model
and guarantees data consistency with a distributed Lamport clock tracking data dependencies. We
evaluated NVOverlay on STAMP and data structure workloads. Results show that NVOverlay
can hide the latency overhead of persistence in most cases (and only incur a relatively marginal
overhead for the rest), and efficiently reduces write amplification by more than 80% compared with
hardware logging. When evaluating against PiCL, a hardware undo logging design, NVOverlay
also demonstrates lower peak memory bandwidth, and generally less bandwidth consumption
when capturing snapshots in small but localized bursts.

In the second half of this dissertation, we demonstrated how leveraging application-level
information in the cache hierarchy can benefit performance. Specifically, in Chapter 5, we
presented Multi-Block Cache Compression (MBC) as an exhibition of leveraging software-
provided per-page data layout to assist inter-block cache compression. In Chapter 6, we further
looked into one of the most common and mundane tasks of an application—memory management,
and proposed Memento as a holistic and hardware-centric approach for optimizing heap memory
allocation. We conclude that the main contribution of the second half of the dissertation is
the demonstration of practical hardware-software collaboration on leveraging application-level
information.

MBC is designed based on the insight that analogous blocks, i.e., blocks that contain similar
content and can be compressed together, often form a stepped (spatially strided) pattern on one or
more pages. To leverage this data pattern, MBC enables the application to pass the per-page “step
size” attribute using existing memory management system calls, which propagates the attribute
from the page table to the TLB, and finally to the LLC (alongside memory requests). Inter-block
redundancy can thus be utilized by grouping analogous blocks on the same page into stepped
super-block cache tags, based on the “step size” attribute of the page, and then using the first
block of every super-block tag as the reference of compression. In order to accomplish high
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compression ratio, we also proposed a dictionary-based algorithm derived from C-PACK that is
capable of leveraging both intra- and inter-block redundancy, and a 1.5× over-provisioned tag
array organization which achieves a maximum effective cache capacity of 6×. We evaluated
MBC on data application workloads (list, B+Tree, TPC-H, and real-world analytical dataset), with
application-assigned “step size” attributes, and SPEC, with the default “step size” of one. Results
show that MBC outperforms an uncompressed cache by 6.99% and 12.5% higher IPC, and 2.55×
effective cache capacity, on data application workloads and SPEC, respectively. Furthermore,
when compared to a prior state-of-the-art inter-block compression design, MBC can achieve up
to 6.07% higher IPC and 1.25× effective cache capacity on data workloads, and 8.37% higher
IPC and 1.61× effective cache capacity on SPEC. We attribute the performance speedup and high
compression ratio of MBC to an optimal combination of the compression algorithm, tag array
organization, and effectively leveraging application-level information.

Memento optimizes memory management by offloading most of the memory management
work to dedicated hardware components, hence reducing the amount of work on the execution
critical path. The design of Memento is based on the insight that user space memory management
functions (malloc and free) are not semantically dependent on execution, and therefore,
can be executed in the background without changing their semantics. Besides, Memento also
leverages the OS-level observation that only a small subset of OS kernel memory management
functions are involved in order to manage physical pages properly. Following this observation,
Memento only implements the small subset of kernel functions as a separate hardware page
management module, thus enabling even greater speedup by performing page management directly
on hardware. We recognized that Memento is particularly beneficial to Serverless Computing due
to the short lifetime and the object-oriented nature of serverless functions (the basic execution unit
of Serverless Computing applications). To evaluate the benefits, we conducted experiments with
Memento on real-world serverless functions implemented in Python and C++. Our evaluation
shows that Memento reduces main memory traffic by 22%, speeds up function execution by
8–22% (14% on average), and, as a result, reduces the end-to-end cost of running functions on
Serverless Computing platforms by 24%. When compared with a prior proposal that does not
leverage high-level application information (but instead executes low-level memory allocation
operations on hardware), Memento exhibits 1.75× higher speedup. We regard these results as
strong proof that Memento benefits greatly from leveraging application-level information of
memory management functions in both user space and the kernel.

7.2 Future Works on Addressing Interactions Between Pro-
posed Designs

This dissertation has primarily been an exploration of different opportunities presented by taking
advantage of object relationships within the cache hierarchy, and we have presented several con-
crete proposals for exploiting those relationships: OverlayTM, NVOverlay, MBC, and Memento.
In this section, we collect some of the considerations one might encounter when simultaneously
supporting multiple of these proposals in a single system. We leave a more detailed analysis for
future work.
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Contending for the Overlay ID (OID) tags: Both OverlayTM and NVOverlay use the
per-block OID tag to represent version numbers. The per-block OID tag may hence become
the source of structural hazard between the two designs when a cache block is modified. To
resolve this structural hazard, we propose to divide the existing 16-bit OID field into two smaller
sub-fields, the “OverlayTM-OID” and the “NVOverlay-OID”, such that each of them can be
accessed and updated by individual circuits. In this proposed design, OverlayTM transactions only
update the “OverlayTM-OID” field, while NVOverlay only updates the “NVOverlay-OID” field.
The two designs can then operate without affecting each other when both of them are enabled.
However, when only one design is enabled, it can still monopolize the whole 16 bits of the OID
tag.

Alternatively, hardware designers may also choose to add an extra OID tag bank such that
each design operates on its designated OID bank. This design option trades off the performance
impact of having narrower OID tags (i.e., more frequent OID wraparound) for more significant
hardware costs. For example, if we add one extra OID bank of 16 bits per block, the total storage
overhead of the OID bits will increase to 6.25% of the total data bank size.

When both OverlayTM and NVOverlay are enabled in the system, uncommitted transactions
may be persisted as part of the durable memory snapshot, incurring extra complications during
crash recovery as these uncommitted transactions need to be rolled back. We postpone the
discussion of a potential solution that enables durable transactions to Section 7.3.

Maintaining persistent allocation metadata on NVM: Memento is designed to work with
volatile main memory where a system crash will wipe out the content of the main memory,
including the allocation metadata maintained by Memento. However, with NVOverlay enabled,
the system operates under full-address space snapshotting mode where the working memory
is periodically checkpointed into non-volatile storage automatically in the background. In this
scenario, the allocation metadata of Memento may not be checkpointed correctly as it is maintained
in two separate caches called the Hardware Object Table (HOT) and the Arena Allocation Cache
(AAC), respectively. As a result, the system snapshot captured by NVOverlay’s protocol is
incomplete, as the snapshot does not include the allocation metadata of Memento.

To address this problem, on systems that implement both NVOverlay and Memento, we
propose to extend every HOT and AAC entry with an OID tag just like regular cache blocks.
When an allocation or deallocation request is made, the current epoch of the requesting processor
is included in the request message. On receiving the message, Memento compares the epoch
number with the OID tag of the HOT entry. If they differ, then Memento updates the OID tag of
the HOT entry to the one included in the message and sends the content of the entry to the MNM
backend. The MNM backend will then update the current snapshot using the physical address of
the arena (which is included in the HOT entry). AAC entries are handled similarly except that the
epoch number is included in the arena allocation message sent by the HOT.

Guaranteeing the atomicity of memory allocation: Memento also interacts with Over-
layTM as the contents of HOT and AAC are not updated atomically, causing the allocation
metadata to be corrupted when a transaction aborts and when multiple transactions attempt to
deallocate the same memory object. To ensure atomic updates of both caches, we propose to
extend HOT and AAC entries with an extra OID tag as in the previous solution (the resource
hazard on the OID tags between OverlayTM and NVOverlay can be dealt with similarly as
presented in earlier sections). When a transaction attempts to allocate or deallocate memory, it
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includes its bts in the request message. On receiving the message, if the bts and the entry’s OID
differ, the HOT performs in-cache CoW just like in the data cache and writes the old entry back to
the cache hierarchy (tagged with the old OID). Deallocation of objects maintained by a remote
HOT occurs normally using the protocol described in Section 6.3.

Obtaining “step size” information via the hardware allocator: The last possible interac-
tion that we investigate is between Memento and MBC. Memento performs memory allocation
on hardware without involving any software allocator, which contradicts the design philosophy
of MBC that software should provide hints to aid compression. However, the software support
for MBC is merely a simple extension of the existing arena-based object allocation technique
(see Section 5.4.2). This software technique can be easily ported to Memento which we briefly
describe as follows. First, memory allocation requests to Memento should allow an optional
operand, i.e., the type of the object. Moreover, we also extend the HOT entries and arena header
format to store the type of the arena. On receiving the allocation request, Memento performs HOT
lookup by checking whether the requested type matches the arena type cached in the HOT. If they
do not match, the Memento hardware searches for an existing arena of the same class and type.
If no such arena can be found, a new arena is requested from the page allocator with the type
information and the “step size” attribute calculated by hardware using the requested size. Finally,
when the hardware page allocator processes the request, it sets up the “step size” field of the PTE
for the first page of the arena. The “step size” attribute will then be fetched by the MMU into the
TLB and propagated to the LLC, following the usual path as in the current MBC design.

Compressing Speculative Data: MBC can compress speculative cache blocks generated
by OverlayTM if analogous blocks with the same OID tags (i.e., they are generated by the
same transaction) are mapped to the same stepped super-block tag. In this case, the LLC index
generation circuit takes both the OID tag and the “step size” attribute when calculating the set
index. When a transaction aborts, all of its speculative blocks are invalidated, which can then be
implemented by invalidating the super-block tag.

By compressing speculative blocks generated by uncommitted transactions, OverlayTM enjoys
the extra benefit of fewer LLC write backs of speculative data, which results in faster transactional
execution in general.

7.3 Future Works on Hardware-Supported Multiversioning
Supporting thread-level speculation: The transactional execution capability of OverlayTM

and its timestamp-ordered transaction model can be extended to support thread-level speculation
(TLS) in future works. In TLS, loops or similar software constructs are unrolled into iterations and
then dispatched to multiple threads for parallel execution. TLS assumes that iterations are mostly
independent of each other but does not exclude the possibility of occasional data dependency,
hence necessitating transactional execution of iterations. Compared with transactional memory,
where transactions are only serialized in some order, TLS requires a pre-determined ordering (as
defined by program semantics) between loop iterations to be enforced. The design challenge of
supporting TLS hence concentrates on enforcing this external serialization order, in addition to
providing atomicity and serializability.

Prior works on TLS [75, 237, 238] encode the external serialization order in the coherence
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states, resulting in a very complicated design where the coherence state machine is tightly coupled
with TLS support. With OverlayTM, since transactions are already timestamp ordered, the external
serialization order can just be represented using transaction’s Begin Timestamp (bts), and enforced
by the existing conflict detection protocol. Only moderate hardware modifications are needed
to transform OverlayTM to support TLS. First, the design must expose a software interface that
enables the application to start speculation and specify the ordering, which OverlayTM lacks.
Second, conflict detection should be modified to enforce serialization ordering based on bts rather
than cts. One potential way is to track the read set of each speculation and then validate the read
set by re-reading every address in it to confirm that the external serialization order is observed.
More efficient solutions are also possible, which we leave as future work.

Memory snapshotting for intermittent computing: Future works on NVOverlay may
extend it to support memory snapshotting for intermittent computing. Intermittent computing
refers to a new computing paradigm where the device no longer has a stable power supply and
hence must endure constant power interrupts as a norm rather than as an exception [163]. This
scenario is mainly associated with Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices that operate with limited
battery capacity, charged by unstable power sources such as solar panels or other energy harvesting
methods. Because of this unique property, one of the top priorities for intermittent computing
devices is to preserve the progress of computation before imminent power interrupts, such that
execution could resume from a recent checkpoint instead of restarting from the initial state.

One approach for preserving computation progress is to take memory snapshots and restore
them after the power supply re-stabilizes. The challenge for this particular use case is that inter-
mittent computing has a slightly different failure model than the one we assumed for NVOverlay
in Section 4.1.1. More specifically, intermittent computing devices can be configured to receive a
notification in advance before the battery completely drains, which allows the device to sustain a
certain number of NVM operations before it entirely shuts down. The design focus of the memory
snapshotting mechanism, therefore, is shifted from ensuring the consistency of persistent data due
to unexpected failures, to designing a protocol that schedules ordered shutdowns before imminent
power interrupts, in which all data that has not yet been persisted will be written back. In this
situation, NVOverlay can be simplified by not having to guarantee the atomicity of updating the
master mapping table (Mmaster). Prior works [33] that adopt a similar approach to NVOverlay
also leverage this unique failure model to simplify the design.

Another challenge of intermittent computing is to preserve power as much as possible. A viable
design must, therefore, minimize the extra power overhead incurred by memory snapshotting.
NVOverlay in its current form is a poor fit due to the 16-bit OID tag in the hierarchy and the
extra DRAM operations for maintaining the tags in the main memory (Section 4.2.5). In future
works extending NVOverlay to intermittent computing devices, the width of the OID tags in both
the cache hierarchy and the main memory should be shrunk, which also reduces the number of
concurrent snapshots it supports (in the most extreme case, only 1-bit OID per block is left, which
supports two concurrent snapshots). Fortunately, NVOverlay does not impose any restriction on
the width of the OID tags and is hence not intrinsically power-hungry.

Enabling durable transactions: In future systems that employ NVM as main memory,
it might be feasible to combine OverlayTM and NVOverlay to create a Durable Hardware
Transactional Memory (DHTM) design that executes durable transactions. In the DHTM design,
OverlayTM provides a transactional model which guarantees the atomicity and serializability
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of transactional execution in memory consistency order (i.e., the order of memory operations
perceived by processors via data dependency), while NVOverlay writes back dirty data generated
by committed transactions to match the order of persistence with the serialization order of
transactions. In the proposed DHTM design, the per-block OID tags serve dual purposes. On
the one hand, they indicate the serialization order of transactions in the logical time scale (as
described in Section 3.1.2). On the other hand, they also encode data dependencies between dirty
blocks, which dictate the proper ordering these blocks should be persisted to the NVM. The main
challenge of materializing the DHTM design is to handle NVM-residing persistent data in a more
read-efficient manner, because NVOverlay assumes that NVM data will be write-mostly, and
hence optimizes it for writing rather than reading.

7.4 Future Works on Leveraging Runtime Application-Level
Information

Automatic discovery of per-page stepped pattern: While MBC is able to leverage per-
page stepped pattern for inter-block compression, in Chapter 5, we assumed that the “step size”
attribute is explicitly provided by the application whenever the attribute is known to users or
software libraries. In future works, this mechanism can be automated either statically by compilers
or dynamically by profilers. In the former setting, the compiler may perform simple static analyses
on performance-critical code that allocates large chunks of memory. For example, when an
array-of-structs is to be allocated, the compiler can compute the “step size” attribute statically
(since the struct size is known at compilation time) and insert function calls to pass the attribute as
a compression hint to the hardware. In the dynamic setting, a software profiler is scheduled in the
background, whose task is to analyze the memory layout of frequently accessed pages. Whenever
the profiler identifies a larger-than-one stepped pattern on one or more pages, it will notify the OS
using the system call interface proposed in Section 5.4.1. Furthermore, dynamic profiling can be
conducted either online or offline. Previous works such as Zhang et al. [273] can be used as a
reference for offline profiling.

Main memory inter-block compression: MBC’s inter-block cache compression scheme
can be extended to main memory compression, which reduces the storage and bandwidth overhead
within the main memory. The main memory compression scheme also performs inter-block
compression across analogous blocks. However, instead of using stepped super-block tags for
grouping analogous blocks, the scheme may compress analogous blocks on the same DRAM row
(the size of which is typically a few KBs) using the same algorithm as in MBC. The compressed
blocks are then stored compactly on the DRAM row. Memory accesses to compressed rows need
to be redirected to the correct “segment” which is the subunit that compressed analogous blocks
are stored within the row. As with similar works on main memory compression, the extra mapping
information must be maintained either in-line within the physical row storage or in a separate
memory region for storing mapping metadata.

Furthermore, if both the LLC and the main memory are compressed, then on LLC misses,
compressed blocks can be fetched from the main memory and transferred on the memory bus
without decompression. The synergic cache and main memory compression design can harvest
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even more memory bandwidth benefits compared with an uncompressed design because fewer
bytes are transmitted on the memory bus for handling LLC misses.

Allocation-driven cache prefetching: Future works on Memento may focus on reducing
the access latency of hardware-allocated objects by prefetching cache blocks containing the object
into the private hierarchy before accesses to the object are made. One reasonable design option
is to let allocation requests drive prefetching decisions, which would at least work well for the
workloads we have evaluated in Chapter 6. In these workloads, an object will be initialized shortly
after allocation returns the object’s address. In addition, we also observe that the first memory
operation to a newly allocated object is almost always a write because, according to the semantics
of the user space memory allocator (i.e., malloc), newly allocated objects contain undefined
data. Memory reads, therefore, are extremely unlikely on newly allocated objects before the
objects are properly initialized.

We sketch the design of a hardware object prefetcher that collaborates with Memento as
follows. When an allocation takes place, Memento sends a prefetching request containing the
object’s address and size to the prefetcher. On receiving the request, the prefetcher decides whether
or not to perform prefetching based on (i) whether the object has already been fetched into the
private hierarchy recently, (ii) whether the hierarchy can sustain additional memory requests
without incurring contention, and (iii) the history of object usage pattern of the requested size
class (which can be collected from a per-size-class profiler). If the prefetcher decides to execute
prefetching, then it issues a coherence message to the LLC to acquire exclusive ownership of the
object’s address (or addresses if the object spans multiple blocks). Future access patterns on the
prefetched object are also recorded by a hardware profiler, which will then be used to provide
feedback for fine-tuning the prefetching policy.

Future works may also explore page-level prefetching, which is driven by Memento’s physical
page allocator, and is performed when the initial tag walk request on a newly allocated page
is received. In page-level prefetching, it is even possible to directly create cache blocks in the
hierarchy, in a way that resembles “Overlay-on-Write” without actually fetching data from the
main memory. In such a design, the hardware prefetcher will instruct the LLC controller to insert
dirty cache blocks with address tags on the newly allocated page, as if these blocks were fetched
from the main memory. Zeroing of the allocated page (which many OS kernels will do) can also
be piggybacked on block insertion by simply zeroing the content of the blocks after they are
inserted.
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